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Chapter 1

The intensity of the rain increased as I dashed towards the 
entrance of the School, the icy water digging into my skin like 
tiny razor cuts.

I hunched my shoulders and sped up, using my hands as an 
ineffective cover.

A flash of colour leapt from the bush next to the door, making 
me pause. It had only been for a second, but it was a bright red 
burst of light that shimmered as it moved. It had to be magic.

The rain battered down on me harder as I peered at the bush. 
Stepping forward to take a closer look, I walked into a grey fog 
and felt my chest tighten as I inhaled the spell.

Images rammed into my mind; blood, death, chaos. There 
were screams echoing around me and an eerie laughter that 
drifted through my head.

"Ruby Carmichael," a voice said. "Born to die a horrible 
death." The laugh flew round me again.

My eyes narrowed as I focused on smashing through this 
twisted spell. I bit the inside of my cheek, knowing who was 
behind this.

"Happy birthday, daughter." An image of my birth mother, 
Fidelma, flashed before my eyes, and I instinctively cringed away.

Her magic clung to my skin, a sticky web of dark power. If 
Fidelma was here then so was Rupert, my father. The two of 
them were a dangerous, unstable mix of dark magic and madness 
and I wanted to be anywhere else but alone with them.

My own magic abilities were now stronger, turning seventeen 
does that to you, but I had no idea how to control those new 
abilities.
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The images continued to pound at me, so I did the one thing I 
knew I was good at; I invoked my Sending magic.

The School of Exorcists attracted undead who needed to 
catch a lift to the other side, and I just had to hope one of them 
would be near enough to disrupt the magic enveloping me.

The air around me immediately shifted and I felt tendrils of 
ice trace across my skin. The chaotic, violent images faded as four 
undead passed through the magic and surrounded me.

"You will help us?" asked a tall, thin woman, clutching a child 
to her chest. Her image wavered as she stood in front of me.

"We all need to go." The man next to her was short but just as 
thin. "We have waited to be called here, we know you send over 
the undead, but we couldn't get anyone to help us."

I nodded. "Just need to get free of this magic." My head 
throbbed under the weight of the toxic spell.

"Let me assist you." The second male undead had moved to 
stand behind me. Without pausing, or waiting for an invitation, 
he walked into my body.

I gasped and a stream of ice cold breath shot from me. My 
veins tingled with the invasive presence of an undead. I didn't 
even know they could take over the body of a living person. I 
learnt something new every day at the School of Exorcists.

"Walk forward," said a voice in my head.
I tried a step and then another, my movements disjointed and 

stiff before I was flung free of the magic, landing in a heap on the 
ground.

The male undead jumped free of my body and looked down at 
me. "You're too short to stay in for long." He grinned.

I rubbed my elbow, grazed from landing on gravel, and stood 
up, looking around for any signs of Rupert and Fidelma. All I saw 
was a card on the ground and the lingering trace of dark magic in 
the air.

"The magic has gone," said the woman. "You are safe."
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"Thanks," I said, picking the card up and flipping it over. It 
read Dear Daughter on the front. My mouth went dry as I stared 
at the words, and I stuffed it quickly into the back pocket of my 
jeans.

"You can cross us over now," said the woman.
"Of course." I took a few deep breaths to slow my pounding 

heart and began the Sending magic, crossing over each undead in 
turn. 

"A world of light, a world of peace, a world of blessed and 
happy release. A time to live, a time to die, a time you need to say 
goodbye." This was the incantation I used when sending over an 
undead. I had not always known that I needed to speak these 
words before performing a Sending. Before joining the School of 
Exorcists, I had simply touched them and they usually vanished.

The thrill of the magic continued to calm me and a deep, 
warm thread of happiness traced through my body as the final 
undead crossed over, leaving a trace of ice on my skin as they 
disappeared.

I did one more quick look around and then hurried into the 
School.

My stomach grumbled unhappily, reminding me that I hadn’t 
eaten in hours. I found sandwiches and fruit in the dining room 
and ate them whilst huddled in my coat until the cold ebbed 
away, the raindrops on my hair evaporated and my hands 
stopped shaking.

The dining room was a large open space, with rows of tables 
set up for students to come for their daily meals. The walls were 
wood panelled, and it was always warm and cosy in there, the 
enjoyable scents of cooking drifted in the air as I warmed up.

I pulled out the crumpled birthday card and laid it on the 
table in front of me. My birth parents wanted me dead but gave 
me a birthday card. It was completely in keeping with their 
warped sense of love.
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I stroked my fingers over the card. I wanted them to care for 
me, but they'd shown how much they really hated me. They'd 
abandoned me when I was a child and had now returned to try to 
kill me because I didn't agree with their dangerous use of dark 
magic.

"Ruby, you were outside for ages. I thought you might not get 
back in time." Annabel Mitchell, my best friend, walked in, her 
ginger curls bouncing around her head.

"In time for what?" I grabbed the card and crushed it in my 
hand, burning it to charred pieces with a small fire spell. I didn't 
want to worry Annabel with Rupert and Fidelma's magic trap. 
No one got hurt, this time.

"The rest of your birthday present from me. Come on, we’ve 
not got long." She grabbed my arm and pulled me off the seat and 
along the corridor. I barely had time to sweep the charred 
remains of the card into a bin with the speed she was going.

Annabel had already given me a huge box of sweets, despite 
me requesting no presents. I wondered what else she had 
planned. "Where are we going?"

"Just up to our room." Annabel looked at me and laughed. 
"Don’t look so sour faced, this will be fun." She pushed open the 
door to the bedroom we shared and revealed her surprise.

She had turned the room into a beauty salon. There was a foot 
spa, a tray of different coloured nail polishes, make-up, hair 
products, and packets of face and hair masques.

"Do you really think I need all of that?" I raised my eyebrows, 
knowing my messy dye job would never win me any beauty 
awards.

"No! It’s just fun. Besides you want to look amazing for 
tonight, don’t you?"

Tonight was our joint seventeenth birthday party at a nearby 
Italian restaurant. Turning seventeen was a major deal at the 
School of Exorcists. Once you were seventeen, your abilities 
developed and the magic really kicked in.
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I shrugged my coat off and brushed my fingers through my 
tangled, red hair. "This is supposed to be a party for you too, but 
you’re doing all the hard work."

"You can do the same for me when it’s my actual birthday day. 
Come on, no more stalling, let’s get to work." Annabel rolled up 
the sleeves of her pale grey jumper, revealing the freckles on her 
skin.

"You know, there are spells that change the way a person 
looks."

"But this way is much more fun." Annabel grinned at me.
I submitted to her enthusiastic efforts to make me look 

presentable. As I lay back, my hair and face covered in gooey 
products, I noticed seventeen red roses on the sideboard and 
smiled. Andreas, my favourite member of the undead, and his fun 
magic at work again.

Andreas was one of the longstanding residents of the School. 
Longstanding because he was actually dead, or rather one of the 
undead, and, therefore, didn’t care whether he stayed somewhere 
for five minutes or five years. He never got any older than 
eighteen, the age he was when he died.

I’d recently joined The School of Exorcists, and it was very 
different from my old school. This was a place gifted students 
were sent to practice sending over undead spirits, learn how to 
control their magic, and basically keep the rest of the human race 
safe from dark magic users.

It was only a few months ago that I’d discovered my destiny 
was not only to come here but to also lead the fight in finally 
defeating dark magic. One tiny problem with that was the fact 
that my birth parents led an army of dark magic users. Life was 
very complicated right now.

Finally, Annabel finished and, as I stood in front of the mirror 
admiring her handiwork, I had to admit she’d done a good job. It 
had also been a perfect distraction from Rupert and Fidelma's 
little birthday gift. My red hair was glossy and my skin shone. 
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Sparkly silver polish coated my nails and the make-up made my 
brown eyes shine; just the right amount of colour without 
making me look like a streetwalker.

"Ruby Carmichael, you’ve got to admit, you look hot." 
Annabel stood behind me, grinning at my reflection.

"My present is great." I hugged her. "You don’t look so shabby 
yourself." Annabel had changed into a beautiful black dress, 
which highlighted her pale skin perfectly.

She stood in front of the mirror and quickly lined her eyes 
with kohl. "Thanks. I’ve got to go to the restaurant to put a few 
finishing touches to things." Annabel grabbed her coat. "All you 
need to do is get dressed and meet us in two hours."

"Can’t I just come with you all now?" My friends, Annabel, 
Jenny, Mike, and my boyfriend, Zander, were definitely hiding 
something from me.

"It will spoil the surprise. But I promise you, you will love 
it. Please pretend that you love it even if you don’t. Zander has 
worked really hard to make it perfect for you," Annabel said.

Alexander Ford, although everyone called him Zander, was 
my first serious boyfriend and a powerful mind reader. We’d met 
on my first day at the School of Exorcists, and I’d fallen for him 
in about ten seconds. It was not just his good looks, although the 
thick, sandy blond hair, blue eyes, and athletic body helped. We 
seemed to have this freaky connection with each other. Luckily 
for me, he’d felt the same, and we’d been pretty much glued to 
each other since then. Annabel thought this was a bit creepy, but 
I didn’t care. I was in love.

"I will, but he doesn’t need to go to so much trouble," I said.
"It’s his way of showing you how much he cares." Annabel 

pretended to stick her fingers down her throat.
"I’ll be wearing my happiest smile when I arrive." 
"Make sure you wear something more than a smile, something 

nice."
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I groaned, never feeling confident about coordinating my 
outfits and always worried I’d end up looking like a drag queen, 
with too much sparkle and cleavage.

"You can borrow my white dress. It will look perfect on 
you." Annabel took her favourite dress out of the wardrobe.

"No, I couldn't. It’s too lovely, I might drop food down it or 
get it dirty."

"You’d better not!" Annabel glared at me.
"Are you really sure you want to lend it to me?"
"Absolutely, it can be another gift to you. You will never have 

your seventeenth birthday again, so make the most of it." 
Annabel spun round, holding the dress in front of her. "I’ll leave 
you to get ready. Be there at six thirty and look surprised."

Annabel left me staring at the fitted, knee length dress 
hanging on the back of the door. It was a brilliant white, with a 
ribbon of sparkling silver around the arms, waist, and hem. I 
touched the fabric gently, afraid to crease it.

"You are going to look beautiful in that," Andreas said. Being 
one of the undead meant that he had the annoying ability to 
appear at will. He had also gotten into the habit of sleeping under 
my bed, so was often close at hand. I’ll admit it, it was a little 
weird to have a spirit lurking so near, but we were friends so I let 
his lurking habits go unmentioned.

"It’s very grown up," I said, continuing to stroke the material.
"Just like you. Now you’re seventeen you’ll be unstoppable." 

He shrugged off his black leather jacket.
"I don’t feel it." I turned, noticing how healthy Andreas 

looked, better than this morning when we'd gone for a walk 
together. He seemed to have completely recovered from his 
recent ordeal at the hands of Rupert and Fidelma. They’d 
attacked Andreas in an attempt to get to me, and it almost 
worked. In the process, Andreas took the brunt of their anger, 
leaving him seriously singed around the edges.
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"You look healthy." I raised an eyebrow, taking in his usual 
black outfit, complete with biker boots and black T-shirt.

"I won’t go into the gory details of why that’s the case, but 
thanks. I’m back to full strength." Andreas did a little turn in 
front of me. 

"Feeding on humans," I said. Andreas stayed in his current 
undead form providing he fed on the life essence of the living. It 
was how we’d first met when he’d chosen some of my former 
classmates to feed on. That was my first introduction to the 
weird world of the School of Exorcists.

He nodded. "Now stop stalling and try the dress on."
"Not whilst you’re here!"
"I’ll turn my back. I promise not to even peek."
"I’ll use the bathroom." I grabbed the dress, pushed past him, 

and shut the bathroom door.
"Don’t forget I can see through doors," Andreas said.
"Don’t you dare," I shouted back, pulling off my dressing 

gown. 
I heard a muffled laugh. "I won’t, cross my heart." 
"I doubt you have one of those," I muttered, pulling the dress 

over my head. I smoothed it down and stood back to check my 
reflection. It fitted perfectly, giving a hint of curves and making 
my skin glow against the white fabric. I opened the door.

Andreas gave a loud wolf whistle. "You look stunning, better 
than I ever imagined."

"Will it do?" I adjusted the straps on the dress and tried to 
ignore his intense gaze.

"You are more than perfect." He grabbed my hands and 
twirled me in a circle.

I laughed. "Thanks. I’ve got to finish getting ready. Annabel 
will kill me if I’m late."

"Mind if I stay? I won’t get in the way." Andreas flopped back 
on to my bed before I could answer.

"I guess not, but no talking or you’ll distract me."
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"My lips are sealed." He pretended to zip his mouth shut.
I ran my fingers through my newly groomed hair and applied 

a little make-up, lining my eyes with dark kohl and finishing with 
some pink lip balm. I found some shoes that matched the dress 
and then stood before the full length mirror in the bedroom.

"Can I just say, even though I’m not supposed to speak, you 
look perfect," Andreas said.

"Thanks." I turned in front of the mirror.
Andreas’s face twisted into a puzzled expression. "There’s a 

problem," he said.
"With the outfit?"
"No, someone’s coming." He slipped under the bed just as the 

bedroom door opened, revealing Christiana Grantham and 
Jarrod Deveral, my classmates at the School.

"I wanted to come by and wish you happy birthday." 
Christiana kissed my cheek and handed me a bunch of brightly 
coloured flowers, wrapped in a giant pink bow.

"These are lovely, thanks." I was surprised to get gifts from 
Christiana; we certainly weren’t best buddies. I’d been doing my 
best to avoid her ever since she let slip about my unfortunate 
kissing incident with Jarrod. An incident that was all his fault 
and had hopefully left him with a very sore foot where I’d 
stamped on it.

Christiana flicked her long blond hair over one shoulder and 
looked at Jarrod. "He’s got something for you too." She prodded 
him and Jarrod stepped forward, his arms straight down by his 
sides, the usual arrogant smirk absent from his face.

"A gift for me?" I couldn’t keep the surprise from my voice.
"It’s nothing special." Jarrod handed me a tiny box, not 

making eye contact. I opened it and found a tiny silver starfish 
inside.

"It’s lovely, but I can’t accept this." I snapped the lid shut and 
handed it back.
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"I told you this was a bad idea," Jarrod muttered to Christiana. 
He turned to leave, his hand raking through his dark hair.

"Wait a minute." Christiana placed a hand on his arm. "It’s 
Jarrod’s way of saying sorry for being such a jerk. He’s not very 
good at expressing his feelings," Christiana persisted, taking the 
box from Jarrod and handing it back to me.

"You could just say sorry," I said, trying to hide a smile. The 
eternally arrogant Jarrod really did look uncomfortable.

"I know." He stubbed the toe of his shoe into the carpet.
I opened the box again. "It is beautiful and it will go nicely 

with my outfit," I conceded, deciding to accept his peace offering.
"So you’ll accept it?" Christiana asked.
"If it’s your way of saying sorry, then okay," I said to Jarrod.
"It is, and I do mean it." Jarrod pushed his hands deep into his 

jean pockets, a blush developing on his cheeks.
"We’ve got one more surprise for you," Christiana said as she 

linked arms with me.
"I’ve got to go soon. I’m meeting Zander and the others for 

dinner."
"This won’t take long. You won’t be late for your little party." 

Christiana pulled me out of the bedroom, a tight look on her 
pretty face. "Come on, you’re going to love this."

"Where are we going?" I asked.
"Just to my room. Close your eyes before you go in. Don’t 

want to spoil the surprise," she said.
Reluctantly I closed my eyes, not entirely trusting either of 

them. I shuffled forward into the room, my arms stretched out in 
front of me.

"You can look now," Jarrod said.
In the middle of the room sat a huge chocolate cake, 

surrounded by colourful, iced cupcakes.
I laughed in surprise. "That’s amazing, and chocolate is my 

favourite." I took in the sheer size of the cake, with its three thick 
layers and coloured sprinkles.
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"You have to try some." Christiana cut three slabs of cake, 
placed them on paper plates, and handed them round.

"I’ll ruin my appetite," I resisted, even though it smelt so good.
"Just try a little for now, we’ll save the rest for when you all get 

back. We could even have a midnight feast. I’ve not had one of 
those for years." Christiana giggled.

I took a bite, making sure no chocolate crumbs fell on to the 
white dress. "That is so good," I mumbled taking care not to 
cover Christiana or Jarrod with chocolate crumbs.

"It’s a special family recipe." Christiana watched me eat, 
seeming to take pleasure as I took another bite.

Jarrod sighed. "This was a bad idea." He slammed his 
untouched cake on to the table.

"Relax, it’s just a bit of fun," Christiana said.
As they spoke, their voices sounded far away, as if I heard 

them from under water.
"What’s fun?" I asked.
"Christiana is being spiteful. She’s jealous that it’s your 

birthday and all the attention is on you, and she hates the fact 
that you didn’t invite her to your birthday dinner," Jarrod said.

"Shut up, idiot," hissed Christiana.
"I wasn’t sure you got on with the others," I said, feeling the 

room sway under my feet.
"In her wisdom, Christiana has decided you’re coming to the 

cave with us tonight, not going to dinner with your real friends," 
said Jarrod.

"We are her real friends," Christiana said. "Besides, you had so 
much fun with Jarrod at the last cave party. I knew you’d not be 
able to resist another invitation."

At the first, and only, cave party I’d been to, Christiana had 
ignored me and Jarrod had tried it on with me. It had not been a 
success and one I definitely didn’t want to repeat.

"We should just let her go," Jarrod said.
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"You don’t have to be involved with this." Christiana grabbed 
hold of my arm as I began to sway.

"Yes, I do," said Jarrod. "Someone has to keep an eye on your 
little games."

"Whatever," Christiana said. "Grab hold if you want me to 
transport you too." She tightened her grip on my arm.

"I don’t want to go." I protested, but couldn’t focus. My 
tongue seemed to thicken in my mouth. I dropped the cake. 
Christiana had laced it with something nasty.

"You’re going to have such a great time, much better than you 
would at some stuffy restaurant with your boring nerd friends." 
Christiana began a translocation spell as I struggled against her 
fierce grip. 

The air snapped as the spell took hold and we were standing 
outside the cave entrance.
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"This is more like it," Christiana said. The music from the cave 
rumbled up from its depths.

"I don't want to go in there," I said.
"Come on." Christiana ignored me and pushed me roughly 

through the entrance.
I staggered and felt Jarrod’s arm go round my waist.
"I need to get out of here," I whispered to Jarrod, struggling to 

form the sentence.
"I’ll do my best, but Christiana is no fool. She’ll be watching 

you," Jarrod said quietly.
"What did she give me?"
"A simple, old-fashioned sleeping potion. It will make you 

tired and, in her own words, pliable. She hates the thought of you 
going out with your friends and leaving her out. This is her 
twisted way of trying to get you to like her." He sighed but 
continued to follow Christiana.

I stumbled along the stone corridor as it curved gently down 
towards the noise of the party.

"Why are you helping me? You don’t even like me." I turned 
to look at Jarrod and saw his face set in a grim expression as he 
hurried me along.

"I do like you, idiot. That present really was meant to say sorry 
for acting like a loser." Jarrod sighed. "I’m really bad at this." He 
stopped walking and turned to face me.

"Bad at what?" I asked. My eyes struggled to focus on him.
"You probably won’t remember this anyway, from the way 

your eyes are rolling it looks like Christiana overdid the recipe." 
Jarrod ran a hand through his tousled hair. "I like you. I think 
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you’re great. You’re smart and pretty and talented. All the other 
girls in this place seem pointless and childish compared to you. I 
can’t stop thinking about you, and, well...it’s really annoying." 
Jarrod’s words spilled out in a rush.

"I, erm, don’t know what to say." I tried to make a reasonable 
argument against his declaration, but my mind produced a 
garbled nonsense.

"Say nothing. Don’t waste your time trying to be kind to me. I 
know you’re with Zander, although I can’t figure out why the guy 
is nothing special. I also know that you think I’m a spiteful jerk, 
who’s all about money and power." Jarrod narrowed his eyes and 
pressed his lips tightly together.

Jarrod Deveral and his family were one of the richest and 
most influential families around. Not only that but Jarrod had 
the powerful ability to freeze and control a person’s soul, 
essentially turning them into a zombie, willing to do anything 
their new master ordered. Sometimes all that money and 
influence went to Jarrod’s head.

"Aren’t you into all that?" I hadn’t meant to voice that 
particular thought, but the sleeping potion seemed to have taken 
away my inhibitions as well as my balance.

"Believe what you like," he said, "but I’m not like that. At least, 
I don’t want to be when I’m around you." He leaned forward and 
gently kissed my lips.

"Bad idea," I mumbled and pushed my hands against his chest.
Jarrod took a step away from me and had the decency to look 

ashamed, his gaze on the ground. "Come on, Christiana will start 
wondering where you are." He pulled me along and we entered 
the main part of the cave.

It was full of people. I didn’t recognise many of them, but as 
soon as I entered a cheer went up.

"The birthday girl has arrived," I heard Christiana shout from 
among the crowd. She ran over and grabbed my hands and began 
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introducing me to numerous people, who I instantly forgot, their 
faces blurred by the fogginess the potion had created in my head.

"I’ve really got to go," I kept saying, trying to get her to listen 
to me. 

After what felt like an eternity, Christiana had shown me off 
to the whole room.

"I have to get out of here." I pulled at her hand, trying to 
escape from her painfully tight grip.

"You’re spoiling the fun," Christiana said, a false smile on her 
face as she continued to hold on to my hands. "Come and dance." 
She spun me round the dance floor and then let go of my hands.

I wobbled on my heels for a few seconds, before pitching over 
and hitting the ground, pain juddering up my knees.

No one helped me up, and after a few seconds of seeing 
double, I realised I had landed right by the tunnel leading back to 
the exit.

I dragged myself into the tunnel and pulled myself up against 
the wall. My stomach rolled over, warning me of an impending 
sickness if I didn't get the sleeping potion out of my system.

I calmed my breathing and thought through a healing spell. 
"Heal the pain, remove all strain, take back the illness and restore 
the wellness." I said the words several times, letting them weave 
through my body, helping to remove the worst of Christiana's 
potion.

It took a moment, but slowly my head cleared, and I inched 
my way along the corridor, closer to freedom. These caves were 
full of ancient magic, and although the students seemed to use 
them just for parties now, I could sense the hidden power 
scratched into the rocks as my fingers brushed along the words 
and images.

My pace increased as I felt cool air hit my skin. I was almost 
out.

"Where do you think you're going?" Christiana grabbed my 
shoulder and span me round to face her.
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"I have to get to my own party." I pulled away from her, 
staggering back against the wall, my balance still not perfect.

"You have to stay here. People are expecting to see you."
"I don't care. This is not my idea of fun."
Christiana's pretty blue eyes narrowed to tiny slits. "That's not 

my problem. You must stay."
"Why? We're not even friends, you just used me last time I 

came to your party. I'm not a toy you can show off."
"It's not that. And we are friends." Christiana frowned. "I have 

special guests coming later, and they insisted you be here."
"Who's coming?" I pressed my back into the wall, a surge of 

panic running through me.
"That is the biggest secret of the night." She grabbed my arm. 

"Now come back to the party and stop trying to spoil things."
I yanked my arm out of her grasp. "I'm not staying." My hands 

slapped against the rough walls and a surge of ancient magic 
grabbed at my skin, setting my nerve endings alight.

I lifted my palms up and stared at them, as a pale glow flitted 
under the skin.

"What magic are you using?" Christiana's eyes widened as she 
watched me.

"Nothing intentional. I think it's coming from the walls."
Christiana laughed. "These caves are dead. Sure, they used to 

be used for some old lessons, but that was ages ago. There's no 
magic anymore, just pointless drawings on the walls."

"Then where is this magic coming from?" I held my hands out 
towards Christiana and a trail of blue sparks dripped from my 
fingers. "I have no idea what this spell even does." I shook my 
hands, but the magic clung to my skin like treacle.

"You must be doing it!" Christiana grabbed my arm again, but 
this time, she hit resistance as if I was surrounded by an invisible 
bubble.

We stared at each other in silence.
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Christiana launched herself at me, and I jumped back, hitting 
the rock again. She clawed at the barrier surrounding me, 
punching and kicking at the magic, trying to break through.

Whatever spell it was, I was grateful for it. Christiana seemed 
to have lost control, her eyes wild looking and her mouth pulled 
back in a snarl.

The sound of laughter coming from the cave distracted 
Christiana, and I used this has my opportunity to escape.

I dashed away from the wall, towards the exit. The farther I 
moved, the weaker the magic seemed, and the glow under my 
skin faded until I heard a popping sound in the air, and the blue 
sparks of magic fell from my fingers.

Christiana shrieked, and I increased my pace.
Fingers dug into my hair and I heard Christiana whisper a 

translocation spell.
We both landed on the floor in the middle of the cave. People 

skittered out the way as we rolled over each other several times, 
before stopping, with me pinned under Christiana, her fingers 
still tightly gripping my hair.

"You are not leaving this party," she hissed in my ear. 
Christiana jumped up, pulling me with her.

People watched us with wary expressions, not certain what 
they were witnessing.

"Magic is such fun." Christiana grinned as she untangled her 
fingers from my hair. "The party is just getting started." She span 
me hard and then let go.

I landed hard against someone. It was Jarrod.
"Having fun, I see." He held me for a few seconds as I regained 

my balance. "What did you do to Christiana? She looks furious."
"Just decided not to agree with her demands."
Jarrod smirked. "That would do it."
"Please, can you get me out of here?"
Jarrod glanced at Christiana, who now swayed with the crowd 

to the throbbing music, throwing me the occasional dirty look. 
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"Meet me on the other side of the room." He walked away 
swiftly, his eyes focused on Christiana.

I struggled my way through the crowd, finally reaching the 
way out. Taking a few breaths, I tried to clear my head.

Jarrod approached me. "Drink this." He thrust a can of cider 
into my hand.

I pushed it away. "No alcohol, it will finish me off."
"Don’t be stupid, it will clear your head and give you a little 

boost to get away without Christiana catching you."
"A spell? Will it work?"
"Just drink it and get ready for a jolt. It should take you to the 

restaurant." Jarrod looked around us as he spoke.
I sniffed the liquid cautiously, then closed my eyes and 

swallowed it down in one gulp. It tasted bitter. I managed a brief 
smile at Jarrod before disappearing.

I landed on the ground in a heap, my hair a tangled mess 
around my face. Scrambling up off the ground, I looked down at 
the state of my dress, or more correctly, Annabel’s dress. It was 
covered in dirt and grass stains, and a dark coloured drink had 
spilt down the front, probably from the can I’d been holding.

The restaurant was in front of me, just as Jarrod promised, but 
checking my watch, I realised I was over an hour late.

Hurrying towards the entrance, my head began to clear in the 
cool night air. Whatever Jarrod had given me was working.

As I reached the door I saw Annabel, Zander and Mike 
leaving a table by the window. When they came out I stepped 
forward into the bright overhead light of the restaurant entrance.

"Ruby! You’re here." Annabel’s eye widened.
"I got waylaid by Christiana."
Annabel stared at me, open mouthed as she took in the dirt 

and stains on the dress. "What did you do?"
"It wasn’t me! Annabel, I’m so sorry, I’ll get you another 

dress."
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"What happened? We’ve been waiting for over an hour," 
Zander said. 

"Christiana forced me to a party at the cave. I didn’t want to 
go," I tried to explain, realising I wasn’t making much sense, my 
thoughts still cloudy.

"Have you got a cooler set of friends now, Ruby?" Mike 
wrapped an arm round Annabel’s shoulders.

"No! I didn’t want to be there. There was a drugged cake, I’ll 
show you when we get back. Christiana tricked me. Then Jarrod 
helped me get away." The words tumbled out of my mouth, I was 
so eager to get them to understand.

"Jarrod helped you!" Annabel's eyes widened even more.
"Yes, I'd still be stuck with Christiana if he hadn't gotten me 

out."
"He’s always there when you need him. You’re beginning to 

spend as much time with him as you do that creature you’ve been 
keeping under your bed." Zander’s mouth twisted down into a 
frown.

I didn’t realise they knew about Andreas spending time under 
my bed. "It’s not like that." I felt my own anger rising.

"Why can’t you just stay away from Jarrod and, what do you 
call that pet spook you keep, Andreas? It’s not normal, they 
aren’t good for you." Annabel's gaze continued to sweep over her 
ruined dress.

Tears stung my eyes and I swiped my hand over my face, 
trying to conceal them. "It wasn’t my fault." My voice shook.

Zander’s face softened a little. "Why don’t we go back to the 
School and work this out tomorrow?"

I nodded, not trusting my voice.
Zander held my hand as we waited for a cab to take us back to 

the School. His grip felt awkward and stiff and when we got into 
the car, he sat in the front, looking straight ahead at the dark 
road.
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Annabel and Mike talked quietly to each other, ignoring me. I 
sat in the ruined dress, shrinking into the corner of the cab and 
chewing on my bottom lip.

It seemed as if nothing I said would make them forgive me so I 
decided to keep quiet.

My head still spun from the sleeping potion and I closed my 
eyes, trying to work out how I was going to make it up to them.



Chapter 3

The night passed without me getting any sleep. I missed the 
comforting warmth of Zander, who’d decided to stay in his own 
bed, leaving me on my own.

He’d been staying with me at night ever since Rupert and 
Fidelma tried to kill me with a toxic spell they’d disguised as a 
gift. I loved having him as my protector and the bed felt cold and 
uncomfortable without him in it.

At four o’clock in the morning, I gave up fighting my 
sleeplessness. 

"Are you awake?" I whispered to Andreas and leaned over the 
edge of the bed.

"Wide awake." His head poked out from under the base.
"Let’s get out of here, I need some air." I slid out of bed and 

pulled on the nearest clothes I could find, tiptoeing around so 
Annabel didn’t wake up. She didn’t need any more reasons to be 
annoyed with me.

Andreas followed me out of the room and we headed into the 
gloom of early morning. The air was crisp and frosty and as I 
exhaled, my breath clouded in front of me. Andreas’s breath was 
invisible. I wasn’t even sure if the undead needed to breathe.

"Last night wasn’t much fun?" Andreas asked after we’d 
walked for a few moments.

"Possibly the worst night of my life," I replied, filling him in 
on the events, my head bent low as we walked.

Andreas sighed. "You do realise what the problem is?"
"My jealous, immature friends?" I didn’t really mean that, but 

our friendships were new and I worried I’d messed things up 
beyond the point of no return.
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"No, the common theme running through all these issues is 
you. You’re the one who hasn’t decided which side to be on."

"I know what side I’m on." I was surprised by Andreas’s 
bluntness.

"I don’t think you do. Consider what’s happened. You’re 
friends with me, you have an unhealthy interest in Jarrod, the 
Carmichaels, and Christiana, and the main problem is you still 
don’t seem to believe all of this is happening. You’re sending out 
mixed signals, exciting the dark side and making everyone else 
nervous about what you intend to do." He cast a sideways glance 
at me.

"I do believe in all of this. I go to the lessons. I’m learning 
spells and how to send over the undead."

"Sure, you’ve mastered the basics. You barely had to think 
about that. But you have incredible abilities that should knock 
Christiana’s childish potions and spells aside without you even 
breaking a sweat. Instead, you hide behind this illusion that you 
are nothing special, that your talents are average and you won’t 
be able to achieve anything with your life. Before long, people are 
going to take advantage of that. It could be fatal to you if you 
don’t embrace your skills."

I fell silent as we walked. I did wonder on a regular basis if I’d 
wake up and this would all have been a dream and I’d be back in 
my old school, struggling with the pointlessness of studying and 
wondering what to do with my future. 

"I’m probably speaking out of line, but you’ve got to realise 
this is your path in life. The sooner you start taking responsibility 
for what you’re about to become, the better for all of us," said 
Andreas.

"No, you aren’t out of line." I glanced up at Andreas and saw 
the worry in his eyes. "I spent a lot of time thinking last night 
about this new life I’ve been offered, and whilst I don’t like 
certain things about it, I also don’t want to go back to my old 
life." My former home was decent and the family who had 
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adopted me, Greg and Laura Matthews, were kind and loving. 
They’d even accepted my knack of seeing ghosts. But, somehow 
I’d never felt like I quite fitted in.

"Don’t forget you don’t even have the option to go back now. 
Your path starts here, and it’s the choice you make in terms of 
sides that is important now," he said.

I’d already had a conversation with Andreas about choosing 
to use light or dark magic. Once you start with dark magic, it’s 
hard to escape from. He’d described it like an addiction that 
takes over your life and you end up either insane or dead as you 
lose control. The School forbade the use of dark magic.

"Do you really think I’ve got more abilities than I realise?" I 
still sounded doubtful.

"Let’s put you to the test." Andreas stopped abruptly.
"How do we do that?"
"Test your abilities. Fight me."
"No, I don’t want to hurt you."
"You won’t, not if you’re as average as you think you are. 

Come on, fight me." Andreas pushed me gently.
I stumbled back. "I don’t want to."
"But you must, or I’m going to hurt you. Make a stand, show 

me what you can really do when you stop holding back." Andreas 
pushed me again, this time harder.

"I've done enough fighting already. I've fought Christiana, 
Annabel, upset Zander, made Mike think I don't like him. I even 
made magic spark out of the cave walls because I was fighting."

"You evoked spells from the forest caves?" Andreas paused and 
looked me over. "How did that feel?"

"Like something ancient but powerful was invading me. It 
certainly annoyed Christiana."

"So it should. That magic has been dormant for decades." 
Andreas grinned. "And you reckon you're just average." He 
flicked his hands at me and I was shoved backwards again, and 
almost lost my balance.
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"Stop it!" I held my hands up and watched as Andreas flew 
back across the gravel pathway. I looked down at my palms in 
surprise.

A hot blast threw me off my feet as Andreas retaliated. I 
landed on my back, the air knocked out of me.

My mind focused as Andreas approached me, stalking me like 
he was a wild animal. I hit him with another blast; this one lifted 
him into the air, where he hovered for a few seconds before 
crashing down to the ground.

We repeated casting spells at each other for several minutes. 
Each time I gained more confidence.

"This is incredible." I could feel the flow of power running 
through me from head to toe, seeping into the ground and 
making me aware of everything around me. The colours became 
brighter, the air smelt different and I heard Andreas in my head 
and knew what his next move was going to be and blocked his 
attack with my own spell, swiping my hands to one side.

"You sense it don’t you," Andreas shouted, blocking my next 
attack.

"I feel connected to everything around me. It’s like I can hear 
everyone’s thoughts and sense their feelings." I laughed. "Even tell 
which way the wind is going to blow!"

"It’s because you’re a conduit, between life and death. You 
have control over everything if you really believe. You are the 
One." Andreas tossed a bolt of light at me, which I twisted round 
and flung back at him. I didn’t even think about how to do it, it 
just seemed instinctive.

Ancient magical texts contained information about the One. I 
was supposed to be the person the School of Exorcists was 
waiting for and would change things for the better. I’ll admit that 
it kind of freaked me out having so much responsibility.

I held my hands over my head, conjuring up a mini tornado 
that chased Andreas around the grounds, snatching at his arms, 
trying to capture him. He escaped by diving into a ditch. I let the 
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tornado vanish and watched, with a smile on my face, as he 
emerged from his hiding place.

Andreas limped over to me, his face scraped by the gravel and 
his clothes torn. "You seem to take great pleasure in showing me 
just how dirty you can fight."

"Did I hurt you?"
"I’ll live, well as much as I can in this state." He laughed. "It 

feels good doesn’t it?"
"It feels extraordinary. I might actually believe this is real if we 

keep on doing this." I grabbed Andreas in a tight hug and he 
lifted me up and spun me round.

"Come on, the woods are perfect for practicing in. We’ll be 
away from anyone else and I can really test you." He grabbed my 
hand and we ran along the path into the woods.

Four hours passed in a blur of magic, spells, and a sense of 
almost uncontrollable power.

Andreas was an excellent teacher; patient, kind, giving clear 
instructions, yet firm enough to keep me going when it got 
tricky, and never letting me off when I dropped my guard.

We finally stopped for a rest and I leaned against Andreas as 
we sat back to back on the woodland floor.

"Does it still feel good?" Andreas asked as he picked leaves off 
his black T-shirt.

"Better than good, I’ve never felt like this before." I let out an 
exhausted, contented sigh.

"See, I do have my uses. The School couldn’t wake you up to 
what you were able to do, but one of your undead enemies did it 
for them. I should get a salary from this place."

"How much life do you think I’ve used up?" I asked.
That was the price for doing magic. Every time you used a 

spell, your life shortened. Sometimes only a second, sometimes 
more, it kept magic users from losing control of their powers.

"I feel drained, so about a day or two," he replied.
"I’ve lost two days of my life?"
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"Give me your hand." Andreas turned and took hold of my 
wrists.

I felt a surge of warmth flow from his palms. "What are you 
doing?"

"Giving you your days back," he said.
"How?"
"By giving you my life force."
I blinked several times. "I didn’t even know that was possible."
"Sure. After all, I was the one who goaded you into a fight." 

He squeezed my wrists tightly and the warmth increased. 
"Besides, it’s easier for me to refuel than it is for you."

I fell silent for a few moments, gazing up at the brightening 
sky. "How did you die?" I finally asked. It was a question I’d 
wanted to ask before, but somehow the timing never felt right.

Andreas dropped his hands. "I barely remember. It seems like 
such a long time ago."

"You were a student at the School weren’t you?"
"I was here for almost two years, and was about to graduate in 

the top of the class when it happened." His voice was hoarse. "I 
was out training with an experienced Sender. In your final year, 
you get to go out in another Sender’s territory to patrol. They 
teach you some of the tricks you can’t learn from a textbook."

"Is that when it happened when you were patrolling?" 
"We were ambushed. The memory is just a blur, but it’s one of 

the last human memories I have, so I try to hold on to it. There 
were at least five undead, which was unusual because they rarely 
work as a team unless someone more powerful is controlling 
them. I was working with a Sender called Arthur. He’d been in 
charge of his patch for almost ten years and could walk it in his 
sleep."

"What happened next?" I asked.
"They restrained Arthur and then hexed him with the death 

curse. He was in agony as his life was ripped from him."
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"What did you do?" I’d read about this type of hex, but 
couldn’t imagine ever using it. It was a particularly nasty 
forbidden spell.

"I tried to fight back. I worshipped Arthur. He was smart, 
generous with his time, and so patient with me."

"They killed you too?" I said.
"It didn’t take them long. My spells didn’t seem to have much 

impact. To be honest, I was so overcome with grief as Arthur 
died, I couldn’t focus properly and was an easy target." Andreas 
stared off into the distance. "My last spell got me back to the 
School, but I was followed and hexed just like Arthur. I actually 
died in the entrance hall. You've probably walked over the exact 
spot a hundred times."

I placed a hand on his arm. "Do you mind me asking?"
"Not really, it’s just a painful memory. It reminds me of what I 

could have had. I was ambitious and wanted to do great things, 
maybe even teach at the School."

"Is that why you haven’t crossed over because you want to 
remain a part of the School of Exorcists?"

"Nothing so noble. I stayed for one reason. Revenge. I intend 
to avenge Arthur’s death."

"And your own?" I asked, surprised to hear the bitterness in 
Andreas’s voice.

He shrugged. "I’m interested in getting revenge against the 
people who controlled the undead who attacked us. They’re 
dangerous and need to be stopped."

"Do you know who they are?"
Andreas was silent for a long time. "No, maybe...I’m not sure." 

He looked as if he didn’t want to say any more, his lips pressed 
together. 

I’d interrogated him enough. "Come on, I need some food."
"You humans, always ruled by your stomachs." He stood up 

and then pulled me to my feet before gently removing a leaf that 
was stuck in my hair. 
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The emotions I’d pushed away whilst practicing with Andreas 
flooded back as we returned to the School and I found my pace 
slowing. I wasn’t yet ready to face my friends, if they still were my 
friends.

"It will be all right," Andreas said, seeming to sense my 
apprehension. 

"I wish I could believe that. They were so angry with me last 
night. I really let them down." I followed Andreas along the path 
and tried to convince myself that it wouldn’t be too bad once I’d 
had a chance to give them my side of the story.

"Give them time. They know what Christiana is really like."
"Maybe I was the stupid one last night. I shouldn’t trust her."
"At least, you’ve learnt that lesson now." Andreas continued 

along the path. "Perhaps I should have warned you off of her as 
well. There’s something not right with Christiana. I’ve seen her 
in too many forbidden spots for it just to be a coincidence."

"Forbidden spots? Doing what?"
"She might be practicing the wrong sort of magic. It’s hard to 

tell, she’s hiding it well, but I’m pretty sure she’s getting in over 
her head."

"She’s doing dark magic?"
"I've sensed it on her."
I chewed on my bottom lip. "She said something last night 

that worried me. Something about special guests who were 
supposed to be at the party. I thought she might have meant 
Rupert and Fidelma."

"Well, that makes sense," said Andreas. "If she is trying to 
climb the ranks of dark magic users, handing you over to your 
parents would be a good way of achieving those ambitions."

A shudder ran down my spine. I'd assumed she was just being 
spiteful and petty when she interfered and tried to cause trouble 
for me and the others. If she was really involved with dark magic, 
I needed to be more careful.
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"Just watch out for her." Andreas stopped walking. We had 
reached the edge of the clearing. "I won’t go any farther, people to 
see." He smiled and gave my hand a squeeze. Then he was gone, 
back into the woods.

I took a deep breath and walked back to the building alone, 
wondering what reception I’d receive from my friends.

There were several students in the dining room when I 
arrived, already eating breakfast. I filled a bowl with porridge, 
covered it with honey and raisins and ate it quickly, glad of the 
warming sensation. As I took a drink of tea, I looked around for 
Zander, but couldn’t see him.

After eating, I went up to my bedroom. Annabel had made 
her bed and the room was empty.

I took off my battle stained clothes and stood for a long time 
under the hot shower as it eased my bruises and scrapes from my 
fighting with Andreas.

I put on clean trousers and a warm jumper and then pulled 
my damp hair back into a ponytail. I’d just finished when there 
was a knock at the door. 

"Have you got a minute?" Zander stood in the bedroom 
doorway.

"Of course. I was looking for you at breakfast." 
"I was up early, couldn't sleep."
I nodded. "Neither could I."
A bell rang, signalling five minutes before the start of morning 

lessons and we both groaned in response.
"Can we meet up later, after class?" Zander's expression 

looked glum.
"Meet me back here if you like."
"No, let's go somewhere quiet. How about the walled garden 

behind the School? No one will be out there, it's too cold, so we 
won't be disturbed." 
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I wasn't sure whether that was a good thing, Zander wanting 
to be on his own with me. His expression suggested he didn't 
have good news for me. "Okay, I'll see you there."

He nodded as he turned away. "Yeah, see you later."
"Wait up, I'll get my books and come with you." I rushed 

around, grabbing my textbooks and notepad, but by the time I'd 
got into the corridor, Zander had gone.

My throat tightened as I hurried to my Practical Potions class 
on my own. I tried not to feel hurt by Zander not waiting, he was 
clearly still annoyed about me messing up the party last night.

I swallowed down the ball of self pity and entered the 
classroom.
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Professor Black stood at the front of the classroom as it filled up. 
Everything about her fitted her name, her dark waist length hair, 
black eyes, even the lipstick she wore. The most startling thing 
about Professor Black was her completely white skin, that had an 
albino like tint to it, revealing the veins beneath.

She watched beneath half closed eyes, as my classmate, Rick 
hurried into the room, just as the bell rang again, signalling the 
start of the lesson.

"Today, in Practical Potions, we shall be investigating the 
important properties of an effective sleep potion." Professor 
Black pointed to the board behind her and the ingredients for 
the potion appeared.

I shot a look at Christiana and she smiled at me. Most likely 
she would be good at this class.

"Separate into teams at each workbench and construct the 
potion. I will come round in twenty minutes to assess your 
progress." Professor Black tapped her long black nails on the 
bench in front of her. "Clock is ticking."

I turned to Rick and Hannah who were on my table. "Shall we 
get started?"

Hannah nodded, her fringe so long it almost concealed her 
pale blue eyes. "You're not working with Zander today?" Her gaze 
went to the table in the far corner where Zander, Mike and their 
friend Leo sat.

"Not today." I tried not to grit my teeth and focused on the 
lump of liquorice root in front of me.

"Have you had a fight?" asked Hannah, not picking up on my 
obvious desire not to talk about Zander.
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Rick coughed into his hand. "How was your birthday, Ruby? 
Mine's not for another four months, so I'm still a beginner when 
it comes to my abilities. How does your magic feel now you're 
seventeen?"

I shrugged. "Honestly, not all that different. I did try some 
spells today and they seem easier to perform, almost as if I just 
have to think about what I want to happen and it works. No 
more chanting lots of spells, and hopefully, I won't need to spend 
hours cutting up so many bunches of herbs." I prodded the 
liquorice with a finger.

"I heard that it gets easier to do magic as we get older. 
Something to do with our ability to tap into nature and ask for 
help, rather than taking what nature has and bending it to our 
will." Hannah blew her hair out of her eyes. "I can't wait for 
magic to get easier, it seems like such hard work, and if you get a 
word wrong on a spell you can land yourself in so much trouble."

"Let's see if me being any older makes a difference to this 
potion." I thought back to some of my earlier disasters in 
Practical Potions and smiled. Most of my efforts had been 
poured down the drain by Professor Black.

Rick nodded, grabbed a small knife and chopped up a pile of 
sage, whilst Hannah pulled apart a pile of foul smelling moss.

I concentrated on the liquorice root, trying not to let my gaze 
keep drifting over to Zander. I cut three equal sized pieces, 
adding them to the small boiling cauldron on the desk, along 
with the rest of the potion ingredients.

Hannah stirred the liquid and leaned over the cauldron, 
taking in a deep breath. She looked up, a blank expression on her 
face, and then fell to the floor.

Professor Black hurried to Hannah's side. "It would appear 
your sleep potion has been successful." She checked Hannah's 
pulse and then dragged her to the back of the classroom and 
dumped her on a seat.

"Will she be okay?" I asked Professor Black.
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"Oh, yes. The potion is meant to be drunk, not inhaled. 
Hannah simply received a large dose of magic without being 
prepared for it." Professor Black returned to our workbench and 
checked our cauldron. "Good work."

The sound of a small explosion from another group's cauldron 
had her hurrying away.

"Looks like your potion abilities have just got better too," said 
Rick. "You can be on our team anytime."

"Thanks. Let's try the next potion and make sure it wasn't just 
a lucky try."

I completed three more variations on a sleep potion with 
Rick, and each time they worked fine. This turning seventeen 
bonus wasn't so bad after all.

The bell rang, signalling a break in morning lessons, and I 
looked over at Zander, who nodded at me.

I waited for him outside the classroom, jiggling my books 
nervously in my hands. I was really worried about what he 
wanted to say to me.

Zander emerged from the classroom. "Let's go outside." He led 
the way through the corridors and out a side door into the vast 
walled garden at the back of the School.

The garden was usually full of brightly coloured roses, but in 
the middle of winter, the colour was gone and only the bare stalks 
of pruned back rose bushes could be seen.

"I’ve got some great news." I smiled at him and tried to gauge 
how angry Zander might still be after last night.

Zander clasped his hands stiffly behind his back. "What’s your 
news?"

"My abilities have finally woken up." I decided to leave out 
who had woken them up. It would only give Zander another 
reason to be angry. "I got all the potions right just now, and you 
know how useless I usually am with potions." 
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"That’s great news. You know, I always believed in you." His 
face softened. "Turning seventeen is a good thing; your powers 
are going to be amazing now."

"Do you still believe in me, or rather us?" My heart pounded 
in my chest as Zander shifted from foot to foot.

"Last night," Zander sucked in a deep breath. "You really hurt 
my feelings. All of us really. We waited for ages and spent hours 
decorating the restaurant, and you promised you wouldn’t be 
late."

"I’m so sorry. If I could go back and not eat that stupid cake 
and not fall for Christiana’s ploy I would, a million times over." I 
moved towards Zander but he stepped away from me as if my 
closeness offended him.

"Sorry about kissing Jarrod, too?"
"Oh! I did?" My hazy memory failed me.
"You were seen," Zander said. "Christiana couldn’t wait to tell 

me the news this morning."
"I wasn’t myself. I’d been drugged by Christiana." My breath 

hitched as panic threatened to overwhelm me.
"I don’t know what to believe. I tried to read your thoughts 

but they’re in a mess. And, where’s the cake you said you ate? You 
told us it was huge, but there’s no trace of it."

"Ask Christiana. She’s the one playing the games. My 
thoughts must be muddled because of the sleeping drug. Doesn’t 
that prove I’m not lying?"

He sighed. "What about this morning? You were out with 
Andreas, again, after Annabel warned you off him."

"He seemed to be the only one who wanted to be around me," 
I said, focusing on my fingernails.

"You just seem to want something more than we can give 
you," said Zander.

"That’s not true. You all make me happy, I’ve never been 
happier than when I’m with you. I made a mistake, I’ll never trust 
Christiana again."
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I looked up and saw him swallow, yet he refused to meet my 
gaze. "I need a bit of time to think." He seemed about to say 
something else but then paused.

"I can give you time, but please say we’re still okay." I reached 
forward and grabbed his arm, pulling it from behind his back and 
clutching his hand.

"You might be better off without me. You are so important to 
this School, I don’t want to be the reason you get distracted from 
fulfilling your legacy."

"But you help me, you make me stronger. I’ve made mistakes, 
and Jarrod and Christiana have been causing problems between 
us. I’ll ignore them both from now on and won’t even look at 
them if it makes you happy." I felt myself growing desperate. I 
could not, would not, lose Zander.

"Would it make you happy to ignore people you seem drawn 
to?"

"It wouldn’t make me unhappy." I instantly regretted my 
choice of words.

Zander sighed again and I saw he was biting the inside of his 
mouth. Finally, he met my gaze. What I saw chilled me.

"It’s more than just that. I’ve been doing some research, and it 
might not be so good for us to be together."

"What do you mean? What kind of research?" What could he 
have read that would tell him who he should be dating?

He ran a hand through his sandy blond hair. "I need some 
time out, for myself. It sounds selfish, but our relationship is 
making things hard for me. My marks have slipped, and I’ve not 
been practicing so hard, so other people’s thoughts are seeping 
through. It’s difficult to concentrate with so much noise in my 
head."

"We can spend less time together if that’s what you need."
He shook his head, and my heart shrank. "It’s not enough." 

Tension drained the colour in his cheeks.
"You mean I’m not enough."
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"You are more than enough," he said. "This doesn’t mean I 
don’t love you."

He had never told me he loved me before, and I couldn’t 
decide whether to smile or sob. He loved me, but he was leaving 
me. He loved me but I made life too hard for him.

"I didn’t know I was making life so tough for you," I said 
quietly.

"It’s not just you." He sighed, his gaze going round the garden. 
"We are so intense that it should be scary, but it’s all I want."

"Me too!"
"But, don’t you get it? It’s all I want. Nothing else is 

important to me other than to make you happy."
"Which is what love is supposed to be like, isn’t it?" I asked.
"Yes, no. I don’t think so." He let out a groan. "Mike and 

Annabel think we’re too serious."
"I know, Annabel’s told me the same thing." I kept a tight grip 

on his hand. "What do you think?"
"Being with you has taken over my life. Like you’ve done a 

spell on me so that all I think about is you." Zander’s eyes 
narrowed. "You wouldn’t do that, would you?"

"Use magic on you to make you like me?" I dropped his hand. 
"No way!"

"Sorry, I know, stupid question." He took my hand again and 
laced our fingers together.

"I didn’t even know how to do magic or cross over the undead 
until I arrived here. I’d have hardly been sitting in my room 
practicing love potions to get you to notice me."

"I’m an idiot, forget I said it. It’s just..." His voice trailed off, 
and he stared at me.

"What’s wrong?"
"Nothing has any meaning if it doesn’t involve you," he finally 

said. "When I hear myself say that, it sounds intense and creepy, 
not how I want to be."
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"I don’t care. That’s how I want you to think." It was true, and 
I was surprised to realise that, but there was something in me that 
almost demanded that Zander be totally in love with me. It had 
no logic to it, but maybe this was how love felt.

Zander seemed to pick up on my thoughts because he nodded. 
"It makes no sense does it? I’m obsessed with you, but I hate 
myself for it. It’s messing up my life."

And, with that comment, I realised I had to do something to 
help Zander. I couldn’t be the reason he failed at the School of 
Exorcists. He was an amazing mind reader and a decent Sender. 
Also, I did love him and being with me wasn’t making him 
happy.

I had to let him go, give him the time and space he needed to 
sort out the confusion he’d been experiencing.

My throat burned as I struggled with the sickening feeling of 
rejection pumping through my body.

"It’s okay, if you need to be free and have some time away 
from us, then that’s what you should do." The words came out in 
a whisper of air. I focused on a half dead looking rose bush, giving 
my mind something else to concentrate on.

"I do love you. It doesn’t feel good to do this." Zander 
squeezed my hand. "I just think it’s best for both of us, safer. I 
know that doesn’t make sense right now. My head’s in such a 
mess."

He was making this so hard, if he wanted to be with me, why 
was he making excuses? I needed to stop him from feeling guilty, 
so he could get on with his life without the chaos that I seemed to 
bring into it. 

However much this was going to hurt me, and him, I had to 
be cruel, to give him a way of letting me go without feeling bad.

"Really, it’s fine. I was thinking we were getting too serious 
anyway. We’re both young. Why should we just spend time with 
each other?" I dropped his hand and forced myself to look at him, 
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trying to appear unconcerned, even though my jaw ached where 
I’d been grinding my teeth together.

"I don’t mean date other people! I just mean, oh, I don’t know 
what I mean." His shoulders sagged.

"That’s not such a bad idea, seeing other people. Let’s have a 
clean break and see how it goes. I’m looking forward to having 
more free time now I think about it." My voice had a false 
brightness to it, making me wrinkle my nose in disgust.

"Is this what you want?" he asked.
I sucked in a big gulp of air and suppressed an urge to scream 

at him. Of course it wasn’t what I wanted, it was what he wanted, 
which was why I was trying to make it easier for him. I didn’t 
want to be the one to mess his life up, which was what I appeared 
to be doing.

"Things are way too intense. It was making me feel 
claustrophobic. Most of all, I’m looking forward to having the 
bed to myself again." This last lie cut me deeply; I loved having 
him by my side throughout the night. Zander kept me safe from 
my nightmares and made me feel protected. 

I saw his eyes tighten. "Maybe it’s for the best," he muttered.
"Absolutely." I kept the brightness in my voice. "You’d better 

go. I’ve got to get back inside and do some studying before the 
next class." I pulled away and forced a grin.

Zander stood there for a few seconds, a shimmer of indecision 
crossed his face. But he sighed and walked away.

I watched him go, a combination of sadness and frustration 
flowing through me. I realised my fists were clenched and relaxed 
them slowly, my gaze never leaving Zander.

He reached the door to the School and went inside, not 
looking back.
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The next day, I was taking part in a test run of our new group 
project as part of my Practical Magic course. That involved all of 
us, Annabel, Zander, Mike, Jenny and me, spending time 
together. I was not looking forward to it. 

I’d deliberately avoided them all after my heartbreaking 
conversation with Zander and even stayed up late so Annabel 
would be asleep by the time I went to bed. I just hadn’t been able 
to face them.

I was still working up the courage to enter the classroom when 
I heard Annabel’s voice from inside the room.

"Do you think she doesn’t want us as friends anymore?" 
Annabel said.

"Maybe she’s just confused about who to trust." This time it 
was Jenny.

"I thought she said Christiana did it to her..." Mike’s voice 
trailed off as I entered the classroom.

"Ready to start?" Zander asked as he spotted me approaching.
"Sure," I muttered, dumping my bag on the desk.
I risked a glance at Annabel, but she had turned away and 

seemed to be in deep conversation with Jenny. I just hoped it 
wasn’t still about me.

"Class, prepare your spells." Professor Collinson rapped loudly 
on his desk at the front of the room. "You have thirty minutes 
before you must demonstrate to the other groups."

"Mike, did you bring the arrowroot?" asked Annabel.
"Sure thing." He placed a bag of bright yellow powder on the 

desk. "It arrived yesterday."
"Where did you get it from?" Jenny prodded the bag.
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"I hope you didn’t use that cheap outlet place," said Annabel. 
"You know they sell out of date produce. The arrowroot won’t 
work if it’s been sitting in some dusty cupboard for years."

"Ladies, trust me, this is as fresh as it comes." Mike looked at 
me and winked.

"Doubtful," said Annabel.
"Kitten, I would not let you down," Mike said and kissed 

Annabel’s cheek.
"Okay, enough with the smooching." Zander grabbed the bag 

and smelt its contents. "It seems fine to me, let’s get started."
I’d stayed quiet during the conversation, not sure if they even 

wanted to talk to me, and was feeling really awkward around 
Zander. I had no idea if he’d even told them we’d split up.

They began measuring out ingredients. We were to perform a 
spell to change our appearance. It was powerful magic, but one 
that would be useful when hiding from the enemy.

"Can you cut this up?" Jenny passed me a stack of green leaves.
"No problem," I said and began hacking away at the leaves 

with a small knife.
"You need to be careful, Ruby," Annabel snapped. "Don’t 

damage the plants."
"I am being careful!"
"Like you were with my favourite dress," she replied.
I paused in my chopping and glared at her. "That was an 

accident."
"So you say."
"Why would I deliberately ruin your favourite dress?" I 

dropped the chopping knife.
"Because your new, cool friends thought it would be funny," 

said Annabel, bright spots of colour on her cheeks.
"I don’t have new, cool friends," I said. "Just this bunch of 

seriously uncool idiots as friends."
"We don’t mean to embarrass you," said Jenny.
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"You don’t!" This was going horribly wrong. "I just don’t get 
why you won’t believe my side of the story."

"Zander’s been hearing other versions of what happened at 
the party," said Annabel. "That’s why we don’t believe you."

I frowned at Zander. "If he’s been listening in to the lies 
floating around Christiana and Jarrod’s heads then he’s as dumb 
as you."

"Not only am I uncool and an idiot, I’m also dumb," said 
Annabel. "Thanks, friend."

I resisted the urge to scream, everything I said just made 
things worse. I took a deep breath. "Look, I didn’t mean to hurt 
anyone’s feelings and accept that it was my fault to trust 
Christiana. I shouldn’t have been so naive as to think she was 
trying to be a real friend."

"What about Jarrod?" asked Zander, keeping his head down 
and avoiding making eye contact with me.

"What about him?"
"He’s supposed to have saved you or something," he said.
I knew exactly where this was leading. "He did, in a way. He 

got me out of the party and away from Christiana. I wouldn’t 
have been able to get away otherwise."

"Because he likes you," said Annabel. "And, admit it, you like 
him too."

"Not in the way you think," I said.
"Students, you have fifteen minutes," said Professor Collinson.
I looked down at the table; there was no chance of us having 

the spell ready in that time. None of the ingredients were 
prepared and it needed at least ten minutes to simmer.

I grabbed my bag. "I’m leaving."
"You can’t leave, we need to complete the assignment as a 

group, or we’ll all fail," said Annabel.
I knew that would hurt Annabel, she never failed any of her 

classes. I looked around the group, at their puzzled expressions 
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and frowns. I caught Zander’s eye, and the concern and hurt in 
his expression were too much to handle.

"Then we fail," I said as I walked out of the classroom.
I heard Zander call my name, but I didn't look back, even 

when Professor Collinson shouted at me. I simply sped up eager 
to get away from all the accusations.

I found myself at the top of the cellar steps, and after a second 
of hesitation went down, lighting an orb as I did so.

I reached the bottom and walked to Professor Collinson's 
undead chamber. The sensation of magic that drifted towards me 
as I approached the door felt calmer and less malevolent than my 
previous encounter with the chamber. I could still sense some of 
the undeads frustration and confusion, but this time, I could not 
detect any dark magic.

I pushed opened the door and walked inside.
Five undead swiftly approached and circled me, their fingers 

nipping my flesh and instantly chilling me before they floated 
away.

Shrugging off my bag, I dumped it on the ground. I rolled my 
shoulders several times, looking around the room, before sitting 
in one of the hard wooden chairs. I wasn't certain why Professor 
Collinson kept undead down here. Some said he experimented 
on them, but I couldn't figure out how he'd do that, or even why 
he would want to.

I closed my eyes and only opened them when I felt myself 
being watched. A pale, wispy face was only inches from mine. It 
was a young, female undead, her eyes dark and a frown on her 
face.

I blinked away the ice that had formed on my lashes from 
being in contact with so many undead. "Can I help you?" I asked 
her.

The undead drew back and tilted her head to one side. "You 
will cross me over?"
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"If that's what you want." I wasn't sure how happy Professor 
Collinson would be if I sent over all his undead, but they weren't 
really his to own, it didn't seem right to trap undead if they no 
longer wished to stay here.

She nodded. "You are the One aren't you?"
I sighed. "So they tell me."
The undead smiled. "You seem unhappy?"
"Being this so called special One actually doesn't feel all that 

special right now."
The undead nodded. "I am Marissa. I was special when alive. 

Destined to marry and be wealthy. It ended when I died. But 
even when I was living, my status caused me trouble. Others were 
jealous, and I was killed for what I had."

"Sounds like we have similar lives, although I don't think I was 
destined to marry a rich guy. But I get that people treated you 
differently because of what you had."

"Just make sure we do not have similar deaths." Marissa 
floated closer to me.

"Can you tell me what Professor Collinson does with you? Do 
you work for him?"

"In a way. Some of us he uses to bring back, others he sends 
out to do tasks that are dangerous or far away."

I sat up straighter. "Hold on, you said bring you back. Do you 
mean bring you back to life?"

Marissa nodded. "He tries to give us back our bodies."
"Make you human again?" I couldn't even imagine how 

powerful that magic would need to be. No wonder Professor 
Collinson always looked so tired.

"Has he succeeded?"
"Not yet, but he's close. He has brought animals back to life."
"Did he try with you?"
"No, I am a messenger for him." Marissa sighed. "But I am 

tired and ready to move on. He does not listen to my requests to 
leave. I sometimes think he does not even hear me."
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"He does get a bit lost in his own thoughts at times."
Marissa nodded. "He thinks of only one thing, his lost wife."
"Let me help you." I held my hand out to Marissa. "Just touch 

my hand and you will cross over."
Marissa drew even nearer. "It is really that simple?"
I smiled. "It is to me."
Marissa matched my smile. "I have waited a long time to 

leave." She reached her fingers to mine, and a dusting of ice 
crossed my palm.

"Now you don't need to wait any longer." My breath spun out 
of me like smoke as Marissa vanished, and a veil of calmness 
descended on me.

I crossed over another six willing undead, all happy to leave, 
and all helping me forget about the loss of Zander and the 
rejection of my friends.

But I couldn't hide all day, and as I made my way up the cellar 
steps into the main School, my sadness returned, and my heart 
sat heavily in my chest, pounding uncomfortably every time I 
thought of what had happened.

My friends had abandoned me, and I wasn’t good enough for 
Zander to love anymore.



Chapter 6

I focused on the piles of leaves in front of me, sweat popping up 
on my top lip, despite how cold it was outside.

"Try again," instructed Andreas, standing to one side of me, 
his arms crossed over his chest.

"The magic is just not working tonight." I sounded sulky.
"There is plenty of magic, you're just not focusing."
I shot at glare at Andreas. Of course I wasn't focusing. Three 

weeks had passed since I’d endured that heart breaking 
conversation with Zander and fought with my friends in 
Practical Magic. None of us had talked properly since then.

"Stop feeling sorry for yourself." Andreas's face hardened. 
"We've all suffered worse than a broken heart."

"I'm not feeling sorry for myself," I snapped.
"Ruby, you need to concentrate on developing your abilities. I 

don't come out here every night with you to enjoy the scenery. 
Dark magic is never far away now, and it's watching you. You 
have to be ready for the next time it comes."

"How can I be ready for such twisted magic?" I kicked at the 
leaves in front of me, wishing they'd form into the creature I was 
trying to turn them into.

"The magic the School teaches you is better than dark magic. 
It helps and protects. You know this."

I did know this, but having recently had dark magic used 
against me, it felt as if my foundations had been torn away. 
Without the support of my friends or Zander, I didn't feel safe.

"Try the spell again." Andreas's tone was softer this time. 
"Focus on linking into the natural energy of life around you. 
What you sense in the trees, the grass, the sky and the air. Block 
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out all other thoughts and bring to life your own creature of 
nature."

I let out a long sigh and stared at the now scattered pile of 
leaves. "Nature, give and nature take. Nature raise and nature fall. 
Give your power to gifts you bring and make this lifeless creature 
sing." I held my hands out over the leaves and moved them in a 
slow circle.

"Again." Andreas's tone was abrupt.
I kicked at the leaves again. "No more! This isn't working." I 

stomped away from Andreas, farther from the School and all the 
heartache it had brought me.

"Ruby, come back." Andreas followed behind me, but I 
ignored him. "You need to practice."

"I've been practicing for two hours, and nothing wants to 
work right." I stopped and turned to Andreas. "I burnt that bush 
when I was supposed to be lighting a simple fire, I almost 
exploded that rock and the birds definitely didn't come when I 
called them. I'm not working right."

Andreas reached me and placed his hands on my shoulders. 
"You are working just fine, it's your belief in yourself that's at 
fault." He tried to hug me but I moved away from him.

"I don't think this kind of magic likes me."
"It does, it's simply that you don't like yourself much right 

now," said Andreas.
I shrugged. "Maybe, I've not felt right since I fell out with the 

others."
"Focus on the positive things you can do with your magic. I 

heard Professor Collinson ranting about how many of his 
undead have gone missing. Do you know anything about that?" A 
smile passed across Andreas's face

"It makes me feel better crossing over undead, takes the edge 
off."

"Then do that, if you need a release, find something positive 
to release your feelings into."
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"But what about everything that's going on with my friends?" 
I gestured back at the School, taking note of the light filled 
windows. Somewhere inside the building, Zander, Mike, 
Annabel and Jenny would be enjoying themselves without me. It 
made my heart hurt just to think about them.

"They will come back to you." Andreas moved me back 
towards the leaves I had stomped through. "They have been hurt 
by you, but they are your real friends. Just give them some time." 
He stopped me by the leaves and shoved them together with his 
feet.

"I can't make it work."
"Then just watch." Andreas held his hands out and the leaves 

immediately swirled up in a tight spiral. They formed into a 
small, green dragon that shot up into the sky before diving down, 
skimming the ground with its leaf belly.

I laughed. "You are so clever."
"This is easy magic, and fun. But imagine a dragon twenty 

times this size, roaring down, breathing actual fire on your 
enemies? You could create that if you wanted to." Andreas 
swooped the tiny dragon over my head.

"You make it sound so simple."
"For you it should be, and it will be." He brought the dragon 

in to land and then swept his hands apart, the leaves scattering 
back to the floor. "Now, you try."

I tilted my head back and saw pin pricks of stars staring back 
at me, watching to see me fail. "Not tonight, I need to get back to 
the School. Got my remedial classes to get to." The thought filled 
me with gloom. Zander, Annabel, Mike and I had failed Practical 
Magic because of my dramatic exit from our last session, and we 
were now in remedial catch up classes. No wonder they hated me.

"Well, okay, but we are coming back to try tomorrow," said 
Andreas, linking an arm through mine and guiding me back to 
the School. "And this time, bring your positive magic head with 
you."
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I grumbled an agreement as we walked back to the building.
"Could you pass the pestle and mortar, Ruby?" Annabel didn't 

look at me as she made her request.
I passed it over without comment. We were in our latest 

remedial class with Professor Black and the tension was already 
achingly uncomfortable.

"Thank you." Annabel began grinding the brown basil with 
extra ferocity.

We were all being so polite with each other, only speaking 
when we had no other option. No one mentioned my messed up 
birthday party or my split with Zander.

Zander sat opposite me, his gaze fixed on the instructions for 
our latest spell, that combined herbs and magic to create a potion 
you could put in food or drink to make a person tell the truth.

He glanced up and saw me watching him. "I was thinking we 
could have a camp night soon. Go out in the woods, get a fire 
going, toast some marshmallows."

"Sounds good," said Mike.
"It's too cold to camp out." Annabel's attention remained 

fixed to the basil she was grinding the life out of.
"We don't have to stay out all night, just until it gets too cold, 

then anyone who wants to wimp out could come back to the 
School and warm up," said Zander.

"I'd like to do that." Jenny pushed her glasses up her nose and 
smiled at me.

I shrugged, not entirely certain the invitation was extended to 
me. I was having real problems facing Zander on my own, and 
would find any excuse to not be alone with him. I was worried 
that I wouldn’t be able to stop myself from begging him to 
change his mind and end up looking like an idiot when he 
rejected me.

My friends, or should I now say former friends, seemed to 
prefer to stick with Zander. That made sense to me, they’d 
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known each other since the very first day they all started at the 
School of Exorcists.

I'd started avoiding them, hoping it would make it less painful 
for all involved, and easier for Zander to get on with his own life 
without me blundering in and wrecking things for him.

"What do you think?" Zander looked straight at me. "Maybe a 
night out in the woods?"

"I'm not sure." I chewed on my bottom lip, feeling it begin to 
wobble. This all felt so awkward.

"Think about it," said Zander. "Some time away from this 
place can only be a good thing. You look like you could do with a 
break."

I guessed he meant how tired I looked. My night terrors had 
trebled in their ferocity since the break-up. I would regularly 
wake mid-scream and find Andreas gripping my shoulders trying 
to shake me out of my nightmare.

"Ruby isn't sleeping well." Annabel looked up from her work.
"I know, the nightmares." Zander smiled at me. "I hear them 

sometimes as well."
"I don't have them deliberately," I said.
"No, I know you don't control them. Must be hard to deal 

with." Zander leaned across the desk as if to take my hand, but 
then hesitated and sat back in his seat.

"You think it might be your parents trying to reach you 
again?" asked Mike.

"Could be, it seems to be one of their favourite ways to reach 
me."

"That and breaking into the School." Annabel frowned at me. 
"Come on, we need to finish this spell before Professor Black 
checks up on us. We can't fail this one."

I gritted my teeth and looked over the instructions. I was 
doing everything I could to minimise my contact with the group 
but had little control over my nightmares or Rupert and Fidelma.
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Ten minutes later, Professor Black dismissed us from the 
classroom and we went our separate ways; I went to my room and 
everyone else went to the common room.

I sat on the edge of my bed, fighting tears of frustration, my 
hands balled into fists.

I pulled a bag out from under the bed and flipped it open. 
Inside were several changes of clothes, a pair of shoes, some 
money and some toiletries. I had decided to leave the School of 
Exorcists. I just couldn’t face another day of painful silence and 
stilted conversations.

I’d packed a bag and hidden it under my bed several days ago, 
making Andreas promise not to tell anyone. He didn’t approve, 
but that wasn’t going to stop me. He was welcome to come with 
me if he was going to miss me as much as he claimed he would.

Tonight was the night I’d planned to leave. I waited in my 
room for as long as I could and then forced myself to the dining 
room, eating as much as possible, despite feeling sick to my 
stomach about leaving and not knowing where I'd be going.

I sat at a table on my own, watching the other students 
enjoying themselves as they ate their meals.

Jenny came in and joined Annabel and Mike at another table. 
She waved at me and I forced a smile.

The time dragged past, the minutes seeming like hours as I 
waited for an opportunity to leave. I hadn't figured out where I 
was going but knew that I needed to get away from the School. I 
did think I could hide out in the caves for a day or two to give 
myself some breathing space, but I'd probably be found too easily.

"Ruby, I've been meaning to have a word with you." Professor 
Collinson stood by the edge of the table, his thin hands grasped 
in front of him.

I looked up at him. "What have I done?"
"It would appear that my undead chamber is a lot emptier 

than it has been recently."
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I nodded, not really caring if he decided to punish me. "You 
said you wanted some of them cleared out."

A vague smile flitted across his face. "I did not want them all 
to go."

I shrugged. "I don't think they wanted to stay. I was just doing 
what you've taught me to do."

Professor Collinson studied me in silence. "Is there something 
the matter with you?"

"I've had better days." Better weeks actually, but I wasn't about 
to reveal my inner turmoil to Professor Collinson.

"The School can take its toll on students," said Professor 
Collinson. "Not everyone survives their time here."

That was comforting to hear.
"You should be with your friends," said Professor Collinson.
I looked over at Jenny, Mike and Annabel. "I probably 

should."
"This profession is not one to undertake alone. Senders who 

do not work well together do not survive for long."
I dropped my fork on the table and sighed. "Thanks for the 

advice."
Professor Collinson inclined his head. "You are not alone, 

Ruby, just remember that." He left me with only my confused 
thoughts for company.

I finished my food and went to the common room. Zander, 
Annabel, Jenny, and Mike came in and sat together in their usual 
place by the fire. 

It wasn’t fair, and I couldn’t stop a wave of frustration from 
running through me as I looked at what I missed out on.

Zander looked over at me several times, but I refused to meet 
his gaze. He’d forced me to make this decision, and it was for the 
best. I didn’t want to be with him if he had doubts about us. This 
was the blatant lie I told myself every day to try to feel less awful.
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I was trying really hard not to think about leaving in case 
Zander read my thoughts and found out my secret. I didn’t want 
him to feel obliged to try to make me stay.

Picking up an apple I’d taken from the dining room, I began 
to peel the skin off with a knife. I still wasn’t hungry, but, at least, 
the task distracted me for a few moments.

"It looks like they don’t want to know you anymore." Jarrod 
sat down next to me on the large, dark brown couch I’d curled up 
on. He nodded over at my former friends.

"I can see your intellect just gets sharper every day," I said, 
setting the apple to one side.

Jarrod smirked. "You’re not missing much."
"I am, I’m missing being with people I care about."
"There are other people who care about you if you’d let 

them." The smirk stayed on his face but his gaze grew intense.
"Mixing with you and Christiana wouldn’t do me any favours 

in winning my friends back."
"If they really were your friends, you wouldn’t have to win 

them back. They would be here for you, whatever you did."
I paused, reluctant to agree with Jarrod. "Zander thinks I 

cheated on him, with you. And that I lied about Christiana 
drugging me as an excuse to go to her pathetic party. How can I 
justify any of that?"

"Tell him it was my fault if it makes him feel better."
"Why would you want to do me any favours?" I sighed and 

swept my hair away from my face.
"You know why. If you stopped being so stubborn you might 

actually like me doing you favours." Jarrod leaned towards me 
and rested a hand on my arm.

I shook it off, angry that I was even thinking about the 
possibility. Jarrod was trouble, only out for himself.

"Be like that, if being alone is what makes you happy, you’re 
doing a great job of isolating yourself from everyone." Jarrod 
stood up and shook his head.
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"I don’t need anyone here," I muttered, annoyed at myself and 
frustrated by my feeble lie. Of course I needed people but 
couldn’t force my friends to come back to me.

"It’s not a crime to accept help." Jarrod shrugged and walked 
away.

My mind was full of confusion. Jarrod had moments when he 
did seem genuine, and I hated to admit that I did feel something 
for him, but it was so different from Zander. With Zander, it felt 
amazing, like it was meant to be.

Jarrod made me nervous. His bad boy reputation gave him an 
edge of the unknown, which I couldn’t help but feel a tiny bit 
tempted towards. 

If Zander really didn’t want to be with me, should I accept 
Jarrod’s offer? I shook my head, trying to clear my thoughts. 

I glanced over at Zander and noticed his cheeks were red, and 
his face looked strained. It looked like I wasn’t hiding my 
thoughts as well as I’d hoped, and Zander had just eavesdropped 
on that whole mess in my mind.

A sharp pain shot through my hand, and I realised I’d been 
clutching my apple knife too tightly. Opening my hand, a red 
streak of blood welled across my palm.

A hot rage rose through me. I couldn’t change what had 
happened. I didn’t mean to ruin my own birthday surprise and 
didn’t want to have my heart broken. I really didn’t want to leave 
the School of Exorcists, but I had no choice.

The rage rose up from my toes, gaining power as it leapt 
through my legs and into my stomach, pricking my skin from 
inside. I almost choked when it reached my face, and my eyes 
burned with its heat. I had to get out, now. 

Jumping up, I gripped my injured hand shut, to stop the 
blood dripping on the carpet, and hurried outside. I pulled the 
side door shut behind me and welcomed the cooling wind as it 
hit my face.
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In truth it was freezing; frost was already thick on the ground, 
and it crunched under my feet as I hurried away.

I was only wearing socks on my feet, and they quickly became 
saturated. I barely noticed, overtaken by the overwhelming urge 
to run as fast and hard as I could and never look back. To forget 
this School, its strange ways, and all the heartache it had brought 
me.

Breaking into a jog, I headed for the closest patch of 
woodland. I dived in and the damp leaves licked my cheeks as I 
hurried onward. 

My fingers brushed the ferns as I walked, and I jumped back 
when I saw a pale red trail where my fingertips had been. My 
fingers were on fire, the skin hot and dazzling to look at.

I placed my hands against the side of a tall oak and watched as 
the wood began to smoke and crackle. I pulled them away, 
shocked, but loving the powerful feeling that ran through my 
body. This was different to anything I’d experienced before when 
practicing magic.

I continued moving through the forest, shooting small balls of 
flames, to help light my way. Forget stupid light orbs, this was 
much more fun.

Gradually, I made the fireballs bigger, and I fired them at 
random shapes in the gloom, taking my anger and frustration out 
on the forest. I hit a bush, a pile of firewood, and a large, moss 
covered boulder. My next shot felled a tree. This was amazing. 
My hands continued to glow and my cheeks felt flushed.

I felt the hairs on my arms lift. Someone was watching me. 
They were hiding close by and I tasted their emotions, a mixture 
of pleasure, fear, and satisfaction. I narrowed my eyes seeking out 
my target. They were going to pay for spying on me.

I found them, hiding behind a bush, about twenty feet from 
me. I pretended to turn down a new forest trail, but at the last 
second twirled round, raised my hands over my head and then let 
out a resounding clap that poured fire on to the bush.
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Through the roar of the flames, I heard a piercing shriek and 
ran forward, full of stomach churning fury.

Pushing through the twisted, charred leaves, I came face to 
face with Christiana. Her hair burnt and her face smeared with 
the remnants of the devastated bush. I saw fear in her eyes, but 
also another emotion that I couldn’t interpret through the rage 
that ripped through my body.

I didn’t stop to think. I grabbed Christiana with both hands 
and began to squeeze her throat. All the pent up hurt and 
frustration I’d faced over the last three weeks flooded through my 
arms.

I heard myself panting with the effort as I lifted Christiana 
from the ground. Her eyes bulged, and she struggled, kicking me 
in the shins, but I refused to let go.

"This is your fault," I said.
"Stop...I’m on your side," she gasped, fighting and clawing my 

hands with her nails.
"You tricked me. I’ve lost everyone because of you. You are on 

no one’s side but your own." I tightened my grip and felt pleasure 
at the pain it inflicted.

"What you’re doing...right now...we’re on the same side," she 
said. 

I felt gashes open on my legs, caused by her kicking me with 
her pointed boots, but ignored the pain. A spasm of confusion 
niggled in my mind. "What do you mean?" My grip remained 
tight, my eyes focused on Christiana’s damaged face.

"The magic you are using, it’s my kind of magic. Can’t you feel 
the difference?"

I did feel something new, a strange, compulsive sensation ran 
through my body. It felt more instinctual as if I was acting on my 
more basic desires. It made me feel indestructible and powerful.

"What kind of magic do you use?" Crispy swirls of burning 
leaves spun round us as I continued to choke Christiana.
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"Dark magic." The words fell triumphantly from Christiana’s 
lips, and I saw her eyes spark in the dying flames of the burning 
bush.

I dropped my hands and stepped away from her. Christiana 
fell to her knees, grabbed her neck, and gasped for the much 
needed air her lungs craved. After a few seconds, she looked up at 
me, the same gleam of power in her eyes.

"You have just used dark magic. How good does that feel?" 
She sat back on her knees, a smile on her face. Her hair stuck to 
her dirt smeared face in ragged clumps.

"That can’t be right." I knew you had to offer a sacrifice to 
dark magic before any of the spells would work. "I haven’t 
harmed anyone."

"You must have done." Christiana looked at my hand. "Did 
you do that?"

I looked down at my palm, now crusty with congealed blood. 
"I cut myself with a knife."

"Then you used some of your own blood as an offering." 
Christiana wiped the sweat from her forehead. "That’s powerful 
stuff, offering your blood to the dark magic. No wonder you 
became so strong."

As I stared in horror at Christiana, I fought with the 
powerful, enticing sensations that using the magic offered me and 
the revulsion of slipping and taking the first step towards 
becoming as corrupt as Rupert and Fidelma.

"Admit it, you have never felt that good before." Christiana 
slowly stood up and brushed dirt from her trousers.

"It felt...different," I finally managed to reply. "How do you 
know it was dark magic?" Flexing my fingers, I felt the pain in 
them from gripping Christiana’s neck so tightly.

"Dark magic users give out a charge, a bit like a unique scent, 
or a trail. It helps others locate them so they can join forces and 
work together. When you ran out of the common room, I knew 
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you’d lost control, and dark magic had taken over. Besides, your 
eyes changed colour, that’s a dead giveaway."

I looked at her in disbelief. "They changed colour? How is 
that even possible?"

"They went black. It looked amazing." Christiana flashed her 
eyes at me, and for a few seconds, they were pitch black, the 
whites hidden.

I just stared at her, a mixture of anger and fear filled me. And 
something else. As much as I tried to ignore it, a more powerful, 
primal sensation now pulsed gently in the back of my mind.

"Face the facts, you never quite fitted in with Zander and his 
cronies. I never really understood why the two of you were 
together anyway. But doesn’t this feel perfect? Don’t you feel so 
good about yourself and what you can actually achieve using dark 
magic?"

"I did fit in with my friends, and with Zander," I muttered.
"Do you want to do some more?" Christiana asked, ignoring 

my comment.
"No! Never, that was one mistake. Dark magic is banned, and 

I didn’t even know what I was doing. Cutting myself was an 
accident, not an offering." There had to be some sort of get out of 
jail free card I could play here.

"It doesn’t matter. You were angry and hurting and you lost 
control, accident or not, dark magic found you when you needed 
it."

"I didn’t want it to."
"Relax, I do it all the time. The Professors have no idea what’s 

happening right under their noses." Christiana smirked. "They’re 
losing the fight, and they don’t even know it. You need to join 
the winning side."

"I just made a mistake. I’ve chosen my side already." I tried to 
regain some impression of certainty, despite the nagging feeling 
inside me that something dreadful had just happened.
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"It’s too late to go back now. You’re one of us." Christiana 
looked triumphant as she rubbed her neck.

I swallowed down feelings of panic. Did I no longer have a 
choice in the type of magic I now used? Was it really too late to 
go back?



Chapter 7

A jumbled mess of thoughts occupied me on my walk back to the 
School, along with the foul taste of burning wood that was 
lodged in the back of my throat.

I'd left Christiana in the woods, attempting a dark magic spell 
to poison a stream. I couldn't understand why she'd want to do 
that.

I found myself in the bathroom, all thoughts of leaving 
temporarily abandoned, scrubbing my body as the almost 
scalding hot spray from the shower ran over me, desperate to 
remove the burning smell from my hair and body. 

As I scrubbed, I tried to ignore the equally hot tears that ran 
down my face. The pain from the vigorous scrubbing brought my 
skin to life and my senses gained some clarity. I dropped the 
brush and leaned on the tiles in the shower. 

What had I become? I’d almost killed Christiana, overcome 
with sensations that had made me completely out of control. 
Had my actions changed me forever? Was I really now practicing 
dark magic? Would the School exclude me and consider me an 
enemy? 

Shuddering, despite the hot water, I couldn’t shake the 
memory of how ecstatic I’d felt when the dark magic had coursed 
through me. The sensations were even stronger than the class 
with Professor Collinson when I’d sent over two undead.

The feelings lingered in my body, even now, making me feel 
invincible. What made it worse was a tiny, continuous voice that 
kept asking when I’d feel like that again, tempting me to try some 
more. 
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Turning off the water, I grabbed a towel and wrapped it 
round my trembling body. I dried myself quickly, pulling on my 
warmest, thick grey pyjamas, and climbed into bed with my hair 
still damp.

Cocooned under my duvet, I couldn’t yet face up to what I’d 
just done. I shut my eyes tightly and tried to relax, concentrating 
on each muscle and breathing slowly.

It took what felt like an eternity, but I began to calm down, 
not ready to sleep, but my mind had stilled enough to allow my 
thinking to become more rational.

I opened my eyes and gasped. "Oh! Don’t do that!" Andreas’s 
face was a few inches from mine.

"I sensed it," he whispered, running a finger along my cheek. "I 
think every dark magic user in the world felt it. You used it didn’t 
you."

It was a simple statement, yet it filled me with the horror I’d 
been trying to suppress.

"I didn’t even know what I was doing," I whispered back, tears 
sprung in my eyes.

"Sometimes it gets you like that. People lose control and that’s 
when dark magic pounces, when you’re at your most vulnerable."

"It didn’t feel like me. To begin with, I thought I was in 
control, but going back through it in my mind, I wasn’t. 
Something else was. Was I possessed?" A flash of hope crossed my 
mind. Maybe this wasn’t my fault after all.

"It was you, but a more primal version. That’s what dark 
magic taps into, the more basic human desires, passion, greed, 
envy, all those emotions civilised society helps to keep in check." 
Andreas lay down next to me and placed an arm over me.

I was quiet, my naive hope quickly dashed by his words. "I just 
felt so overwhelmed and had to get out of the common room. 
People would have thought I was going mad." I recalled the 
burning sensation that had run through me after I’d cut my 
hand.
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"You’re not the first Sender this has happened to," Andreas 
said. "There’s a case of a young apprentice who was involved in a 
car accident. She was arguing with the passenger, skidded off the 
road, and was injured. The next thing you know, she’s running 
riot through the nearest town. She killed five people before the 
School got to her. Dark magic is always looking for a way in, a 
route into your power. It doesn’t care how it gets you, just so long 
as it does."

"What happened to her?"
"The apprentice? She’s not been heard of since. But usually, 

corrupt Senders go into the magical equivalent of rehab."
"Can that work?"
"It can do, but the temptation will always be there." He pulled 

me tighter into his grip. "Just be careful, the dark magic users will 
be really interested in you now. They got a sense of what you 
could achieve, of how powerful you are."

"I don’t want it to happen again. I want things to be like they 
were, before Zander left me, when I had friends and people who 
cared about me." I sounded sulky but didn’t care, my heart was 
broken, and I felt abandoned.

"You aren’t alone," Andreas said.
"I feel it."
He was silent for a few moments. "I’m glad you didn’t leave 

tonight."
"Thanks, I just wish everyone else felt the same."
"They do. They’re just angry. They will snap out of it and 

forgive you."
"They won’t if I keep hanging around with you."
"What’s wrong with me?" he asked the sound of a smile in his 

words.
"You aren’t human, and apparently that’s a part of my 

problem. I seem to attract creatures like you." I said the words 
carelessly, regretting them when I glanced up and saw the ripple 
of hurt cross Andreas’s face.
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"I may not be human, but I feel human. My human body may 
be long gone and my soul’s absent without leave, but it doesn’t 
mean I don’t remember what it’s like to feel pleasure and pain, to 
long to be normal again...to love." He said the last two words 
quickly, not meeting my gaze. "When I’m around you, I always 
feel alive. If we stopped hanging out I’m not sure what I’d do."

"Sorry." I pulled one hand out from under the duvet and laced 
my fingers in his. "You’re not a creature, you’re human to me. I’ve 
said you can come with me when I leave if you’d really miss me."

"I know, and I would if you did go. But don’t decide straight 
away. Tonight has been a shock for you. Just think about it some 
more. The School of Exorcists will protect you. So will I."

I closed my eyes, the exhaustion of the evening finally taking 
over.

Andreas was still for a few moments. I sensed he was studying 
my face but was too tired to feel embarrassed by his scrutiny. 

"Do you want me to stay with you?" he finally asked.
"Why not? Annabel can hardly pass comment on you being 

here, now she barely acknowledges me, and I can guarantee that 
Zander won’t come near me anymore. Make yourself 
comfortable." My smile was bitter.

"I’d like that." Andreas reached his other arm under my head, 
so he was cradling me in a gentle embrace.

I didn’t resist, I didn’t want to. He was the one friend who 
wasn’t judging me. He’d been honest with me and had helped me 
realise my true potential. Why shouldn’t I let him be close to me? 
It seemed to make him happy, and as I slipped into sleep, I 
realised that it made me a tiny bit happier too.

The morning arrived, filtering grey light through the curtains. 
I shivered and turned over, smiling slightly when I saw Andreas 
still next to me, awake.

"Was it as bad as it sounded?" he asked.
"Pretty much." I yawned and stretched my arms over my head. 

"All I seem to dream about these days is being chased, or killed, or 
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killing people and causing destruction. I wish, like you, I didn’t 
have to sleep." I glanced over at Annabel’s bed and found her in 
it, curled into a tight ball.

"It’s not such fun. Sometimes the days go very slowly when 
you can’t dream," said Andreas.

"I’d swap places with you in a second." I dragged myself 
reluctantly from under my duvet. 

"Are you going to your classes today?" asked Andreas.
"Where else would I go?"
"Well, I just wondered." He pointed to the underside of my 

bed, where the bag was concealed.
"I'm not going anywhere for now."
"That's good to hear," said Andreas.
I dressed hurriedly and went down to breakfast, not bothering 

to see if Annabel wanted to join me.
I ate a bowl of cereal whilst sitting alone at the end of a table 

and then headed straight to my first class, Theoretical Magic 
with Professor Ipkiss.

I walked mindlessly from one lesson to the next, half listening 
to everything that was being taught, as my mind kept reverting 
back to the events of last night. Images of fire, burning trees and 
Christiana’s words ringing in my head.

I did catch Christiana’s eye at one point during Charms class, 
and she gave me a huge smile, which I ignored. I couldn’t face her 
at the moment, knowing that any conversation would involve 
dark magic. 

I also thought that I might be getting sick. There was a 
horrible, gnawing feeling in the pit of my stomach like I was 
constantly hungry. It was a sensation that food or drink wouldn’t 
get rid of, no matter how many slices of toast I ate.

By the end of the day, my skin was clammy and my hands 
shook. 

After my last class, Biological Classification of Demons and 
Hell Beasts, I dragged myself to the common room and curled up 
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on a couch with a book, trying to ignore the unpleasant feelings 
that chased through my body.

Other students came in from the dining hall. Some of them 
pulled out textbooks and began to study, others were setting up 
games, whilst many just lounged in comfortable chairs, gossiping 
over the events of the day.

Zander, Annabel, Jenny, and Mike walked in. I deliberately 
didn’t watch them, not wanting to give the impression that I was 
looking out for them.

Zander sat in his usual seat close to the fire, but I sensed he 
was looking at me, so I turned my head and met his gaze.

He had a questioning look on his face. I guessed he was 
reading my mind but didn’t care. I was too tired to fight him and 
feeling sicker by the second.

I needed to do some magic, maybe sending over a few undead 
might make me feel better.

Abandoning my cosy seat, I hurried down to the basement 
into Professor Collinson's undead chamber.

The air was chilly and I quickly conjured up a fire in the 
centre of the room, sat on the floor, calmed my mind and 
welcomed any undead to come towards me.

I sat silently in front of the fire for several moments before I 
felt an icy touch on my cheek.

The wispy image of a young girl floated in front of me.
"Hello." I spoke softly so as not alarm her.
"You can help me leave this place?"
I nodded. "I'm surprised to see someone so young here. Are 

you on your own?"
"My mum came here with me, but she's gone now. It's just 

me."
"Would you like to leave too?"
"Yes, please." The girl looked over her shoulder. "There's a 

man who visits us and does spells on our forms. He said he's 
trying to make me human again, but it never works."
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"That would be one of the Professor's at the School."
"I'm in school?" The girl's eyes widened.
"Does he tell you why he's trying to make you human?"
"He talks about a lady called Juliet a lot. He has a picture of 

her on the desk." The girl pointed to the corner of the room. "He 
cries sometimes when he looks at the picture."

She must mean Professor Collinson's dead wife. "Are you 
ready?" I held my hand out to the girl.

"Will it hurt?" She hesitated, her hand hovering just above 
mine.

"No, we just hold hands and it's all over. No more waiting in 
here on your own."

"That sounds good." The girl smiled at me, before leaning 
forward and kissing my cheek with her frozen lips.

We touched hands, and I didn't even need to say the Sending 
incantation before she vanished.

I breathed out, already feeling better.
Four more undead came and found me, and I crossed them all 

over. Professor Collinson was going to be so angry with me, but I 
didn't care. I had to do something to make myself feel better.

After an hour, I returned back to the common room and was 
browsing a book shelf in the corner when Professor Dixon 
walked in. "Ruby, a word please." He gestured with his hand.

I was aware that everyone was staring at me as I left. It was 
unusual for a teacher to come into the common room, so this 
probably wouldn’t be a casual chat about my progress and grades.

I struggled to keep up with Professor Dixon’s long strides. "Is 
there a problem?" I asked.

"No, not as such, but you have a visitor," he replied. "Someone 
rather important to the School of Exorcists." Professor Dixon 
turned and flashed his eyebrows.

I looked down at the thick carpet as we continued to walk to 
Professor Dixon’s study. I didn’t feel a particularly big fan of this 
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place at the moment and meeting someone involved with it 
didn’t exactly thrill me, no matter how important they were.

Professor Dixon opened his study door and ushered me 
through. Standing by the fire was a tall, slim man. He was 
wearing a dark grey suit and had an expensive looking watch on 
his right wrist.

He turned towards me, and I instantly recognised him, failing 
to hide my surprise. 

"Allow me to introduce you to Marcus Statesman," Professor 
Dixon said.

I looked at them both in turn. I really was in trouble if 
someone from the School's founding family decided they needed 
to meet me.



Chapter 8

Marcus smiled and extended a large hand for me to shake. His 
palm was firm and warm as he held my hand, appraising me. His 
jaw was strong with a small amount of stubble, and he had the 
same coloured eyes that had stared out at me from a portrait I 
saw on my first day at the School.

"My visit has been long overdue, and for that, I apologise." He 
released my hand and gestured to two chairs arranged by the fire.

"Aren’t you staying?" I asked Professor Dixon, as he walked 
out of the room.

"You must excuse me. I have some reading to do." Professor 
Dixon made his excuses gracefully and nodded at Marcus before 
leaving.

I sat down, struggling to feel comfortable in the company of a 
member of such a legendary family.

Marcus seemed to sense my discomfort. "I know we can be a 
little intimidating. I promise I’m just like you." He paused and 
raised his eyebrows. "Well, maybe not exactly like you. I believe 
you are something rather special."

"So the textbooks keep telling me." I couldn’t help the sigh 
that slipped out.

"Yes, it must be a challenge, having such responsibility thrown 
at you at such a young age. I do understand that, at least. My 
family name is known throughout the world. Great things are 
expected of us and when we mess up, if we ever mess up, the eyes 
of the world watch us and make comments."

"That must be tough, too." I looked into the fire, the warmth 
lessening the shaky feelings that still ran through my body.
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"Yes, it has its moments." He continued to study me. "Still, 
this meeting is about you, not my family. Your arrival here has 
been most welcome. We were not certain if you really were the 
One and so were delighted when the legacy came true."

"I thought the legacy was never in doubt?"
"We all make mistakes. We once trained a Sender for six 

months before realising the text was written down incorrectly 
and we were focusing on the wrong student."

"Are you sure you haven’t made a mistake with me?" At that 
moment all I felt up to was crawling into bed and hugging my hot 
water bottle, not saving the world from my crazy family and their 
dark magic followers.

"No, you are the One." Marcus’s voice was firm.
"I don’t feel special." I just felt really unwell.
"Your abilities are confirmed. The teachers have reported only 

good things about your progress. Now, you just have to make the 
choice to embrace your destiny."

"I’m not ready." I sighed again. Memories of last night filled 
my head, and I barely suppressed a shudder. The truth was I had 
never felt less ready for anything in my life.

"That’s right, you aren’t yet, which is why you need to stay 
here."

I felt my cheeks glow. He must have found out about my plan 
to leave the School.

"You have reached a stage in your training when choices need 
to be made and if you try to go it alone, a lot of harm could be 
done. Not just to you but to those you care about."

"It’s just so hard." I wrung my hands together and stared at the 
ceiling. How could he possibly understand?

"I do, understand." He smiled at me and tapped the side of his 
head. "My apologies for hearing that, but it was a loud thought. 
You have the hardest task of all of us. You will put yourself at the 
most risk and danger. You also have the best opportunity to shift 
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the power balance, to make us stronger and stop the dark magic 
from taking over with their army of undead."

"Are we losing?" No one had ever spoken to me openly about 
the fight before.

Marcus paused for a few seconds, his eyes narrowed. "I won’t 
hide anything from you. We are losing. It was evenly matched for 
hundreds of years. One decade we would be in charge, then the 
dark side made a push and gained some ground. It has been a 
constant, never ending struggle to be the dominant force."

"How are we losing?"
"The dark forces are making connections with human power 

bases. They are becoming established in major companies, 
springing surprise attacks on institutions, such as schools, 
hospitals, even an army base. They are growing in size and power. 
It’s as if they have a coordinating force behind them stronger 
than ever before. Usually, the leaders are chaotic and power 
hungry, unable to rein in their own desires for the good of their 
armies. This time, it’s different."

I shuddered. "It’s Rupert and Fidelma isn’t it?"
"Yes, they have recently taken over as leaders of the dark 

forces. They have spent years refining their skills and talents, 
biding their time until the opportunity arose to take control. 
They are the strongest enemy we have ever faced."

"And I’m supposed to stop them?" I couldn’t take on such a 
challenge. Our previous encounters proved they were much 
stronger than me.

"On your own, yes, you would lose." This time, Marcus didn’t 
apologise for reading my thoughts. "But that’s why you must stay 
here. You have to learn to develop your skills and work together 
with the other Senders."

I swallowed, worry consuming me. I couldn’t be any more 
isolated at this point. My friends had deserted me and my 
boyfriend had left me. I couldn’t become their leader.
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"I will fail." The words came out as a whisper. I felt the tears in 
my eyes and blinked them away.

"It will be hard, but you have to try. Every Sender has been 
challenged in some way. If it’s any comfort, and it should be, you 
have the full support of my family behind you."

"You said I had to make a choice about my destiny." I recalled 
his earlier words. "What did you mean?"

"Ah, now that is a simple one, for me anyway. You cannot 
choose your destiny in terms of being the One, but you can 
choose which side to fight on." Marcus’s gaze focused intently on 
me.

"Why would I choose the dark side?" My pulse quickened. I'd 
always been convinced I’d never choose dark magic. Would that 
change now I’d actually used it?

Marcus ran a hand down his face, pausing to stroke the 
stubble on his chin. "I fear the School has kept you a little too 
sheltered. I will not attempt to deny that the dark side of magic is 
enticing."

I fixed my expression into what I hoped looked puzzled, 
pretending not to know what he was talking about.

"Dark power is addictive, it takes you over. At first, it feels 
good, it makes you strong, you get a taste of power, and you feel 
invincible. When you’ve experienced that, why would you want 
to stop?" he said.

"Senders need to do more dark magic to get the same 
experience?" I asked.

"Exactly, it changes your perception of the world. Masters of 
dark magic become consumed by their desires. They obsess about 
the next spell they will cast, wondering just how good it will 
make them feel. That’s why we are worried about Rupert and 
Fidelma. We have recorded an increasing number of phenomena 
across the world; hurricanes, floods, droughts, and rather 
perfectly staged accidents, that all have the familiar taint of dark 
magic on them. It makes me think your parents are losing control 
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and having to do more and more dark magic to get the same 
magical high."

"Can you stop their addiction to dark magic?" I asked. 
"It is no easy task, freeing someone from something so deadly." 

He exhaled deeply. "Ruby, I have to ask, do you have any 
experience with dark magic?"

"I’ve never performed dark magic," I said, not knowing why I 
lied. Marcus would uncover the truth. A cold sweat covered my 
brow.

He didn’t speak for a few seconds. "My advice would be never 
to try. Stick with the powers and abilities you have. The dark side 
is not natural. Sacrifice to achieve power is wrong."

"Have you ever tried it?" I asked.
Marcus visibly shuddered and drew in a deep breath. "Only 

once and the memory still taunts me today. I have never felt so 
good than the day I tried a dark magic spell. It’s a strong and 
potent power, which ultimately destroys anyone who continues 
to use it."

"How do you manage to control the feelings?"
"You mean the shaking, the sweating, the ache in your 

stomach that will not be silenced?" He smiled tightly, describing 
my current symptoms perfectly. 

"Yes," I whispered, knowing that he’d just uncovered my lie.
"You will never lose those feelings, not completely. But you 

can control them. Doing our kind of magic, the right kind, 
quietens them down. Sending over undead definitely helps with 
your symptoms."

"It did feel good when I crossed over the undead." I felt a small 
pang of hope; perhaps I could squash these cravings. 

"The most powerful thing for me is being around people who 
love and support me, who understand what I’m feeling and are 
content to put up with my mood swings when the temptation to 
try dark magic gets too much. It makes it all a little easier, 
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although not always for my poor wife." He smiled and twisted 
the wedding ring around his finger.

"I don’t have much support here." I felt instantly gloomy.
"Then you need to be open and honest with people. Your true 

friends will come back to you. That will be one of the hardest 
things, admitting you have this weakness. As the One, you are 
supposed to be pretty damn unstoppable and showing that you 
aren’t will be hard. Not everyone will believe you."

"I don’t think I can. My friends don’t care about me 
anymore." 

"Hide the secret you carry at your peril. The dark magic users 
will feed on your secrecy and make you an easy convert to their 
way of life. We need you to stay with us. If we lose this fight, the 
entire world will lose. Chaos will take hold."

"No pressure then," I said.
"As I said before, you have a great challenge ahead of you." He 

made no apologies for his bluntness. "I would like to talk with 
you some more but can sense you have had enough for one 
evening."

I nodded but then blurted out. "Can you help me, with these 
feelings?"

Marcus sighed. "I wish I could, then I would cure myself. Miss 
Carmichael, this is just something you’ll have to endure. It gets 
easier with time if that’s any consolation."

It was now my turn to sigh. "Fine," I muttered, standing up. 
The desire to escape from the stuffiness of the room was almost 
overwhelming.

"Take care of yourself, and consider what we have talked 
about," Marcus said.

I nodded again before leaving the study quickly, eager to be 
free from Marcus Statesman and his frustratingly poor attempts 
to reassure me. 

In my distracted state, I walked straight into Zander and hit 
him with such force that I winded myself.
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Zander gripped my arms gently as I got my breath back. "You 
look like you’re running away from something."

"Sorry." I blushed at his touch. "More like someone."
"If you don’t mind me asking, what did Professor Dixon 

want?" His tone was gentle, and I noticed he hadn’t released his 
hold on me.

"I just had a visit from Marcus Statesman. He’d come to 
convince me to stay at the School." I glanced up at Zander’s face 
but had to look away immediately. I still felt upset with Marcus, 
with Zander, with everything.

"You were going to leave?" The sadness in Zander's tone was 
clear.

"I’m not happy here," I said.
"Because of us?"
"There isn’t an us. Remember, you needed some time away 

from me." I sounded bitter but was too angry to care.
"But you said it was a good idea too." I felt his grip tighten on 

my arms.
"It was, it is. I mean it’s better for you." I wasn’t making much 

sense.
"What about you? You seem so unhappy. I was listening in to 

your thoughts this evening." He shrugged. "Your mind was 
unfocused, constantly changing. I couldn’t work out what the 
problem was, but it felt like you needed some help."

"I’ll live." Finally, I looked up and met Zander’s gaze. The 
emotions that ran through me made me want to scream. I still 
loved him; I wanted things to be how they were, before the party, 
before I’d experienced dark magic, before any of this got so messy.

"You don’t have to do it alone," Zander said. "Tell me what’s 
wrong."

"Why don’t you just read my mind again if you’re so 
interested in what I’m really thinking," I snapped, instantly 
regretting it.
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"I don’t mean to, it’s just sometimes your thoughts are so 
loud. I know you’ve been having nightmares again. I just want to 
help." Zander's gaze dropped to the floor.

"Sorry, I don’t mean to be such a bitch. Things are really 
complicated at the moment." I paused, not sure how much to tell 
him, but longing to be honest. What if Marcus Statesman was 
right? Zander might understand and maybe even come back to 
me.

"The decision I made about us not being together, I thought it 
was for the best. But I’m miserable without you, and you seem to 
be too." He paused. "There’s something you need to know, so you 
can make your mind up about whether or not we should be 
together."

I blinked in surprise at his sudden revelation. What 
information would influence whether or not we should be 
together? 

"Ruby." A voice I knew and disliked bit through our intense 
conversation.

"Not now, Christiana," I said. 
"I heard your phone ring," she said, standing at the top of the 

stairs, my mobile in her hand.
"Can’t you take a message?" I asked, wondering how 

Christiana had got her hands on my phone.
"I’m not your slave," she said. "I think it’s important."
"I’d better go," I mumbled, and pulled reluctantly away from 

Zander.
"Can we talk again, soon?" Zander’s face looked desperate. I 

longed for us to be together, but struggled to voice my thoughts, 
my head still a mess of dark magic and the comments of Marcus 
Statesman.

"I’d like that, come find me." I really wanted to get things 
sorted out, but just didn’t know how to go about it. Hurrying up 
the stairs, I took my phone from Christiana.

"Say thank you," she said in an annoying singsong tone.
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"Excuse me?"
"I just saved you from your clingy ex."
The phone in my hand was dead. I could have throttled 

Christiana, again.
I glared at her and then marched to my room. I’d only just 

shut the door when she followed me in without knocking.
"You’re not angry? I thought you needed rescuing," she said.
I ignored her, resenting her being in my space, but she didn’t 

seem in any hurry to leave, and sat on the edge of my bed, 
swinging her legs.

"I’ve not had a chance to catch up with you since our 
encounter in the woods." Christiana traced her fingers around 
her throat.

I could just make out the edge of some angry purple bruises 
I’d inflicted. She had tied a scarf around her neck to conceal the 
worst of the marks.

"I should apologise. You caught me at a bad time." I was sorry, 
not necessarily for hurting Christiana, I still remembered how 
good that felt, but for using dark magic and knew I’d be sorry 
about that for the rest of my life.

"For me, it was a really good time. I didn’t mean to spy, but I 
just had a feeling that I should follow you. You ran out of the 
common room so fast, I knew what you were going to do." 
Christiana smiled.

I didn’t respond.
"Do you feel any different?" she asked.
"No, well, I feel worse, as if something has possessed me. I 

don’t feel myself." I balled my hands into fists, frustrated at not 
knowing how to explain myself or get rid of the gnawing 
sensation in my gut.

"It’s normal what you’re feeling. After the first few spells, it’ll 
become second nature to you."

"There will be no more attempts at dark magic from me. That 
was a one off, a big mistake," I said.
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Christiana’s eyes narrowed and her top lip curled. "I know you 
had a special visitor, Marcus Statesman’s been to see you."

"And?" I was determined not to give her any information.
"He’s only interested in your abilities, not you. Once that 

family gets what they want, they’ll abandon you."
"Why are you so interested? Spying on me so you can report 

back to Rupert and Fidelma?"
Christiana grinned. "You know them so well."
I changed the subject, refusing to let her make me angry. "So, 

you’re a dark magic user?" How’s that working out for you?"
Christiana grinned, oblivious to my sarcasm. "I’ve been 

practicing for almost six months now. It’s incredible the things 
this School doesn’t teach you. They’re only interested in saving 
lost souls and keeping us controlled. There are unbelievably 
powerful spells out there."

"How did you get started?"
"It’s all thanks to your parents. They’re on a big recruitment 

drive for their army. They’re inducting all the potentials they can 
find."

"To do what?" I almost wasn’t surprised to hear they were at 
the heart of this destructive path Christiana was on. Every 
mention of dark magic had their taint on it.

"They’re raising an army of undead and training Senders to 
take over the world."

I snorted. "You are kidding?"
Christiana looked offended. "It’s no joke. And we’re going to 

win."
"Why would they pick you?"
"I want more from life than a stupid territory to patrol, like 

some dumb guard dog. Being a dark magic user gives you limitless 
opportunities. You can literally have it all. I volunteered, and 
they were happy to recruit me." She flipped her hair over her 
shoulders. "They saw my true potential, unlike this old-fashioned 
dump."
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"And the only price to pay is destroying society and losing 
your life."

"Society could do with a shake up, and you don’t lose your life 
if you control your powers."

"I didn’t think dark magic users could control themselves."
"Of course we can! Do you want to try another spell? I bet you 

can’t forget how great you felt." Christiana’s eyes sparkled at the 
mention of doing more magic.

I struggled with the feelings I was experiencing. They kept 
tapping away in my mind, pulling at my thoughts, trying to get 
me to listen, convincing me that dark magic wasn’t so bad, and 
one more tiny spell wouldn’t hurt.

I took a deep, slow breath and pushed those thoughts to the 
back of my mind. "Like I said, never again."

A knock on the bedroom door made us both look round. 
Zander pushed the door open. "Mind if I interrupt?" He looked 
at the two of us, a frown on his face.

Christiana snitched up her nose. "I was just leaving. Unless 
you want me to stay?" she asked me, her eyes wide and innocent.

"No, thanks," I muttered.
Christiana walked away without a glance at Zander, who 

stood awkwardly in the doorway.
"You can come in," I said.
"I just wondered if we could meet up, later on, carry on what 

we started downstairs?" He didn’t move from the doorway.
I smiled, feeling a tiny flash of hope. "When do you want to 

meet?"
"In about an hour? I’ve got some work to do. Professor Ipkiss 

is making me clean out her potions cabinet." He grimaced. "We 
can meet down in the common room."

"I’ll see you there." I smiled again and Zander mirrored me, 
some of the gentleness returning to his face. He turned and let 
the door shut behind him.
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For the next hour, I fretted. I was desperate to know what he 
wanted to talk about. I hoped that he wanted me back. A part of 
me wished I could read his mind, to know what he had planned 
so I could mentally prepare myself in case it was bad news.

I changed my clothes, put on some make-up to try to hide my 
feverish cheeks, and kept checking the clock every few minutes to 
see when I should go down to the common room. I tried to read a 
book but only managed a few words before my mind wandered 
back to Zander.

Time cruelly crept by, but eventually the moment arrived, and 
I had to force myself to walk calmly down the stairs and into the 
common room.

It was already late in the evening and the room was emptying 
of other students. I saw Annabel sitting on a couch, studying 
intently. She didn’t look up when I came in.

I headed over to Zander’s favourite seat by the fire and 
prodded the flaming logs with a poker.

I sat so I’d be able to see Zander when he came in the room, 
and composed my face in the hope that I looked calm and 
relaxed. It just felt so false and really uncomfortable, so I grabbed 
a textbook someone had left on the floor and flicked through it.

Five minutes, ten, then fifteen flicked by, and Zander still 
hadn’t arrived. I stamped on a swirl of disappointment and 
convinced myself Professor Ipkiss had just kept him behind.

Annabel began packing up her study materials. I smiled at her, 
which she responded to. She hesitated and then walked over to 
me.

"I’ve just finished the latest list of charms the Professor set us," 
she said. "They were a real pain." 

"It took me hours to get them right as well." I shifted in my 
seat.

"It’s getting late, are you coming up?" Annabel balanced her 
books in her arms.

"Soon, I’m meeting up with Zander."
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"Oh, well that’s good. He’s been really miserable since you two 
split up." Annabel looked genuinely happy, a burst of her usual 
bounciness coming through.

"Has he? I thought he was getting on just fine without me." I 
felt a small amount of pleasure that he’d been missing me. It gave 
me hope for tonight’s meeting.

"I probably shouldn’t say this, but he puts on a very good act 
when you’re around, most of the time he just mopes. It’s sad, and 
to be honest, not much fun to hang out with." She wrinkled her 
nose up into a comedy grimace. "I’ve been playing Agony Aunt to 
him, it's getting a bit boring."

"I didn’t know." I hadn’t realised he was so unhappy.
We both looked at each other in silence.
"Sorry," we blurted out at the same time.
I laughed. "I’m really sorry, for messing up the birthday 

surprise and then missing your birthday completely. I feel terrible 
for wrecking your dress and am the biggest idiot for trusting 
Christiana."

Annabel grinned. "I shouldn’t have been so mean to you, it 
was just a stupid dress, and I’ve been around Christiana and 
Jarrod long enough to know the trouble they love to cause."

There were footsteps in the corridor and my heart lifted. It 
must be Zander.

"I’ll leave you to it. Hope you two work things out, I’ve missed 
you not being around. It’ll be good to have things back to 
normal." Annabel smiled warmly and then hurried out.

I waited to see Zander turn the corner but was disappointed 
when it was just another student looking for a textbook. So I 
waited and waited, and waited some more.

An hour passed and there was still no sign of him. I wondered 
whether I should go and find him. Then, worried that if I left, 
he’d come here and miss me because I was looking for him. I 
really wished that my habit of over-thinking things wasn’t 
working on overdrive tonight.
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I prodded the dying fire, trying to keep the warmth in the 
room, as a slow realisation dawned on me. He wasn’t going to 
show up. Zander had changed his mind and realised what a big 
mistake he was about to make by suggesting we get back together.

What was left of my ragged heart felt like it curled up on itself, 
trying to find some comfort and protection from the feelings of 
abandonment that were running riot in my head.

I folded my body into the chair, rested my head on my knees, 
and closed my eyes, trying to cling to some vague hope that he 
would still arrive. 



Chapter 9

I awoke with a start, cramps seizing various parts of my body 
from where I’d fallen asleep curled in a ball in the chair. 

The fire had died down and bitingly cold air that seeped 
through gaps in the ancient windows now chilled the common 
room. 

I rubbed some life back into my arms and legs with my frozen 
hands, realising I’d been asleep for hours. 

Then it hit me. Zander hadn’t shown up. I drew in a deep 
breath and tried to stay calm, tried to rationalise his absence. If 
he’d arrived late and found me asleep, he wouldn’t simply have 
left me on my own. 

The clock on the wall showed that I had waited for Zander for 
seven hours. The urge to hunt him out, to find out why he 
thought it was acceptable to abandon and humiliate me, took 
control. 

I gripped the arms of the chair tightly; my knuckles grew pale 
with the strain as I fought with myself. There will be an 
explanation, my rational mind told me. But what was it? It must 
have been something important that he couldn’t be bothered to 
come and find me, or give someone a message to let me know not 
to wait.

Slowly standing, I walked forward a few steps, and indecision 
jangled my nerves.

Another sensation also lurked at the edge of my confusion, a 
tugging, urgent feeling. I knew what it was and pushed it away. If 
I lost control again, it would provide an opportunity for dark 
magic to take over.
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I heard a movement above me. Creeping to the entrance of 
the common room, I saw a figure descend from the top of the 
stairs, carefully avoiding any creaking floorboards, revealing that 
they knew the School building well.

In the gloom, I strained my eyes trying to make them out. 
They were slim, dressed in black, and a black baseball cap 
concealed their face. As I continued to stare, the intruder looked 
up, straight in my direction. It was Christiana.

I pulled back, but she’d seen me, and I heard her quick 
footsteps along the corridor. As she rounded the corner, she 
greeted me with one of her perfect smiles.

"You are just the person I wanted to see," she whispered, as she 
grabbed my arm.

"I couldn’t sleep." I pulled my arm away, trying to think of a 
reasonable lie for being in the common room so late.

Christiana snorted a quiet laugh. "I know why you’re here. 
You were waiting for Zander."

I looked at her with surprise. "How did you know that?"
"He was laughing with Mike about it. Said something about 

setting you up and what a joke you were."
"No, he’d never say that." I shook my head, trying to remove 

the words Christiana had just planted. All my own doubts and 
insecurities grabbed hold of them, determined to convince me 
she was right.

"He showed up then?" She looked around the common room.
"Not yet." My face burnt with humiliation.
"And I can tell you why he never showed up. When he 

finished the work for Professor Ipkiss, he went into town. He was 
bragging to Mike that he had a hot date with some local girl."

"A local girl?" The words came out as a strangled noise. 
"I know. I can’t understand the attraction. She won’t have any 

particular abilities. Unless of course..." Christiana let her voice 
trail off and she raised an eyebrow at me.

"Unless of course what?"
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"Well, maybe he’s not interested in her magical talents. Maybe 
he’s after something a little more, how can I say this delicately, 
basic? You know, satisfying his male instincts. I heard she’s very 
pretty." Christiana pouted as if the thought of anyone being as 
pretty as she was offended her.

"He’s not like that," I said through gritted teeth.
"Where is he then, if he’s not with her? I think he said her 

name was Dominique," she added, seeming to enjoy twisting the 
knife of pain even deeper.

"Something must have delayed him." I couldn’t think clearly, 
still unable to work out what had happened, reeling from the 
new possibility that Christiana had just highlighted to my 
paranoid mind.

"Come with me. It will make you feel better." Christiana 
squeezed my hands.

"Where are you going?" Not that I cared.
"I’m going out to practice," she whispered, looking over her 

shoulder, although nobody else would be awake at this hour.
"Practice?" I asked, knowing what Christiana was implying 

and feeling a shudder run through me. I couldn’t decide if it was 
a shudder of excitement or fear.

"I’ve been working on an amazing spell, but I could do with an 
extra pair of hands to strengthen it."

"What kind of spell?"
"It’s a spell to stop time. Can you imagine the possibilities if 

you could actually control such a spell? Rob banks, attack your 
enemy when they’re defenceless, even stop the train from leaving 
when you’re running late," she giggled.

"You could also use it to do good, such as stopping an accident 
or saving someone’s life," I suggested.

"Yes, Miss Goody Two Shoes, you could also do that, but 
what a waste."
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"I’m not sure." My mind was still trying to process the 
information Christiana had told me about Zander. It couldn’t be 
true, but where was he? 

"It would take your mind off Zander and his deceit." She 
emphasized the last word, staring at me from under her long dark 
lashes.

"Let’s go." I walked to the side door and let the gnawing 
sensations in my stomach take over. At that moment, I didn’t 
care if I lived or died, and one more stupid dark magic spell 
wasn’t going to change anything. It certainly wasn’t going to 
make Zander show up and declare his undying love to me, and 
that was all I was worried about.

Christiana almost skipped alongside me as I pulled open the 
door. The frosty air that hit me focused my mind, and I latched 
on to the anger I felt towards Zander, fighting off the other 
conflicting emotions. 

He’d let me down. He was the one who suggested we meet; it 
wasn’t as if I’d begged him to meet up. He told me the time and 
place and then he couldn’t be bothered to show up. What if 
Christiana was telling the truth? Would he really give up on us so 
easily?

"Let’s go into a clearing in the woods. It will be safer to 
practice there without the watchful eyes of the 
School." Christiana grabbed my arm and pulled me along, our 
breath steaming in front of us as we both walked quickly, 
excitement driving us forward.

I looked back at the School, with its ivy covered walls and vast 
chimney stacks, and felt a combination of sadness and triumph. 
Part of me wished I could just accept their way, renounce the 
temptation of dark magic, and have no interest in it. Another 
part of me, the part that was now in control, sent a sneer at the 
School, laughing at its old-fashioned ways, its feeble attempts to 
stop dark magic taking over and gloating with the knowledge 
that they were losing the fight.
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"This should be far enough." Christiana turned to face me, her 
cheeks were coloured with bright red spots and her skin looked 
pinched as the air bit sharply at her face.

"What do we do?" Now I’d decided to agree to this, I relaxed, 
some of the anger disappeared, and I focused on my need for a 
dark magic hit.

"This spell needs a few tricks to help things along." Christiana 
brought out a pot of salt and drew a crude circle on the ground. 
"Step inside this, it will protect us from the spell, otherwise, we 
could end up freezing ourselves."

I stepped inside the circle and felt a tingle of anticipation run 
down my spine.

Christiana drew out four, small flat stones from her pockets 
and placed them around the circle, evenly spaced. "These will 
localise the magic. It would be impossible to stop time in the 
whole world. Well, technically, it is possible but it would kill us 
both instantly. The power of such a spell would be immense." 
Christiana stepped inside the circle and took hold of my hands.

I felt the air around us crackle, and the wind in the trees 
slowed. It was as if nature knew we were about to try something 
powerful and illegal, something against the proper order of 
magic.

"Are you ready?" Christiana asked.
"What have I got to lose?" I sounded bitter as a vivid image of 

Zander flashed into my mind. He didn’t want me, and dark 
magic did, maybe this was the right choice to make.

"We need to recite these words five times: Foramus biddo 
signarta tiamus. Can you remember them?" Christiana recited 
them slowly, and I ran through the words once in my mind.

I gripped Christiana’s cold hands tightly and nodded.
"One last thing." Christiana dropped one of my hands and 

drew out a small, sharp knife. "Your blood or mine?" She flashed 
the blade in front of my eyes.
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"Take what you need." I thrust my palm at her and bit down 
as she sliced the skin open.

Christiana grabbed my bleeding hand, and the air around us 
seemed to hiss with anticipation.

We repeated the words twice. The sound of something 
crashing through the trees and hitting the ground made me 
jump. 

A large, black raven lay on its back, its wings open and its neck 
bent at an odd angle.

"Oops, that’s a small side effect of this spell. Small animals and 
birds that are nearby can be overwhelmed by the power, and it 
kills them." Christiana shrugged, dismissing the death of the bird.

I didn’t speak, my mouth set in a thin, tight line. I sensed the 
power around us and was eager to experience the full strength of 
such a spell, to taste the intense, pleasurable sensations dark 
magic brought with it.

We repeated the words once more, and a blast of warm air 
rushed by us. My insides twirled with delight as the feelings 
began to splutter through me, energy, power, desire; it crept over 
me like a warm, sticky wave.

"Keep going, we’re almost there," Christiana said.
I drew in a breath, my mind focused on the spell. My eyes 

closed as I embraced the magic. 
Someone called my name. It was distant and faint, and I 

wondered if my memory was playing tricks on me. It sounded 
like Zander. 

It distracted me just enough to lose my concentration, and I 
tipped my head to one side to listen. There definitely was a voice, 
repeating my name again and again. I opened my eyes and looked 
round the clearing.

Christiana seemed to sense my disconnection. "Keep going, 
we’re so close." She dug her fingernails into my skin as she began 
to repeat the words, making more blood seep out of the wound 
on my hand.
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I kept looking round; certain someone was calling for 
me. Could it really be Zander? I tried to let go of Christiana’s 
hands, but she was lost in the spell, and her fingers were rigid.

Then, I saw him. It was Zander, and he was running towards 
me, but there was something wrong with him. His right arm, 
from the shoulder to the hand, was swathed in plaster and 
wrapped in a sling, partially hidden by the coat slung over his 
back.

Although he was running, he had an obvious limp every time 
he used his right leg. As he drew closer, I saw he grimaced every 
time he stepped on to that leg. I also saw part of his hair had 
disappeared, it looked singed, and the remnants stuck out at odd 
angles on one side of his head.

"Ruby, you have to stop!" I heard him shout, as he drew closer.
I couldn’t speak as a mixture of emotions ran through me. 

Why should I care what he wanted me to do? The magic had 
control but there was a small part of me that also felt concern. 
Zander was badly injured, and I felt an urge to protect him.

"Please, don’t do this." He reached the edge of the clearing, 
and his shouts alerted Christiana, whose eyes flicked open. They 
were jet black and emotionless as she stared through me.

Christiana released one of my hands and pointed at Zander, 
shooting a thin stream of brilliant light at him. He saw it coming 
and ducked behind a rock, the light spattering around him like a 
firework.

Her action sparked me into life, and I wrenched my other 
hand from her grasp, running out of the circle towards Zander. 
He was hurt and now in danger from Christiana. I had to protect 
him.

Reaching the rock, I ducked behind it, almost falling on 
Zander in my haste. My eyes widened when I took in the extent 
of his injuries.

"What happened?" I reached out to touch his singed hair.
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"No time to explain. I haven’t the energy to get us out of here. 
Can you translocate us back to the School?" His face was a gut 
wrenching mask of pain, and his breathing was ragged.

"Take my hand," I said.
Another bolt of light hit the rock, and I heard a high pitched 

scream from Christiana.
"Time to get us out of here," Zander said.
I cast the spell and held him close as it sent us into the safety 

of my bedroom, away from Christiana and the lure of the dark 
magic that had almost captured me.



Chapter 10

"What happened to you?" I touched Zander’s plastered arm with 
the tip of my index finger.

He pulled himself slowly up into a sitting position and we sat 
facing each other on the floor.

"It’s my own fault. I was rushing my work with Professor 
Ipkiss. I wanted to get to you as quickly as possible. I hated 
having to leave you when there was so much to explain." Zander 
looked at me, his gaze softened, and some of the tightness around 
his eyes subsided. "I lost concentration and knocked a tray of 
potions on the floor. The mixture of spells was explosive, 
literally." He raised his wounded arm carefully.

"Professor Ipkiss found me passed out in a sea of mixed up 
spells, my hair burning, and my arm broken. She was amazing, 
fixing my hair and putting healing spells on my skin to minimise 
the damage. I’m not sure the hair will ever grow back properly, 
though." He gave a wonky smile.

"That’s why you didn’t meet me." The realisation and guilt 
flooded through me. I’d immediately jumped to the worst 
conclusion.

"I would have got a message to you, but my thoughts were so 
muddled that I couldn’t get Professor Ipkiss to understand me. 
The whole time I was lying there whilst she worked on me, all I 
could think of was you and imagined you waiting for me, getting 
angry, and thinking I’d stood you up."

"How did you know I’d be in the woods?"
"I sensed the magic you were about to do. Your thoughts were 

so loud to me, even from that distance. Professor Ipkiss let me 
rest in my own bed, but as soon as she left me alone, I had to try 
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to find you. Once I got outside, the air was humming with your 
power, so I just followed the trail."

"I’m glad you did, I don’t think I’d have been able to stop." My 
voice trembled as I realised how close I’d been to losing control.

"I can’t lose you to dark magic." Zander held his undamaged 
hand to my face.

"And I don’t want to be lost. I just want to be back with you 
again." I sounded pathetic, but it was truly all I wanted.

"That’s all I want too, more than anything." Zander looked 
down at the carpet.

"What aren’t you telling me?" I tried to keep my voice calm, 
despite being desperate to know the truth.

Zander took in a shaky breath. "Before we split up, I’d been 
researching an assignment for Theoretical Magic and was looking 
through a textbook. It wasn’t even the one I needed, but it 
revealed something to me." He paused. "I found out that we do 
know each other."

"Where have we met before?" I’d gone through all of the 
possibilities a dozen times and never found a connection between 
us.

He pulled an old, red leather bound book from his jacket 
pocket and opened it. I took it and turned it over.

There was a black and white picture of a group of people, in 
their late teens, dressed in old-fashioned frock coats and 
buttoned down dresses. The two people sitting in the front row, 
holding hands, were Zander and me!

"That’s impossible." I stared at the picture.
"It looks like us, though," said Zander. "She has the same 

straight nose as you, even the same smile and dimples."
"It can’t be. That picture must be almost a hundred years old."
"Pretty much spot on with the date. These people are our 

ancestors. Our relatives knew each other. That woman is a 
distant aunt of yours, Catherine, and the guy is a first cousin 
twice removed of mine, Franklin."
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"They were together?" I asked.
"They’d just been married. That picture was taken on their 

honeymoon."
"So we’re related?" I frowned. Surely, I couldn’t be in love 

with a member of my own family.
"Only in a very distant way," Zander said. "But our relatives 

were married to each other."
"How do some distant relations getting married to each other 

mean that we know each other?"
"This is where it starts getting strange. Going back through 

our different generations, our relatives have been repeatedly 
meeting each other and falling in love." Zander ran his uninjured 
hand through his ruined hair, wincing as his fingers caught in the 
burnt ends. "It took me a long time to work it out. What seems 
to be happening is that ancestors of the original families, going 
back hundreds of years, keep meeting and falling in love."

"Okay, that's definitely unusual, but still doesn't explain how 
we know each other."

Zander took a breath before continuing. "There's more to the 
story. Here’s the really sad thing, none of them live for long after 
getting married. The couple in this photograph died six months 
after it was taken. They were killed in a train accident."

"They all die!" I said.
"Every single one of them. It seems as if once they got married, 

they were cursed, many dying within a year."
"It does sound like a curse. Could it be?" I’d read a little on 

magical curses but had limited knowledge of just how powerful 
they could be. 

Zander nodded. "This is the reason I decided to end things 
between us. I didn’t want to risk your life if we’re cursed by being 
together. I couldn’t lose you that way."

My eyes widened. "And you reckon this curse made us think 
we knew each other so that we would get together so quickly?"

"I think so," said Zander.
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I could feel my heart speeding up. "You broke up with me 
because of this?"

"I care about you too much to risk your life. I’d rather we were 
apart and you were alive than risk your death by us being 
together." 

"But this could just be a coincidence." I jabbed my finger at 
the book. "It doesn’t mean that what happened to them is going 
to happen to us."

Zander sighed. "I hope you’re right because I can’t stay away 
from you. I’m too selfish to do that. I’m so miserable when you’re 
not around and hate not being able to keep you safe at night. 
Besides, your night terrors are going to be the death of me. I’m so 
exhausted." He did that familiar goofy smile I had so desperately 
missed and reached over to touch my face again.

"So, you still like me?" A smile crept over my face.
"I adore you. You’re all I ever think about, and I’ll never want 

anyone else." Zander touched my lips with his fingers.
I nodded, in complete agreement with him. "Even if this 

historical curse is true, we can find a way to stop it."
"There must be a way to change the curse if magic is involved."
"Aren’t I supposed to be some super powerful, magical 

whatever? If anyone can stop it I can." I grinned at him, some of 
the dark feelings that had threatened me disappearing under the 
light of his smile.

"I think you can do anything if you want to," said Zander.
"Besides, maybe it won't be a problem for us. You aren’t 

planning on marrying me are you?" I raised my eyebrows. "That's 
what seems to trigger the deaths."

"Hmmm, not just yet."
"We’ll find a solution." I would have said anything at that 

moment, just thrilled to know that Zander still loved me.
"There must be a way to stop the curse," he said. "But, please, 

promise me you’ll read everything I have on the subject. I didn’t 
believe it at first, but the more I looked into it the clearer it 
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became. It seems as if we were destined to meet and be together, 
and by being together, we may have put ourselves at risk of some 
nasty magic."

"I will. I need to learn more so we can find out how to beat 
this curse or hex, whatever it is that has had a hold over our 
families for such a long time." I was determined to do whatever I 
needed to, to make sure Zander never left me again.

He leaned forward and lightly kissed my forehead. "When I 
think that I almost lost you to Christiana and her dark magic, it 
makes me sick."

I shuddered, suppressing the feelings of longing that trickled 
through my veins when I remembered the dark magic spell and 
how powerful it had made me feel.

"I’m not going to lose you again." He held my face gently in 
his hand, and I leaned into the embrace.

"You couldn’t even if you wanted to," I said. "I’m stuck to you 
like glue from now on, dumb curse or not."



Chapter 11

Zander yawned loudly and then shot me an apologetic look. "It's 
not you boring me, I just can't keep my eyes awake thanks to 
Professor Ipkiss's spells."

"I'll try not to take offence." I tapped the book I had been 
reading to him lightly on his arm. Zander was taking a long time 
to heal from his injuries, which were more serious than I’d 
realised. As well as a broken arm and some missing hair, he had 
two fractured ribs and a dislocated collarbone.

I watched him battle with sleep. Even the healing potions 
Professor Ipkiss had given Zander weren’t strong enough to 
speed up his recovery, and he had been confined to bed for two 
weeks now.

"I know the potions and spells are helping me to heal faster, 
but they make me so tired." Zander yawned again.

I'd been spending every spare second I had by his bedside and 
would rush to class and then back to his room. I studied with 
him, slept next to him, and managed to eat most of my meals on 
the edge of his bed. I was obsessed. And I was happy, safe, and 
contented when we were together and edgy and nervous when 
apart.

I knew in the back of my mind, that magic was now involved 
with the reason we were so into each other. And when I stopped 
to think about it, knew it wasn't right, but my feelings for Zander 
were too strong to dismiss.

"What are you doing later?" Zander asked me.
"I'll be right here." I patted the bed with a hand.
"Why don't you go and see the others? As much as I love you 

being here, they probably miss you."
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I didn't hate that idea. I'd sorted thing out with Annabel, 
Mike, and Jenny, and slowly our friendships grew easy and 
comfortable again, just like they used to be.

"Not as much as I'll miss you if I stay away for too long," I said.
Zander grinned, his eyes already closing. "Go and see them 

and have dinner. I need to rest."
I frowned, not wanting to leave him, but deciding some time 

with my friends wasn't such a bad idea.
I kissed Zander's cheek, tidied away the books we'd been 

studying from and then went down to the dining room.
"Who is this gorgeous redhead that's decided to join us for 

dinner?" Mike tipped his trilby hat at me as I sat down at their 
table.

"Very funny. I've not been gone that long." I grabbed a plate 
and filled it with a tasty smelling meal of stew and dumplings.

"How's the recovering hero today?" asked Annabel.
"Zander's just fine, getting stronger all the time," I replied.
"He really plays up his injuries," said Mike. "He even had me 

taking his socks off the other night when Ruby was out of the 
room."

"You seem very close again," Annabel said.
"Ever since he’s been injured, I haven’t wanted to leave him 

alone and feel responsible for him being hurt, even though he’s 
told me a hundred times not to." I took a piece of bread and 
dipped it into my stew.

"You weren't to blame, Christiana led you astray," said Jenny.
I'd confessed to them about my near miss with dark magic and 

what Christiana had done. They had been surprised but 
understanding and my honesty seemed to bring us closer 
together.

"Any news on what happened to Christiana?" asked Mike.
"Not that the Professors have told me," I said. After our 

attempt at a dark magic spell in the woods, Christiana had 
disappeared. 
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"Do you think she might have joined with your parents?" 
Annabel cast a worried look around the group.

I nodded. I was worried that she was lost to Rupert and 
Fidelma and feared for her safety but didn’t have a clue how I 
could help her. Not that she’d want my help.

"And any more updates on your freaky love curse with the 
amazing Zander?" Mike grinned at me.

"Stop it, this is nothing to joke about." Annabel swatted 
Mike's arm. "They could both die if the curse is real."

I'd filled them all in on what Zander had uncovered about our 
ancestors and the likelihood of magic being involved in bringing 
us together.

"No, you're right, sorry, Ruby. I just worry about my best 
buddy being hexed. We all want to keep you both safe." Mike 
shrugged his shoulders in an apology.

"Whatever it is, it worked really well on both of us." I couldn’t 
help but smile at the thought of how happy Zander made me.

"Is that why you’re so..." Annabel looked up at the ceiling.
"You can say it." I smiled. "We’re too intense, but we can’t 

help it."
"What if it’s just the magic making you feel this way?"
I waved my hand in front of my face, dismissing the idea. I 

knew what Annabel was saying, but I just wasn't ready to 
confront that just yet.

"You don't think maybe you should cool things off a bit, just 
until you fully understand the magic involved?" asked Annabel.

I frowned at her. "No, I don't."
"It’s only two weeks until our winter break starts." Jenny 

glanced at me and Annabel. "Who’s doing what this year?"
"I can’t believe how quickly the time has gone by." I thought 

back over the last few months, how much I’d learnt, how much 
my life had changed.

"I’m really looking forward to going home for a couple of 
weeks," Annabel said. "What are your plans, Ruby?"
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"I’m not sure." The thought of not seeing Zander for two 
whole weeks filled me with unhappiness.

"You are going home, though?" Jenny asked.
"That’s a tricky one," I said. "I don’t really have anywhere I can 

call home anymore. My adoptive parents only remember me as a 
favourite niece. It might be weird if I turn up to stay for two 
weeks."

"That’s pretty miserable, alone at the holidays," said Mike.
"You could come and stay with me," said Annabel. "My folks 

won’t mind an extra mouth to feed."
"Thanks," I said. "I really do want to see my family." I worried 

they might still be a target for dark magic, even though Professor 
Dixon had promised the School would keep an eye on them.

"Well, if you’re at a loose end, the offer to come to mine is 
there," said Annabel.

I nodded, my mind turning again to the unhappy prospect of 
not being with Zander over the holidays. 

"I’m going to check on the patient." I pushed my half-eaten 
dinner to one side.

"You two are so in love, it’s sickening," Annabel said.
I grinned, knowing, and not caring, how true those words 

were, and hurried out of the dining room.
When I entered his room, Zander was sitting up in bed. "Did 

I miss anything exciting in the dining room?" he wrapped his 
good arm around me as I lay back against his chest, carefully 
avoiding the bruises and healing ribs.

"Nothing special. We were talking about the holidays and 
who’s doing what," I said.

"Two weeks off, it’s going to be great."
"Just great," I mumbled, not even trying to hide my 

disappointment.
Zander was silent for a few seconds, as he played with a 

button on my shirt. "I’ve been thinking," he finally said.
"About what?"
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"The holidays. Two weeks away from you. I don’t like that 
idea, and I was wondering if you fancied spending the holiday at 
my parents’ house?"

I twisted over to face him. "I’d love to. I’ll be terrified meeting 
your family, but it’ll be worth it to be with you."

"They’d really like to meet you. I always talk about you 
whenever I call them. Besides, they’re pussycats compared to your 
real parents."

I grimaced at the mention of Rupert and Fidelma. They’d 
been suspiciously quiet, and that made me nervous. When they 
were pestering me or sending me poisoned messages, at least I had 
an idea of what they were attempting. It worried me that they 
might be stirring up even bigger problems when they were out of 
the way.

"I should warn you, though, after a few sherries my dad can’t 
resist his mind reading tricks. Just make sure you’ve got your 
guard up so he can’t find your secrets and reveal them to the 
room. He does it for a laugh but everyone hates it. At our last 
family gathering, he told the whole room about my Aunt Julie’s 
obsession with a certain boy band. She’s always claimed to be a 
lover of classical music. I don’t think she’s spoken to him since."

"Thanks for the warning." I laughed. Who’d have believed I’d 
be spending my holidays with a family of mind readers this year. 

"What’s funny?" he asked.
"This...life, it’s so hard to believe it’s really all happening." I 

sighed and snuggled into his warm chest, breathing in the smell 
of his clean clothes, deodorant, and the faint antiseptic scent of 
his dressings.

"Get used to it, this is just the beginning." He lifted my head 
up and kissed me, his lips warm and gentle. He ran a finger along 
my lips. "I will never get bored of the sensation I get when we 
kiss. It really is electric." He leaned forward again, this time, his 
kiss was more passionate, a longing behind his actions.
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I wrapped my arms around his neck and curled my fingers 
through his messy hair.

"Ouch! Ruby, you really will be the death of me." He pulled 
away.

I drew back. "Did I do something wrong?" 
"No, it’s just a matter of two cracked ribs and a bruised lung 

complaining about being squashed." He smiled, carefully rubbing 
his injuries. 

"Sorry, I get a bit carried away." I turned away to hide my 
reddening cheeks.

"I love it that you feel like that. Don’t you dare ever change." 
He turned me back to him, twisting me round by the shoulder, 
and kissing me firmly on the mouth.

There was a brief knock on the door, followed by Professor 
Ipkiss, who was carrying a number of bottles.

"Miss Carmichael! If you neglect your studies for another 
second, there is going to be trouble." Professor Ipkiss glared at 
me. "Don’t think I haven’t noticed just how much time you 
spend in here."

"Sorry, I was just checking on Zander." I jumped off the bed, 
feeling like a naughty child caught with her hand in the cookie 
jar.

"That is what I’m here to do." She waved her hand at me. 
"Leave this poor boy to recover."

"Yes, Professor Ipkiss." I resisted the urge to curtsey.
I smiled briefly at Zander and then hurried back to my own 

room. Professor Ipkiss was right, I’d been ignoring my books, but 
it would only be for a few weeks until Zander fully recovered.

Even so, I decided to put in a couple of hours between now 
and bed and slumped into my desk chair with a textbook.

"I’d almost forgotten what you looked like."
I jumped and turned to find Andreas sitting on my bed. He 

was dressed in fitted black jeans, his usual black leather jacket, 
and a dark T-shirt.
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"Sorry, I’ve not been around. I’ve been taking care of Zander." 
I shut the textbook and shuffled my seat closer to the bed.

"I’ve missed not having you around." He looked downcast, 
and I felt a pang of regret. I was neglecting Andreas, and he’d 
been so supportive in helping me get through my problems. Yet, 
when a better option offered itself, I’d dumped him. I was not a 
good friend.

"I’ve been rubbish," I said. "But you know how important 
Zander is to me. I’m the reason he’s in such a mess."

"Sure, I get it, he’s a warm, living human, and I’m just a 
twisted shell of my former self."

I wasn’t sure how to respond. After a few awkward seconds of 
silence, I spoke. "We are friends, and I really value having you 
around." 

"But just friends," Andreas muttered, plucking at the covers 
on my bed.

"We can’t be any more than that." I was fond of him and my 
heart gave a little cramp of sadness when I realised how badly I’d 
neglected him. I also felt bad if I’d made him think anything else 
could happen between us. He was, after all, one of the undead. I 
was pretty sure that put a stop to any kind of real relationship 
developing.

"We could if you wanted it." He leaned forward and placed a 
cool hand over mine.

"Love feels very different to what we have. We have a great 
friendship, and it’s so important to me. But I’m with Zander, you 
know that."

"I do, but we could be great together. There’s so much I can 
teach you. Look how much you’ve developed since we started 
training together." 

It was true; I’d spent most evenings with him before I’d got 
back with Zander, honing my spell casting. Thanks to Andreas’s 
regeneration abilities, I didn’t have to hold back when trying new 
spells or charms.
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I bit my lip, aware that I didn’t want to hurt his feelings. "It 
wouldn’t work. We’re like two different species. We can get 
along together just fine, but anything else would just be wrong."

Andreas stared at the ceiling for a few seconds. "I thought I’d 
just ask. It’s been a while since we spent any time together. I 
wanted to grab the chance whilst I could. Carpe diem and all 
that."

"I am sorry." I grabbed his hand and held it tightly, not happy 
about seeing him in pain, pain that I’d inflicted.

"I’ll live, probably forever." This time he grinned, and I 
appreciated his attempt to lighten the mood.

"Are we okay?" I asked, not wanting to mess up our 
friendship.

"We’re better than okay." He kissed the back of my hand 
before dropping it.

"Do you want to hear about my holiday plans?" I asked.
"Let me guess, the boyfriend is taking you to meet the parents? 

It does sound serious."
My eyes widened. "Have you been eavesdropping?"
"Just a bit," said Andreas.
"Well don’t! You might hear something you regret."
"More like see something I regret," he replied. "You too are so 

soppy around each other."
I resisted the urge to tell him that he was just jealous.
"I want to take him to meet my family too." I smiled at his 

surprised look. "My adoptive family, Greg and Laura. I really 
want to see them again, even just once so I can let them know I’m 
doing fine and have met someone lovely."

Andreas nodded; his face looked glum again.
"What?" I said. "You don’t think they’ll like him?"
"I’m sure they’ll adore him. What’s not to like? He’s so smart 

and good looking and funny and a great dresser, and did I 
mention his aftershave smells divine." Andreas sighed, his face 
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becoming serious. "It’s just that I’ve been keeping an eye on Greg 
and Laura for you. I thought you might appreciate it."

"I do, absolutely." I got out of my chair and sat down next to 
him. "What are they up to?"

"The usual human things; working, eating, sleeping. I was 
there last week, and on the surface things do seem fine, there was 
no obvious dark magic." Andreas frowned and looked down at 
his hands. "I don’t want to worry you, but I got a sense that 
something was building. I asked around, and people were jumpy, 
not wanting to talk about the Carmichaels. Normally they love 
to brag about their schemes. It just seems too quiet. Does that 
make sense?"

"It makes sense, and I know what you mean. Rupert and 
Fidelma haven’t tried to contact me for ages. After the threats 
they made, about me choosing sides or dying, it’s unsettling not 
knowing what they’re up to. You don’t think they’re planning an 
attack on my old home?" The thought sent a shiver through my 
whole body.

"I don’t think so, but I can’t be sure. Whatever they’re 
planning it’s something big, probably a lot more chaotic than 
attacking Greg and Laura."

"Should I warn them?"
Andreas shook his head. "Think how weird it would be for 

them to get a call from you shrieking down the phone about two 
crazy people that might do a magic spell on them."

"You have a point," I said. "Although I don’t shriek."
"I’ll keep watching them, and let you know what’s going on."
"What about the holidays? Do you think I should visit?" 
"A visit should be okay," said Andreas. "Maybe go soon, before 

the holidays? If anyone is watching the house, they won't expect 
you to be there before the School term ends, and your visit will go 
unnoticed. Keep it short and don’t draw attention to yourself."

"Meaning?"
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"Meaning, no using magic when you’re there." Andreas raised 
his eyebrows at me.

"Why would I use any magic on my parents?"
"I’m just saying, it might be tempting to try to give their 

memories a jog and if you did it would be like a red flag to an evil, 
dark magic obsessed bull."

"I’m not stupid! I wouldn’t want to put them at risk."
"Of course you’re not, but I know how much you miss them. 

I’d want my family to remember me if I had the chance."
I leaned back. "I won’t try anything like that. It’s not worth 

putting them at risk of dark magic."
"I’ll hang around when you visit if you think that might help," 

said Andreas. "Keep a watch out for any troublemakers."
"You are my hero."
"Don’t you know it." Andreas laughed, but then his smile 

died. "Just be careful, though. If anything bad happened to you, 
I’m not sure what I’d do. You’re very important to me, and this 
School."

"Saviour of the world, that’s me." I tried to joke, pushing away 
the compliment.

Andreas looked at me, his face expressionless. Then he forced 
a smile. "That’s right, far too precious to get rid of, for now." He 
tried to pull a menacing face, but it just made me laugh.

"I’d better get back to Zander," I said, all thoughts of studying 
abandoned.

"It’s okay, go. I’ll stay here and keep your bed warm. Never 
know when you might drop in." He gave a wry smile and made a 
dismissive gesture, shooing me out of the room and back to 
Zander.



Chapter 12

I couldn’t stop thinking about visiting Greg and Laura after my 
chat with Andreas. I missed them. A visit from their favourite 
niece over the holidays would be perfectly normal.

That evening, I filled Annabel and Jenny in on my plan to 
visit whilst we were in our bedroom.

"You’ll have a lovely time," said Jenny. "Do you need a 
backstory? Where you’ve been? What school you’re in? That sort 
of thing."

"I hadn’t thought about that," I said.
"How about you’ve been studying in America?" suggested 

Annabel, who lay across her bed.
"That could work," I said. "Although I don’t know much 

about America."
"Just don’t expect too much when you visit," said Annabel.
"You don’t seem too keen on the idea," I said to her.
"It’s not that. I just don’t want you to be disappointed that 

they don’t treat you like their long lost daughter when you visit." 
Annabel sat up from the prone position on her bed. "It will be 
totally different."

"I know that. I just miss them and want to see them again."
"Have you thought about the risk you might put them 

under?" asked Annabel.
"Andreas said there’d be no risk."
"That soul sucker is full of unknowable facts," said Annabel. "I 

really wouldn’t trust what that thing has to say."
"He’s helping me," I said. "Plus, he’s been keeping an eye on 

them, so he knows they aren’t in any real danger." A low key visit 
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from me would also give me a chance to see if there were any real 
risks.

"Just be careful, that’s all I’m saying," said Annabel. "Dark 
magic is unpredictable and you don’t want your family to be on 
the receiving end of it."

"I’ll be careful." I frowned at Annabel. "Okay, I need your help 
with my backstory."

Andreas coughed gently and slid out from underneath my 
bed. "I can help there."

"Has that thing been listening in all this time?" Annabel 
jabbed a finger at Andreas.

"Most of the time I’ve been comatose with boredom," Andreas 
replied, before turning to me. "However, I’d be happy to set 
things up so they expect your visit."

"How would that work?" I asked.
"A small spell, a little paperwork, and your visit will be 

welcome," he said.
"Let’s do it." I couldn’t wait to see Greg and Laura again, and 

the sooner the better.
I'd obtained a day pass from the School, after some discussion 

with Professor Dixon about keeping safe, and now stood outside 
my old family home. My stomach twitched with nerves. I hoped 
Greg and Laura would be happy to see me.

"Just relax," said Andreas, who must have noticed me shuffling 
from one foot to the other. "Just remember, you’re their niece, 
visiting from a break in your studies in America. They very kindly 
offered to put you up for a night."

"What if they ask questions about America?"
"They won’t, the spell doesn’t work like that. Besides, 

anything you say about your life they will believe." He pushed me 
forward. "Go and have a good time. I’ll be right here if you need 
me."

I squeezed Andreas’s hand, stepped forward, and rang the 
doorbell.
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Laura opened the door, a smile lighting up her warm, friendly 
face. "Ruby, it's so good to see you." She engulfed me in a hug and 
then swept me inside the house.

"You too." Laura's familiar jasmine scented perfume drifted 
up my nose and I clung to her tightly.

"Look who's here." Laura ushered me along the familiar cream 
coloured hallway.

Greg stood in the kitchen doorway, his slippers on and a mug 
of tea in one hand. "Welcome. Nice to have you here."

I smiled at them both. Immediately it felt like home, but also 
different. My parents acted the same as they always had – warm 
and kind. Yet, I felt a bit like I was outside looking in on their 
happy, Ruby free lives.

As I entered the living room, there was no trace of me ever 
being there, which made sense, but it still hurt to see them living 
their lives with no memory of me being a part of it. All the 
photographs were gone; all the rubbish gifts I’d brought or made 
them as a child were absent. I swallowed down an ache of sadness. 
I knew it would be like this.

"I'll just take my bag upstairs and freshen up." I turned back to 
Laura.

"Of course, your room is first on the left and the bathroom is 
straight ahead of you once you get to the top of the stairs." Laura 
stroked her hand down my hair in a gesture that felt so familiar it 
made my eyes sting with tears.

I swiftly visited the bathroom and had the chance to peek into 
what used to be my bedroom. It was now a home office.

Once I'd gotten over my initial sadness, we had a lovely 
evening, despite me having to lie through my teeth about my 
school, and having to stop myself from hugging them all the time 
and calling them Mum or Dad. However, I refused to feel bad, if 
this was the only way to see them, I’d take it.
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My mum made veggie burgers and homemade potato wedges 
for dinner, it was one of my favourite meals, and we ate sitting 
around the dinner table, just like we always used to.

"How's life in America?" asked my dad. "It seems to be suiting 
you."

I gulped down a potato wedge. "It's good. I'm making some 
great friends and seeing things you wouldn't believe."

My mum smiled. "It all seems so vast and big. I think I might 
be a bit overwhelmed if we ever went there."

"Some of the things I'm seeing are incredible," I said.
My dad nodded. "I'm more of a holiday on a barge sort of 

person, but you never know. Once we're both retired, maybe we 
could get a place in the sun over there. Do you think we'd like 
that, Ruby?"

"Sounds like a good idea to me." Although I couldn't really 
imagine either of them wanting to leave this house. It felt safe 
and full of love.

We finished dinner and I went into the kitchen and helped 
with pudding, apple pie and ice cream.

"Thank you, Ruby," said my mum, looking over at me. "If I’d 
have had a girl of my own I think I would have picked such a 
lovely name."

"Thanks." I just managed to stop saying ‘Mum’ and bit the 
inside of my mouth instead.

We carried dessert into the dining room and all tucked in to 
my mum's amazing cooking.

I’d just finished eating a second bowl of apple pie when a 
chilled air filled the room.

I looked up and saw the shadowy figure of Andreas in the 
corner, ducking down behind a bookcase.

Something must be wrong for him to come inside. I was 
planning to spend the night here with no interference from 
Andreas.
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I quickly helped clear the table and then headed to the 
bookcase.

"Do you like to read?" asked my dad.
I had to hide a smile. He’d been the one who read me 

fantastical tales every night until I was old enough to get a library 
card and read to myself.

"Now and again," I said, pretending to study the books.
"You can’t stay any longer," Andreas whispered to me. "I think 

you’ve been spotted."
I gave him a puzzled look, hoping he’d elaborate.
Andreas shook his head. "No time, you need to make your 

excuses and leave."
I didn’t want to go, but I also didn’t want to risk my parents 

getting into any trouble.
Taking a deep breath, I pulled out my mobile phone and 

pretended to study it. "Oh, I’ve just got a message from my 
school. I've got to go."

"Is something wrong?" Laura walked over towards me.
"No, nothing serious, and I’ve had a lovely evening, but I’ve 

just had a text from my teacher, asking me to travel earlier than 
planned. They are sending a car to pick me up and take me to the 
station."

"You’re leaving so soon?" asked Laura. "We had a lovely day 
planned tomorrow. We were going to show you some historic 
sites and take you to a nice restaurant in town."

I’d have loved every second of my day with them. "That 
sounds great, but I’d better be going, otherwise I’ll miss my train." 
I thought I hid my disappointment well.

"You are welcome back any time." My dad gave me a friendly 
pat on the arm.

"Thank you." This was harder than I’d planned. I really 
wanted to stay, but couldn't risk any harm coming to them.
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Mum gave me a kiss on the cheek and a foil wrapped piece of 
apple pie. "Probably not as good as they make it in the Big 
Apple," she said.

"So much better than the pie they serve over there." I gave her 
a quick hug, grabbed my bag from upstairs, and then hurried out 
of the front door, feeling tears threaten and not wanting to make 
a fool of myself.

I waved at them once I reached the gate and watched as they 
closed the door.

I let out a shaky breath. "Andreas," I whispered.
"We have to go." He materialised by my side and took my arm.
"What’s happening?"
"I got a feeling I was being watched." He glanced over his 

shoulder.
"By who?"
"I couldn’t get a fix on them, but it wasn’t a happy presence."
"Another undead?"
"Yes, but this felt strange as if they were being controlled by 

someone else."
"You think Rupert and Fidelma have a spy watching my 

parents?" I looked around swiftly but couldn’t see anything out 
of the ordinary.

"It might be them. I can always sense when there’s another of 
my kind nearby, and someone was definitely here." He pulled me 
along the road so that the shadows better concealed us. "The only 
reason this house would be watched is because of your 
connection to Greg and Laura."

"They’ll be okay, though? No one will hurt them just because 
we had dinner together?"

"They should be fine, but I couldn’t risk you staying any 
longer in case Rupert and Fidelma, or whoever is spying on you, 
decided to act whilst you were away from the protection of the 
School."
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"Let’s get out of here. We can't stay if I'm attracting 
attention." I took a last look at the house I’d grown up in, a 
thousand memories threatening to overwhelm me, before casting 
a translocation spell to take us back to the School.
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"How did the visit go with your family?" asked Jenny as she 
caught up with Zander and me as we walked to Professor 
Collinson's Sending tutorial the next morning.

"It was brilliant seeing them again," I said. "Sad as well, they 
really had no idea I used to be their daughter."

"You’ll see them again, though?" asked Jenny.
"I’m not sure. We had to leave early," I said. "Andreas 

reckoned someone was watching us."
"And you have no idea who it was?" a look of concern crossed 

Zander's face as he pushed open the classroom door.
"No idea, I didn’t sense anyone," I replied.
"Maybe Andreas got it wrong," said Zander. "He may be your 

undead bodyguard, but that doesn’t mean he gets everything 
right."

I raised my eyebrows at him. He sounded jealous.
"Andreas wouldn’t mess you about. Even he knows how 

important that visit was to you." Jenny took a seat at one of the 
long classroom desks next to Annabel.

"I know. It was just a shame I couldn’t spend more time with 
them, but better to see them for a short while than not at all." I 
pulled out my textbook and dumped it on the desk.

Professor Collinson entered the room and everyone fell silent.
"You are to be paired up for your next Sending assignments." 

He rubbed several days’ worth of stubble on his chin. "This will 
be the first real test you have without the assistance of a teacher."

"I hope we get to pick our partners," I whispered to Annabel.
She smiled and crossed her fingers.
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"I’m going to let Cybil choose the pairs." A thin smile crept 
across Professor Collinson's face.

A few of the other students groaned, but I didn’t have a clue 
who Cybil was.

Professor Collinson put two fingers between his lips and 
whistled.

"What’s he doing?" I asked Jenny, who had joined in the 
groans.

"Cybil is his dog," she replied.
"I’ve heard she’s his magical dog," added Annabel.
"Make that a magical, undead dog," said Mike, who was sitting 

in front of us. 
"That’s creepy," I said.
"Rumour has it that he was practicing his raising the dead 

skills on the dog’s corpse, and it worked too well. He took pity on 
the poor thing and decided to keep it as his very own pet," said 
Mike.

"Even creepier," I said.
The sound of long claws on stone echoed along the corridor. 

Cybil bounded through the door and straight to Professor 
Collinson. The dog sat at his feet and stared up at him.

At a quick glance, it looked just like a regular mongrel, but 
when I looked carefully things were not right with this poor 
animal.

Its fur was clumpy, the tail crooked, and the eyes were blank 
of all expression. Like most dogs, though, it still panted, 
scratched, and drooled.

"For those of you who have never met my dog, this is Cybil." 
Professor Collinson gave us a wicked grin. "She is an expert at 
pairing people up."

"Really?" I asked Annabel. I couldn’t see how that worked.
"No, she’ll just randomly run around the room drooling on 

people," said Annabel.
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"Everyone take a seat and let Cybil work her magic," said 
Professor Collinson. "As you wait to be paired up, get practicing 
your Sending charms."

I sat as close to Annabel and Jenny as I could, hoping Cybil 
would pick either of them as my partner.

Professor Collinson bent down and whispered into Cybil’s 
ear. She gave a gentle bark and then padded towards us.

When she approached me, I stood up, trying hard to avoid the 
drool.

Cybil nudged me with her head and her tongue drooped out 
of the right side of her mouth.

"Who will be Ruby’s partner?" asked Professor Collinson.
"Choose Annabel or Jenny," I whispered to Cybil.
She simply woofed and walked straight over to Jarrod.
"Ruby and Jarrod will be working together on this Sending 

assignment," said Professor Collinson.
I wrinkled my nose. This was not going to be a popular choice 

for anyone.
I looked over at Jarrod, and from the frown on his face, I 

could tell he was equally unimpressed by Cybil’s choice. Either 
that or he’d spotted my reaction to having to work with him.

"That dumb dog," I whispered to Annabel.
"She’s sort of cute if you ignore the drool," she replied.
"You wouldn’t be saying that if she’d partnered you with 

Jarrod."
"Jarrod is a massive jerk, but he knows how to cross over the 

undead," said Annabel. "As much as I’m not a fan, I’d work with 
him because he’d guarantee me a good grade."

"I guess that’s one way to look at it." I glanced over at Jarrod 
again, but he was facing the front of the class, his shoulders rigid.

"Maybe he’ll be less of a pain now Christiana isn’t casting her 
evil spell over him," said Jenny.

I nodded. He had kept a low profile recently, and the smirk 
that was his usual trademark was noticeably absent.
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We all opened our books and watched Professor Collinson 
perform a basic Sending, just to remind us of what was to come 
in our assignment. We then had to practice the Sending charm in 
pairs, and he watched us all to make sure we weren’t getting the 
words muddled up.

Cybil finished pairing the final students just as the bell rang.
"Check the schedule at the door to see when you will be 

completing your Sending assignment," said Professor Collinson. 
We filed out of the classroom slowly and I noted that my 

assignment with Jarrod would be in three days’ time, on a 
weekend, just brilliant.

"You want to do any practice before then?" Jarrod stood 
behind me. "Although a genius like you probably doesn’t need to 
bother."

"I could do with some practice." Sending was an ability I’d 
picked up quickly, but I didn’t know what we’d be up against.

"Still hanging around with that Andreas creature?" he asked, 
as we walked out of the classroom together.

"Yes, happy to say he’s one of my friends."
"We could always use him to practice on."
"Cross over Andreas? No way!"
"It would be a challenge. He’s been hanging around this dive 

for decades and obviously doesn’t want to leave," said Jarrod. 
"Just think, if you could send him over, you’d be able to do it to 
any undead you liked."

"Worst idea ever." I sped up and hoped Jarrod would take the 
hint.

"We can meet up tomorrow after Charms class if you like." 
Jarrod kept pace with me as I power walked along the corridor.

"Sure, so long as Andreas isn’t involved."
"Cross my heart."
I smiled briefly and then hurried away to catch up with 

Annabel and Jenny, who were waiting for me at the end of the 
corridor.
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"What did he want?" Annabel's nose wrinkled up as she 
watched Jarrod.

"He wants to practice Sending with me."
"Don’t let him fool you with his nice guy act. Remember he 

was friends with Christiana," said Annabel.
"He’ll still get me a good grade, though." I pinched her arm. 

"That’s all I care about."
"And, as much as I hate to say this, he is really cute," said 

Jenny.
"You’re kidding? You’re into Jarrod!" Annabel almost 

squealed.
"Not so loud." Jenny's cheeks went bright red. "I just think 

he’s easy on the eye."
"Can you imagine meeting his family," said Annabel. "They’d 

rip you apart trying to find out if your lineage was pure enough 
and ancient enough to date their darling boy."

"I don’t want to date him," said Jenny. "I just like looking, 
that’s all."

We were all laughing when Jarrod stormed past, his 
expression stony.

"Perhaps we should have kept our voices down," I said.
"He’ll get over it," said Annabel. "His ego won’t let him think 

he’s anything other than Mr Perfect for long."
"You don’t think he heard my comments?" The colour 

drained from Jenny's face.
Annabel grimaced. "Honestly, he’s more trouble than he’s 

worth, so look but no touching."
I nodded and watched as Jarrod rounded the corner. He was 

trouble, but I had to keep friendly with that particular type of 
trouble if I was going to pass my next assignment.

I met up with Jarrod in the quad the next day to go over our 
Sending assignment.

"It’s going to be at least three undead," said Jarrod as he 
tightened the scarf around his neck.
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"How do you know?" I stamped my feet to keep warm and 
noticed Jarrod didn’t appear to be holding any sort of grudge 
over our comments yesterday. Maybe Annabel was right, and his 
ego had given itself a good talking to until he realised he was still 
the school superstar.

"I get the insider gossip from one of the house servants," he 
said.

"I don’t think they’ve been called servants since the 
nineteenth century."

Jarrod snorted. "You’ve not been to my house."
"You have servants?"
"Sure, butlers, maids, valets. The whole upstairs, downstairs 

thing going on."
"Why?" I asked.
"It’s what’s expected of us." He blew on his hands. "Come on, 

I’m freezing out here."
"We could always practice inside. Maybe Professor Collinson 

will let us use his undead chamber."
"Too many prying eyes and gossipers inside."
"Paranoid much?" I wondered if that was a hint, and he had 

overheard me gossiping with Annabel and Jenny.
Jarrod slowly nodded. "Since the whole Christiana thing, I’ve 

been under the scrutiny of Professor Dixon. He thinks I might be 
going over to the dark side as well."

His openness surprised me. "You’re not into that, though."
"You sound so certain," he said.
I shrugged. "I just don’t get that vibe from you, that’s all."
"I heard you got mixed up in what Christiana did," said 

Jarrod.
"By mistake, initially." I sighed and stared up into the gloomy 

looking sky. "She made it so easy to try out."
"She always had a way of getting people to do what she 

wanted."
"I think the term for that is manipulative bitch."
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Jarrod laughed. "Well, sometimes she could be. She could also 
be sweet when she dropped the act."

"I guess I’ll never know that side of her now," I replied.
"Not a lot of people did." He ground one of his heels into the 

dirt.
"Okay, let’s do this," I said, not eager to discuss my dark magic 

experiences with Jarrod.
"The assignment is to locate three undead and cross them 

over," said Jarrod.
"Is that it?"
"Carmichael, you’re so smug. We don’t all find it easy to 

convince a restless soul to move on."
"You never struggle in any of our classes," I said.
"I never seem to struggle, there’s a difference."
"Can you use your ability on an undead?" I asked.
"My soul freeze?" he said. "I’ve never tried."
"But you have used it before?"
Jarrod flexed his fingers. "Of course, it comes in handy at 

times."
"Who’d you use it on?"
"Why are you so interested?" Jarrod's eyes narrowed.
"No reason," I said. "I just can’t imagine ever wanting to use it 

on anyone."
"How about if you were cornered by half a dozen dark magic 

users all intent on taking your head back to Rupert and Fidelma?"
"Okay, point taken," I said. "I might want to use it then."
After a short pause, Jarrod spoke. "There was a guy I used to 

go camping with. We got in a fight one day. It was over 
something dumb. He’d let the fire go out, and I’d spent ages 
building it up."

"So you took control of his soul?"
"I was young and maybe not as smart as I am these days." He 

gave a half smile. "I only controlled him until he sorted the fire 
out, then let him go."
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"And he was okay?"
"Mostly." Jarrod looked down at his feet.
"What does that mean?" I’d heard that people who had their 

souls controlled were never quite the same again, always 
vulnerable to the person who had put the spell on them or 
susceptible to all suggestions, no matter how daft or dangerous.

"It means you’re really nosy, and I’m getting cold." He stuffed 
his hands into his jeans pockets.

I held my hands up. "I’m just curious."
"You want me to try it on you?" asked Jarrod, his green eyes 

still narrowed.
"No, thanks!"
"Do you think I could control your soul? The fabled One 

under my evil influence. That would be quite something."
"Why would you want to? I guess you’d be able to kiss me 

again whilst I was under your influence." The second I spoke, I 
regretted it. The last time Jarrod had kissed me, it was his clumsy 
attempt to let me know he liked me.

Jarrod’s expression froze. "Perhaps I’d just turn you over to 
the Carmichaels. I heard a rumour that there’s quite a bounty on 
your head."

"What? They’re paying people to hunt me?" 
"Lucky for you, I have more money than I know what to do 

with." Jarrod sneered at me.
"Lucky me," I said quietly, my thoughts on Rupert and 

Fidelma and what they were now up to. Did they really want me 
dead so badly they’d pay people to attack me?

"Are we done here?" asked Jarrod, after several seconds of 
awkward silence.

"Were you serious, about the bounty?" I asked him.
"Got you spooked?"
"Everything about Rupert and Fidelma spooks me out."
"Like I said, it’s just a rumour. If they’d put any serious money 

on your head you’d know about it by now. Every half dead, dark 
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magic user would be trying to climb the walls of this place to get 
to you."

"That’s comforting." I repressed a shudder. "Where do you 
hear these rumours?"

"My parents, they keep interesting company," he said. "They 
like to know what’s going on in the world of magic and mayhem."

"Can you let me know if you hear anything else like that?" I 
didn’t like asking Jarrod for a favour, but he did have amazing 
connections, so why not use them.

"What’s in it for me?"
"How about it shows you are a decent human being and 

maybe not as much of a jerk as people seem to think you are."
Jarrod smirked. "That’s what people think, do they?"
"Most of them," I replied, knowing I was pushing my luck.
"What do you think of me?" he asked.
"I think you’re trouble."
"In a bad way?"
"There’s good trouble?" I replied.
He laughed. "Not normally. Your friends are right to warn 

you away."
I couldn’t help but feel a little sorry for Jarrod. Everyone had 

it in for him, yet when he relaxed and let his guard down, he was 
a decent guy or had the makings of one. And Jenny was right, he 
was really good looking.

"I think there’s a nice person lurking in there somewhere." I 
began to walk back to the School entrance.

"Well, with that recommendation glowing in my ears, how 
can I not help you." He followed me to the door.

"Only if you hear anything that might be a problem for me, 
I’d like to know."

Jarrod nodded and touched my arm. "I get it. The 
Carmichaels are way out there on the crazy scale. I wouldn’t want 
them as my relatives and, having pretty off the scale crazy 
relatives of my own, that’s saying a lot."
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"Thanks, Jarrod." He wasn’t such a jerk after all.
He pulled open the door for me. "Since we did absolutely no 

practice, we’re going to have to wing it during the assignment at 
the weekend."

"No worries, I’ll look after you," I said.
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"Do you have to go?" Zander held my hands and pulled me closer 
to him.

I pretended to struggle away but was more than happy to stay.
"You know I’ll fail the assignment if I don’t go." I kissed his 

cheek. "You’re lucky. You have another week to practice."
"But you’ll be with Jarrod." Zander held me closer.
"Cybil paired us, so blame the undead dog."
"I do. If it wasn’t already dead..."
"You’d do nothing. I know how much you love animals."
"Come back as soon as you’re finished," said Zander.
"I will, but I’ve got to go. I’ve already run out of time for 

breakfast. If I faint from hunger because you’ve been forcing me 
to snuggle, I won’t be happy."

"Snuggles are worth missing breakfast." Zander gave me a 
squeeze before letting go. "Just don’t go falling for those pretty 
green eyes of his."

"Oh, so you’ve noticed his eyes too." I ducked as Zander threw 
a pillow at me.

"Get out, and don’t come back until you’ve passed your 
assignment." Laughter echoed through Zander's words.

I blew him a kiss and then dashed down the stairs. I was 
seriously cutting it fine. My Sending assignment with Jarrod 
started at nine o’clock, and I barely had time to grab a couple of 
muffins, stuffing one straight into my mouth, as I left the 
building. Not exactly the breakfast of champions, but it would 
have to do.

I spotted Andreas standing by the entrance as I walked out of 
the School.
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"Just wanted to wish you good luck for today," he said. "Not 
that you’ll need it, you’ll be amazing."

"Thanks." I stamped my feet, the frost crackling on the 
ground. "Got any tips for me?"

"You won’t have any problems." He gave me a thumbs up. 
"Just watch your back, and expect there to be more to this than 
you imagined."

I returned the thumbs up as I tried to figure out his comment 
and then headed off to the meeting point.

"You look suitably unprepared," said Jarrod as I approached at 
speed.

I brushed some chocolate muffin crumbs from my coat. "I’m 
on time."

Jarrod leaned forward and neatened my scarf. "You look like 
you slept in your clothes, Carmichael."

I snorted. He wasn’t far from the truth, I did sleep in my 
jumper, and it was so cosy. Jarrod was, as usual, impeccably 
dressed in designer jeans and a leather jacket, with his dark hair 
framing his strong features.

"We can’t all afford our own personal butler to help us get 
dressed in the morning." I tried to iron out the creases in my 
clothes with my hands.

"They’re called valets," he replied. "And I don’t have one of 
those."

"Not here you don’t." I pulled the second muffin out of my 
pocket. It had gotten a little squashed, but looked edible enough, 
and chocolate chip was my favourite.

Jarrod eyed my breakfast with suspicion.
"You want half?" I offered the muffin to Jarrod.
"No sugar high for me." He pushed the muffin away as if it 

offended him.
Great, that meant more for me. Chocolate and sugar high 

here we come.
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"Ruby and Jarrod, nice to see you here bright and early." 
Professor Collinson rounded the corner of the building. His 
clothes looked almost as wrinkled as mine, and his hair stood up 
in unbrushed spikes.

"Ready to go, Professor," said Jarrod.
"May I?" Professor Collinson plucked the remains of my 

muffin from my hand and ate it in one bite. "Didn’t have time for 
breakfast this morning."

"No problem." I looked longingly at the now empty muffin 
case.

"Today’s assignment will involve sending over five undead."
I glanced at Jarrod; his insider information wasn’t as good as 

he'd thought.
Professor Collinson noticed my look. "Last minute change of 

plans," he said. "I like to challenge my strongest students."
"It is safe to have so many attacking at once?" asked Jarrod.
"The undead only attack if they have a reason to," said 

Professor Collinson. "And you won’t be meeting them all in one 
go. Besides, you’re not going to give them any reason to get angry 
are you?"

"No, it’s just that I’ve seen what an agitated undead can do." 
Jarrod glowered at Professor Collinson.

"And I’ve seen what you and Miss Carmichael can do when 
you encounter an undead. My undead chamber will never be 
quite the same again." He levelled his stern gaze at me.

I shrugged. "We aren’t at any risk?"
"There’s always a little risk," said Professor Collinson. "That is 

what makes this job such fun."
"If you think getting yourself killed is fun," muttered Jarrod.
"There are worse things in this world, Jarrod," said Professor 

Collinson.
I knew that Professor Collinson was on a mission to get 

himself killed so that he could join his dead wife. He was now 
almost immortal since she had sacrificed her life for his, using 
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magic, so dying was a challenge for him, and one that he rose to at 
every opportunity.

"Where are the undead we have to cross over?" I asked, keen 
to break the growing tension in the air as Jarrod continued to 
glare at Professor Collinson.

"In the woods."
"We have to find them?" Jarrod sounded surprised.
"That is what you will have to do when you get your own 

territory to patrol. You need to perfect your detection skills as 
well as the ability to cross over spirits. I can’t just hand them to 
you in a jar and let you work your magic."

"I didn’t know that would be part of the assignment." Jarrod 
was sounding angrier by the second.

"We can find them," I said. "They smell like...toffee."
Professor Collinson and Jarrod both turned and stared at me.
"Well, they do to me," I stammered. "Like burnt sugar."
"Whatever you say, Ruby, so long as it works for you." 

Professor Collinson gave a short laugh. "To me, they smell like 
damp earth."

"I don’t smell them at all," said Jarrod.
"Not everyone has enhanced detection abilities, Jarrod. You 

are fortunate to have such a talented partner."
This comment only made Jarrod’s frown even deeper, and I 

had to look away for fear of laughing in his grumpy face.
"Your time starts now," said Professor Collinson.
"How long do we have?" Jarrod looked startled.
"Two hours."
"What do we contain them in?" asked Jarrod.
"You don’t, you send them over."
"What if one doesn’t want to go?" said Jarrod.
"That is your assignment. You fail to cross all five undead over 

and you both fail the assignment, and it will be dunce caps all 
round." Professor Collinson crossed his arms over his thin chest. 
"Off you go, time is wasting."
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I grabbed Jarrod’s arm before he could continue his pointless 
questioning. "Come on, we need to get searching."

He let me pull him towards the woods. "This is stupid. He 
didn’t tell us half the information we need."

"We’ll do okay, so long as we get searching now." I hurried 
ahead of Jarrod.

"Better get sniffing for, what did you say, toffee?" He caught 
up with me.

"It sounds daft, but that’s what I smell sometimes when I get 
near an undead." I scanned the tree line, hoping to find an easy 
target.

"Did he seem drunk to you?" Jarrod looked back over his 
shoulder.

"Professor Collinson? Not really." No more than normal. He 
liked to drink, and I’d seen him with a silver hip flask, taking 
discreet sips in between lessons. 

"My father wants him sacked from this place."
"He’s a great teacher, why would he want Professor Collinson 

sacked?"
"He’s a drunken incompetent," said Jarrod.
Lovely, the arrogant Jarrod was back on form. "Wouldn’t you 

be a little messed up if your wife died to save your life?"
"That was years ago!"
"Jarrod, you are all heart." I sniffed the air. Toffee.
"Have you got one?"
I nodded. "This way."
We found our first undead sitting on a rock, his head rested in 

his hands as if he was bored of waiting.
He jumped up when we approached.
"We don’t mean you any harm," I began, but he cut me off 

before I could go any further.
"Good, of course you don’t." His accent was cut-glass English. 

"I’m William. It is a pleasure to meet you both."
"Likewise," I said. "Do you know why we’re here?"
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"Crossing me over."
"And you’re fine with that?" asked Jarrod, stepping forward.
"Needs to be done, old boy, otherwise the good woman will be 

missing me."
"What happened to you the first time?" I asked. The recently 

dead get a single chance to cross over. If they miss out, they have 
to find a Sender, like Jarrod or me, to help them on their way.

"Got muddled by events." William laughed. "Fell off a turret 
when I was a bit squiffy. Landed on my head, terrible mess, no 
clue which way was up, and spent too long trying to speak to the 
living and missed the chance to go."

"We can help with that," I said.
William adjusted his cravat. "No scary chap with a scythe 

coming to take me over to the afterlife?"
"I don’t think so," I said slowly. Actually, I had no clue what 

lay on the other side. It was something Senders could never find 
out until they were dead and crossed over ourselves.

"Let’s hope not." He gave a loud, nasal laugh.
"This won’t hurt a bit," I said. 
"And I will meet my wife when I get there?" William asked.
"It’s believed that your friends and relatives who have already 

passed over will be waiting for you." Again, I really wasn’t sure, 
but it was a comfort to think that wherever you were going you’d 
have friendly faces around you.

"Excellent, shall we get started then?" asked William.
"Jarrod, you want to do this one?"
"Easy." Jarrod pushed up his sleeves and closed his eyes.
I didn’t understand the theatrics, but we all had our own way 

of crossing over the undead. I just liked to talk to mine and let 
them know what to look for. Once they understood what had 
happened to them, they were usually happy to move on.

"A world of light, a world of peace, a world of blessed and 
happy release. A time to live, a time to die, a time you need to say 
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goodbye." Jarrod spoke the incantation to send over William and 
then opened his eyes. "He’s gone."

I looked around. "That was easier than I thought it would be. 
Only four more to go."

The next three were just as straightforward. We found them, 
two women and a man, and crossed them over with few 
complaints.

"It can’t be this simple," said Jarrod, as we walked deeper into 
the woods.

"You think Professor Collinson has booby trapped the last 
one?"

"He likes to test his students," he said. "Thinks we all have the 
same crazy death wish as he does and would somehow enjoy 
someone trying to kill us."

"True, but we need to know how to convince difficult undead 
to cross over too." The second woman we had crossed over had 
given me a recipe for cinnamon buns before she left, and the most 
challenging thing was remembering the ingredients that she 
made me recite back before she was prepared to cross.

Still, I was in a seriously good mood. Crossing over the 
undead always gave me a high. It was a payoff for the hard work, 
our body’s way of rewarding us, not that it was that hard. 
Crossing over the undead was awesome.

"We’ve got time if the last one’s tricky." Jarrod kicked his way 
through a pile of leaves.

"You sound more optimistic now." I joined him in kicking the 
leaves.

"I’ve decided you’re a good partner to have," he said.
"You weren’t so sure?" I chucked a few leaves at him.
"I knew you were a good Sender. I saw what you did in class 

the first time you were asked to cross someone over."
"Okay, which doesn’t exactly answer the question." I paused, 

another handful of leaves ready to throw at Jarrod.
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He glanced at me and then looked away. "I sort of wondered if 
you’d be using dark magic."

I dropped the leaves. "I don’t make a habit of using. I’ve done 
it once, well one and a half times."

"It’s just that I know how badly it took over Christiana’s life 
and was worried the same thing might be happening to you."

"You don’t have to worry about me. I’m not involved in dark 
magic."

"I’m still going to – worry about you." Jarrod looked up from 
the ground. "You know I like you."

I sighed. "You know I like Zander."
"We’ve had this conversation before, I get that, but you might 

change your mind." Jarrod ran a hand through his hair. "It’s just if 
you ever get bored of Zander, well I’ll be here. And I heard the 
rumours, about the magic curse."

"I'm not sure about that curse, it might be nothing."
"Sure, and I wouldn't want you to be in any danger." Jarrod 

sighed. "But, you know, if you get free from the magic and realise 
Zander is just a dumb mind reader..."

"Um, thanks." I didn’t know how to shift this uncomfortable 
conversation. I was still so uncertain of Jarrod’s motives. Annabel 
and Jenny warned me not to trust him, but when no one else was 
around, he could be a sweet guy.

Jarrod grabbed a huge pile of leaves and threw them at me. He 
helped them along by a little magic, so I was coated in leaves, then 
he sprinted away.

"You’re going to pay for that." I ran after him, dodging 
through the trees.

"You’ll never catch me." Jarrod turned to see how close I was 
and ran backwards, straight through the undead we should have 
been searching for.

"I think we’ve found our final challenge." I slowed down and 
watched as the undead’s mood shifted, seeming to go from 
confused to angry in seconds.
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"That was rank, like running through a sticky freezer." Jarrod 
brushed down his clothes. "I’ve never run straight through one of 
them before."

"Maybe you shouldn’t have." I pointed at the undead, who 
seemed to be growing in size. It was a teenage boy, his head now 
distorted as he continued to rise above us.

"You think I’ve annoyed him?" Jarrod took a few steps back as 
the undead’s image continued to warp.

"It might be a bit on the rude side to run through someone."
"He does look angry," said Jarrod. "I’m sorry, it was an 

accident," he called to the undead.
The undead glared at Jarrod, before snarling and launching 

himself at him.
Jarrod ducked and rolled, not having time to perform any 

magic. He stopped abruptly when he hit the base of a tree.
"Not your finest move." I hurried over and crouched next to 

him.
Jarrod sat up, rubbing his side as he did so. "Where’s he gone?"
I looked around, but the boy had vanished.
"We need to find him." I grabbed Jarrod’s arm and helped him 

up.
"Maybe I should sit this one out?" Jarrod pulled leaves from 

his jumper. "Since I’ve wound him up, I might only aggravate the 
situation."

"Don’t bail on me now. I’ve never seen an undead so angry, 
and what was with that weird shaped head?"

"That might have been my fault," he said. "Running through 
him like that may have smeared his essence."

"That sounds revolting."
"Not as revolting as it felt, trust me," said Jarrod. "You know 

that the undead have to concentrate to keep their form solid and 
when I ran through him, he wasn’t prepared for it, so his image 
distorted."

"Okay, image smearer, shall we go and find him together?"
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"You handle him on your own. One stroppy teenager 
shouldn’t be a problem for you."

"I don’t share your confidence. Come on." I hurried away 
through the woods. "We need to find him before we’re out of 
time."

Jarrod trailed along behind me, complaining with every step.
It didn’t take many minutes before we found evidence of the 

undead. Across our path lay three uprooted trees.
"This could be him." I clambered over the first tree.
"He must have been around for a while if he can do such 

damage," said Jarrod, following me. "The newly undead can 
barely move a feather, it takes years to get this strong."

"You did say Professor Collinson would make the last one 
harder." As I entered the next clearing, a chunk of wood flew 
towards me, and I ducked just in time, feeling it brush the top of 
my head.

Jarrod was not so lucky.
I heard the thud and turned to see him fall to the forest floor. 

He was out cold.
"You still breathing?" I asked his unconscious form. I could 

already see where the wood had hit him; he was going to have a 
wicked bruise when he woke up. I couldn’t see any other injuries 
so had to assume Jarrod was going to be okay.

I heard a whooshing sound and got a sharp smell of toffee. 
Our final undead was close by and seemed to be looking for a 
fight.

I knelt behind one of the fallen trees and immediately caught 
a glimpse of him. He was circling the clearing, weaving in and out 
of the tree line. 

I stood up slowly and walked into the middle of the clearing.
The undead stopped moving and watched my progress.
"I mean you no harm." I held my hands up. "My friend just 

made a mistake. He didn’t mean to invade your space." I wasn’t 
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really sure what you called running through an undead, but that 
sounded good enough.

The boy’s eyes narrowed, and he moved closer. "He’s your 
friend?" His voice was faint.

I could debate the point but decided it was too complicated to 
go into. "Most of the time," I conceded.

"The Deveral family are no one’s friend." The boy frowned 
and came even closer.

"You know Jarrod?" I asked.
"I know of the family. The boy is not of particular interest to 

me."
"You don’t seem so old yourself." His clothing had the look of 

a shabby farm worker, maybe from the early part of the century.
"I’ve been here almost a hundred years."
"Which is why you can pull up trees and talk to me," I said.
He nodded. "It took time, but I can control myself better 

now."
"I’m Ruby, what’s your name?"
"Harry."
"Why do you stay here, Harry?" I wanted to move things 

along and cross him over. Time was running out.
"I died unexpectedly in a farming accident."
"I’m sorry to hear that." I glanced back at Jarrod, who was still 

out cold. "Are you ready to move on now?"
"Why are you with a member of the Deveral family?" He 

ignored my question.
"Jarrod is a student at the School of Exorcists, same as me."
"His family are not to be trusted."
"How do you know so much about his family?"
"I worked on their land many years ago. They were not kind 

to their staff."
I wasn’t surprised to hear that. "I think Jarrod might be trying 

to change that." He might if he could get through his arrogant 
phase and grow up a bit.
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"They mix with the wrong type of magic users," said Harry.
I took a deep breath. "Dark magic?"
Harry nodded. For most of our conversation he’d been 

looking at Jarrod, now his attention switched to me. "You are 
Ruby Carmichael?"

"That’s right, here to cross you over, if you’re ready." I smiled, 
hoping to encourage him.

"Related to Rupert and Fidelma?"
I nodded again. "But different to my parents, I’m not like 

them."
"No, you are very different," Harry replied as he studied me.
"You know them?"
"In a manner of speaking. I do know they visit with Jarrod’s 

family."
"The Carmichaels and the Deverals working together?" A 

powerful, unstable combination I didn’t much fancy dealing 
with.

"I’d stay away from them," said Harry. "It is for your own 
safety not to mix with such chaos."

"Thanks for the advice. I’ve no plans to hang out with either 
family." Now that Jarrod was out of the picture, Harry didn’t 
seem so mean.

"A good decision." Harry touched the rim of his cap.
"Aren’t you supposed to be our test?" I asked. "The way you 

attacked Jarrod made me think you’d be our real challenge."
Harry smiled. "You’ve already passed the assignment. I was 

just having fun with Jarrod."
I raised my eyebrows. "So, why are you here?"
"I work with Professor Collinson."
"Doing what?"
Harry smiled broadly. "Gathering intelligence."
"You’re a spy for the School of Exorcists?"
"No, just the Professor." Harry’s smile made him look so 

young. "He’s got great knowledge about the undead and helped 
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me control my abilities when we first met. This is my way to 
repay his guidance."

"Do you spy on the Carmichaels?"
"Not just them, but yes, I get to know what they’re doing."
"And what are they doing at the moment?"
Harry’s smile faded. "They are winning."



Chapter 15

"Against the School?" I asked Harry, my stomach doing a nervous 
roll.

"And all those who won’t devote themselves to dark magic 
practices." Harry settled on a tree trunk and rested his chin on his 
hands.

"I knew things were tricky." That was the understatement of 
the year.

Harry’s face remained glum. "That they are."
"We have a plan, though, to beat them?"
Harry nodded. "Our plan is you."
I laughed. "Which means we’re bound to win."
"We have a better chance now you’re here." Harry smiled. 

"But I didn’t come here to debate the battle lines with you."
"That’s mildly reassuring," I said.
"I heard Jarrod mention there may be a bounty on your head."
I nodded. It would seem Harry had been following us for 

some time, he was good at his job, I hadn’t detected him.
"That rumour is true," he added.
"Rupert and Fidelma are really paying to have me hunted 

down?" Just another example of their warped devotion to me.
"It wasn’t your parents who set the bounty, but they approve 

of the tactic."
"Who’s paying to see my head mounted on a wall?" I asked.
"Perhaps your friend Jarrod could help you with that," said 

Harry.
I turned quickly back to Jarrod, who was just beginning to 

stir. "He put a bounty on my head?"
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"His family did," said Harry. "Young Jarrod could well be 
involved. Like I said, you need to watch who your friends are."

"I guess so," I muttered.
"Ruby, it was a pleasure to meet you." Harry stood up. 

"Congratulations on passing your assignment. Professor 
Collinson will be in the dining hall having an early lunch, or 
maybe I should call it a late breakfast."

"You don’t want me to cross you over?" I turned back to him.
Harry laughed. "I’m having far too much fun to want to go 

over there."
"Anytime you change your mind you know where to find me." 

I watched as Harry’s shape began to fade.
"Thank you. I’ll remember that, Miss Carmichael." Harry 

disappeared, the last of his image floating away on a light breeze.
Jarrod groaned and I walked over to him. My feelings swayed 

between anger that he may have betrayed me and concern about 
the huge lump on the side of his head.

"Did you get him?" he slowly sat up.
"He’s gone." It was true, I hadn’t crossed him over, but Harry 

wasn’t here anymore.
"Why did he chuck a rock at me?" Jarrod touched the side of 

his head and winced.
"It was a stick, and I think it was payback for running through 

him." I helped Jarrod to his feet.
"Bit extreme," said Jarrod. "Did he give you any problems?"
"He was a pussycat."
"They always are with you."
"Don’t get jealous. We passed the assignment."
"Yeah, well that’s good, I guess." Jarrod rubbed his bruise 

gently. "Could we maybe keep this a secret?"
"What? That you passed out in fear and left me to fend off an 

angry member of the undead?" I mimed zipping my lips. "I won’t 
say a word."

Jarrod frowned. "I feel so much better now."
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I laughed. I might keep his secret; after all, he could well be 
hiding a much bigger secret from me and I wanted to keep Jarrod 
on side to make sure I knew why his family wanted me dead, and 
if he had anything to do with it.

"Let's get back and find Professor Collinson." I turned 
towards a trail path and could just make out the top of the 
School building through the trees.

Muttering a few curses under his breath, Jarrod soon followed 
me.

I glanced at him. "What are you doing over the holidays?"
"Same as everyone else; family, too much food, watching too 

much rubbish TV. What about you?"
"Not sure yet. Don't have a family I can just drop in on 

anymore."
"Only child?" asked Jarrod.
"Child of Rupert and Fidelma, remember. They stopped at 

me, didn't even want one child by my reckoning."
"Yeah, sure, but I wondered if you'd had siblings in your 

adoptive family?"
"No, they stopped at one too. Having a child who often talked 

about seeing ghosts probably put them off of more."
"That would do it." Jarrod grinned at me.
"What are your family like?"
"You must have heard the rumours?"
"Lots of money and power. I know the rumours, but what are 

they like to you?"
"Why do you want to know?" Jarrod's expression was 

cautious.
"I'm interested in finding out more about you." I shoved my 

hands into my coat pockets. I was also very interested in finding 
out just how close Jarrod was to his family and whether he had 
anything to do with this bounty. If so, I also wanted to know why 
he had warned me about it.
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"My family are the same as everyone else's. They are 
complicated and messy, and not always what they seem."

"Mine aren't like that."
"You aren't talking about Rupert and Fidelma are you?" Jarrod 

raised his eyebrows.
"Definitely not, I know what a horrible mess they are. No, the 

people who raised me were decent. I miss them."
"It's the price Senders sometimes have to pay, especially ones 

as important as you. They have to sacrifice those they care about 
to keep them safe. It's not uncommon for a Sender to die alone."

"Jeez, Jarrod, make our role sound like fun why don't you." I 
shook my head and stomped along the trail. I heard Jarrod laugh, 
and sped up even more.

"Wait, slow down. I didn't mean that would happen to you." 
Jarrod ran up to me and touched my arm. "We have the School 
behind us, and you have friends here to look out for you. And if I 
do find out you are about to die alone, I will come to join you, 
and we can, at least, die together."

"You really can be strange sometimes." I looked at Jarrod and 
saw him grin.

"I'm the strange one? I definitely can't just touch an undead 
and send them over. That is strange, I've never even heard of that 
before."

"Maybe you just need to apply yourself more."
Jarrod laughed. "Said the girl who still has chocolate muffin 

crumbs in her hair."
I blushed and shook my hair out a few times.
"Come on, let's get inside before I freeze." Jarrod laughed 

again and then marched us along the rest of the trail path and 
back to the welcoming warmth of the School.

I'd not managed to find out anything of value about Jarrod's 
involvement with this bounty. If anything, I'd realised he actually 
was a decent guy. I really hoped he wasn't involved.
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"My young protégés, back in one piece," said Professor 
Collinson as we walked into the dining hall.

"Only just." Jarrod rubbed his bruised head.
"Ah, well those undead can be tricky."
"Ruby did all right," said Jarrod.
Praise indeed from Jarrod. "We crossed over every undead you 

sent us." I watched Professor Collinson carefully to see if he 
would react to that comment, and wonder if I’d also crossed over 
Harry?

"Excellent." He scooped a large spoonful of beans into his 
mouth.

"We’ve passed?" asked Jarrod.
"Jarrod, with a family like yours, you will never fail at 

anything," said Professor Collinson.
Jarrod’s head whipped up. "I did my bit."
I nudged Jarrod. "He did well, Professor. It was a team effort."
"Of course it was." Professor Collinson gave us a brief smile. 

"Yes, you have both passed the assignment."
"Maybe you should get some ice on that bruise," I said to 

Jarrod.
Jarrod cast another disgruntled look across the table. "Sure, 

good idea. Can’t have my good looks messed up."
I shook my head as he walked away. "So, Professor, may I ask 

about Harry?" I sat across from Professor Collinson, who was 
wiping a thick slice of bread around his plate.

"I’m pleased you met him." He cast a brief look at Jarrod’s 
retreating form. "Did you both meet him or does that lump on 
Jarrod’s head tell a tale?"

I smiled. "Harry got a perfect strike on Jarrod. He was out 
cold while we talked."

"What did you talk about?"
"The battle, him being a spy, that sort of thing." I twirled a salt 

cellar in front of me.
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"A spy! I bet he loved being considered anything so James 
Bond." Professor Collinson slurped from a mug of tea.

"He’s your...informant, though?"
"Harry is very useful and extremely loyal," said Professor 

Collinson. "I wouldn’t know half of what is going on in the dark 
realms if it weren’t for him."

"How does he get so much information?"
Professor Collinson cocked his head to one side. "He didn’t 

tell you?"
"I sort of assumed he was just a good spy."
"He is, but he’s also a part of the gang."
"What gang?" I asked.
"He was a dark magic user before he died."
The salt cellar spun out of my fingers. "He said he worked on 

the Deverals’ land. He couldn’t have used dark magic."
"Of course he could. He was a farm worker but only because 

his abilities weren’t properly understood. It was a different time 
back then, harder to find people with potential. The Deverals 
soon worked out Harry had magic and were quick to sign him up 
without giving him all the options."

"That seems unfair."
Professor Collinson jumped up from his seat. "Much like life, 

the dark side rarely play particularly fairly." He ushered me ahead 
of him as we left the dining hall.

"He did say that I was going to help win the battle for the 
School." The comment had played on my mind ever since Harry 
had mentioned it.

Professor Collinson nodded. "You’ve got a way to go yet, but 
we have every confidence that you will be a powerful leader." 

"In about a hundred years’ time, perhaps."
Professor Collinson gave a brief snort. "You don’t have the 

luxury of time. No chosen One has ever lived to an old age." He 
patted my arm and walked away, humming under his breath.
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Professor Collinson may be a decent teacher, but he was lousy 
when it came to offering encouraging words of support.

I walked into the common room and found Zander, Mike, 
Annabel, and Jenny huddled round the fire.

"You passed," said Zander, not even bothering to make it a 
question.

"I did." I sat on the arm of his chair.
He kissed me. "I knew you would."
"Was it difficult?" asked Jenny, propping the book she’d been 

reading on her knee.
"Not so much." I quickly checked Jarrod wasn’t around before 

telling them about the stick incident.
"I can’t wait to see the bruise." Mike rubbed his hands 

together. "I bet he tries to make out it happened during a fight, 
not that he got spanked in the head by a stick."

"It was a really big stick," I said. "And it only just missed my 
head, so could have easily been me out cold and now nursing a 
lump on my head and a bruised ego."

"It serves him right for being such a big head," said Annabel.
"Apart from the stick incident he did well," I said. "He's good 

at crossing over the undead."
"You never know, it might have knocked some much needed 

sense into that arrogant head of his," said Annabel.
"Let’s hope so." My thoughts were already distracted by the 

bounty hunter problem.
"Did something else happen?" asked Zander.
I looked down at him. "Why do you ask?"
He shrugged. "I didn’t mean to look, but your thoughts seem 

really flighty like there’s something you’re working out."
I sighed and gently shoved him. "You’ve got to stay out of my 

head." I had to get better at blocking him and stopping my 
thoughts getting through.
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There was no reason to hide the potential bounty hunter 
problem, so I told them about the Deverals putting a price on my 
head.

"That family are the worst," said Mike.
"We'll look out for any signs of trouble, people lurking around 

the School, that sort of thing," said Annabel. "I can't imagine 
they'll risk getting into the building to come get you. They 
wouldn't stand a chance."

"You should tell Professor Dixon as well," said Jenny. "He 
might put some additional magic around the place to keep people 
out."

"And stay away from Jarrod," said Annabel. "If he’s involved, 
in any way, you can’t let him get away with it."

"Your assignment is over now, so you don’t need to spend 
anymore time with him." Zander put his arm around my waist. 
"Don't put yourself at additional risk."

"I won’t, I'll stay out of his way." I snuggled into Zander's arms 
and tried to ignore the grumble of worry in my stomach. Bounty 
hunters trying to claim my head as their prize were a 
complication I could do without.



Chapter 16

"Do you get the feeling we’re being watched?" I asked Annabel 
for the fifth time that hour.

We were in the common room finishing an assignment, but 
the whole time the skin on the back of my neck felt itchy and 
hot.

Annabel looked up from her book and glanced around the 
room. "Not that I’ve noticed. Most of the other students have 
given up for the night."

"There's someone around here that's setting me on edge."
Annabel's eyes widened. "You’re thinking bounty hunter?"
I shrugged. I’d been paranoid for days, ever since I’d learnt 

about the bounty on my head.
"Maybe it’s just a sign we need to finish studying." Annabel 

shut her book and stretched her arms over her head.
"Maybe I should try a detection spell."
"What exactly are you detecting?" asked Annabel.
And that was the problem. Bounty hunters could be living or 

undead and I didn't know what I should be trying to detect.
"I don’t know. Would the Deverals send someone right to the 

School to try to get to me?"
"That undead, Harry, could have been wrong," said Annabel, 

who never had any patience with the undead.
"I think he was telling the truth." Professor Collinson 

wouldn't deal with anyone he couldn't trust, although the fact 
that Harry used dark magic when he was alive worried me. I 
didn't know if a dark magic addiction followed you into death.

"Try the spell if you think it will help." She pushed aside some 
books and laid a plain piece of paper on the table in front of us. 
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"Cast on this, it will show up any unauthorised people inside the 
building."

It was a long shot, but I cast a general detection spell anyway. 
"Reveal the lives, both living and dead, conceal no more both 
friend and foe, and unveil those hiding from me in plain sight."

"There’s Zander and Mike upstairs," Annabel pointed out. 
"Look, Jenny’s in the library, no surprise there." I continued to 

trace my finger around the pupils and teachers that had appeared.
"Is that the basement Professor Collinson’s in?" Annabel 

pointed to a small black dot that appeared underground.
"Well, he does have some odd hobbies," I said.
"His creepy undead chamber being one of them." Annabel 

peered down at the roving dots on the paper.
I nodded. I'd not been down there recently, mainly because I 

thought Professor Collinson might do something unpleasant to 
me if I kept removing his stock of undead whenever the urge 
took me.

"No one unusual is showing up," said Annabel. "They’d glow 
red if they were inside without permission."

"They’d have been picked up by the School’s magic anyway." I 
wiped away the spell with my hand and sighed. Just what was 
making me feel so paranoid?

"Fancy some hot chocolate and cookies?" Annabel collected 
up her books.

"I’m going to finish up here. I’ll join you in a bit."
Annabel wrinkled her nose. "Books over biscuits, that’s 

normally my line."
I laughed as she left the common room. It was unlike me, but 

I just couldn’t shake the feeling that someone was watching me 
and wanted to figure out who was giving me the creeps.

I decided to see if Professor Collinson might have any insight. 
If nothing else, he could tell me I was just being overly sensitive. 
And I was curious as to just what he was doing underground.
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The air became cool as I descended into the cellar, and I cast a 
light orb to avoid slipping.

"Professor Collinson," I called out, wanting to make sure he 
knew I was coming. Receiving no reply, I carried on downwards. 
I heard a rustling sound and enlarged the light orb, hoping it 
wasn’t rats.

"Ruby?" Professor Collinson appeared in front of me, making 
me jump back.

"Sorry, Professor, I didn’t hear you coming." I lowered the 
light orb to stop dazzling him.

"Why are you down here?" he asked. "Not after more of my 
undead I trust?"

"Not this time. I’m after some advice." I followed him back 
down the rest of the stairs.

"You decided the best place to find that would be under the 
School?"

"No, I knew you were down here and wanted to talk to you."
"Spying on me?" he asked.
I felt myself blush. "Nothing like that. I just used a detection 

spell, and it showed me where you were. I was actually looking for 
any intruders in the School."

"Why?"
"Because I think someone is watching me."
Professor Collinson was silent for a moment. His fingers 

snapped and a dozen fat, white candles, hanging from the walls, 
lit the corridor. He pushed open the first door on our left and we 
walked inside.

"I hate to break it to you, but I suspect that most of the people 
in this establishment are watching you," he said.

"I keep getting this feeling that someone is really watching me, 
you know, sort of all intense."

"You mean a bounty hunter?" His mouth quirked up. "Don’t 
look surprised. Harry is an excellent informant and told me 
what’s been going on."
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"Could it be someone after me?" I resisted the urge to look 
over my shoulder, but only just.

"We would know if they were inside the School," he said. 
"Since Rupert and Fidelma breached security, things have 
improved. No one can get inside."

I yelped as something hulking and dark came out of the 
corner. It was Cybil, Professor Collinson’s undead dog.

"Good girl." He dropped to his knees and stroked her head. 
"She’s your only...pet?" I wasn’t sure if that was the right 

definition for Cybil, but Professor Collinson seemed fond of her.
"No, I have others." He looked up at me. "Would you like to 

meet them?"
"Sure." I liked animals, even those raised from the dead. "They 

aren’t going to be like those evil pets from that Stephen King 
novel?"

Professor Collinson gave a short laugh. "Would I do that to 
you? Through here."

I followed Cybil and Professor Collinson into the next room; 
a large open fire set in the centre of the floor, taking away the 
chill from the cellar air.

I reached my hand out to the flames and felt a barrier around 
them.

"You won’t get burnt," Professor Collinson said. "I make sure 
the animals are safe."

I looked around, and my eyes widened as I realised just how 
many animals were in the room.

"Three cats, another dog, four rabbits, a dozen mice, and 
Purdy the parrot." Professor Collinson pointed at each one in 
turn.

"That’s a lot of pets," I said. "Are they friendly?"
Professor Collinson pursed his lips. "They can be."
I approached a small, black cat that seemed asleep. One of its 

eyes opened as I got nearer, and it regarded me solemnly.
"That is John," said Professor Collinson.
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"An interesting cat name." I reached my hand forward, and 
John gave me a considered sniff.

"It’s Mr John to you. He’s been here for years."
I gently stroked his head. Mr John didn’t scratch me so I took 

that as a good sign.
"He likes you," said Professor Collinson. "He doesn’t even like 

me, and I brought him back to life."
"Maybe that’s why," I said.
Professor Collinson nodded. "Quite possibly, it would explain 

why most of my pets are irascible."
"You brought them all back from the dead?"
"Yes, but they died of natural causes or in accidents," he said. 

"I didn’t hurt any of them."
"They didn’t get to choose to come back to life, though." I sat 

down slowly next to Mr John, and he nuzzled me with his bony 
head.

Professor Collinson let out a sigh. "I know, but what choice 
do I have? I can’t practice on humans. The School would remove 
me instantly."

"Why do you do it anyway?"
Professor Collinson continued as if he hadn't heard me. 

"Animals are the next best thing. Aren’t we ourselves just another 
of the great apes? If my magic works on them..."

I looked up quickly. "You’re still trying to bring your wife 
back to life?"

"Maybe." His expression was distant as he stared at the ceiling.
"Is that a good idea?"
"It’s my only idea," he said. "I can do it. You can see my 

successes all around you."
"But you’ve not tried on your wife yet?"
Professor Collinson shook himself. His whole body seemed to 

shudder. "I’m sorry, Ruby. You mentioned someone watching 
you?"
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"Yes, all the time." I decided not to pursue my questions about 
his dead wife, even though I was curious, and a bit freaked out, 
that he was trying to bring someone back who had crossed over.

"I will check the protection magic around the School, make 
sure it is all working if that will help remove your concerns?"

"It will, thanks, Professor."
Professor Collinson nodded, his gaze remaining on me. "Since 

you seem to have an affinity with Mr John, would you like a job 
down here?"

"Looking after your animals?"
"Why not? Sometimes I have to leave them unattended, or get 

caught up in work, and forget to look in on them. I don’t like to 
think of them getting lonely."

"I guess so." I stroked Mr John’s head again and detected the 
faintest of purrs. Perhaps it would be fun to make these poor 
animals lives a bit happier. Being stuck in the basement most of 
the time couldn’t be particularly exciting for them.

"Cybil and Cynthia like long walks." Professor Collinson 
pointed at a second dog curled up and snoring gently in a corner 
of the room. "The others are simple to manage. It wouldn’t be 
every day. I’ll let you know when you are needed."

"I can handle that." I liked walking in the woods, so taking the 
dogs out wouldn’t be a hassle.

"Excellent." Professor Collinson stood up and gestured 
towards the corridor. "I have work to continue, and I am sure you 
have to study."

I nodded, hopped up from the seat, gave Mr John a final 
stroke, and headed back into the corridor.

Professor Collinson walked with me back to the stairs. "One 
place you might want to check carefully for intruders is outside 
the School itself. The protection spells we cast only stretch so far. 
It is possible your bounty hunter could be lurking on the outside 
trying to get in. I would be surprised if you could detect someone 
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watching you from that far off, but you never know. And you are 
one for surprising people."

I watched Professor Collinson walk back to his room and my 
shoulders slumped. My fleeting reassurance that bounty hunters 
weren’t nearby was now in tatters. For all I knew there really 
could be a dozen of them waiting beyond the magic's boundary, 
just waiting for their opportunity to have a shot at me.



Chapter 17

My new role as animal keeper started sooner than I’d expected 
when I found a note left on my bedroom door two days later: 
Walk C & C this morning. PC

"What’s that all about?" asked Annabel as she pulled on her 
jeans.

"Professor Collinson wants me to walk his dogs." I told 
Annabel about just how many pets he was hiding in the 
basement.

"I hope he bumps your grades up for doing that," she said.
"You could come with me if you fancy a walk." I had no idea 

how well trained Professor Collinson’s animals were and didn’t 
fancy my chances against two large dogs if they hadn’t been 
trained how to sit and stay.

"Okay, but if either of them drools on me, you do my washing 
for a week."

We grabbed a quick breakfast, and then I went down to the 
basement to pick up Cybil and Cynthia.

They were both waiting by the door when I entered, a lead in 
each mouth. So far so good.

"Come on girls." I patted my leg, and they obediently followed 
me up the stairs and outside.

"Poor things," said Annabel as she watched us approach. "I 
can’t believe Professor Collinson has kept them as pets." 

I nodded. "They’re like the one-eyed bear I had as a kid. He 
was so worn and ugly no one else loved him, but I did because I’d 
made him that way."

"They’re ugly all right," said Annabel. Still, she patted them 
both on the head.
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"Let’s do a walk round the circular trail." The dogs and 
Annabel followed me without protest.

We headed into the woods, and I tried a few tricks with Cybil 
and Cynthia. They both liked chasing and returning sticks and 
Cybil was really good at staying until you told her to move. 
Cynthia not so much.

"The magic Professor Collinson uses to reanimate dead 
animals definitely works well." Annabel studied Cynthia as she 
bounded around her legs.

"It does." I'd discussed with Annabel the comments Professor 
Collinson had made about bringing his wife, Juliet, to life.

"And the next step in Professor Collinson’s bringing back the 
dead plan is to actually revive his wife?" asked Annabel.

"Let’s hope not. These dogs don’t look up to much. Imagine 
what Mrs Collinson would look like having been in the ground 
all these years."

"That really would be true love if he still fancied her rotten 
corpse." Annabel threw another stick for Cybil.

"Maybe bringing animals back to life is as far as he’ll get," I 
said. "Think about the toll it would take on you if you performed 
a spell to bring a person back to life."

"It killed his wife," said Annabel.
"Maybe that’s why he won’t do the spell. It would bring her 

back but kill him, so they still wouldn’t be together."
"It might not kill him, though. Since his wife revived him with 

magic he’s different." Annabel blew on her hands and then 
shoved them into her coat pockets. "It’s like he’s got one foot in 
the living world and one in the afterlife."

"I noticed that," I said. "He’s more like an undead the way 
magic wears him out so he has to regenerate if he uses too many 
spells."

"Exactly. I’ve seen him after one of his magic splurges when he 
works all weekend on some crazy spell. He ages about twenty 
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years and looks like he’ll collapse any second. A week later, he’s 
back to normal. Well, as normal as Professor Collinson can be."

"He thinks bringing his wife back is the only thing that will 
make him happy," I said. "Maybe he can’t stop until she’s alive or 
he dies from trying." Cynthia bounded over to me, another stick 
firmly in her jaw. We played tug for a few seconds until she let 
me have it.

"It’s so cold out here," said Annabel, as we reached the halfway 
point of the trail.

I nodded. The temperature seemed to have dropped suddenly 
and I felt my nose getting numb. The wind had also picked up, 
and leaves gusted around us, tiny tornados of dirt and grit flying 
in the air.

"Do you think it’s going to snow?" Annabel peered at the sky 
through the bare branches.

"I don’t think so." I focused my attention on the person 
standing in front of us on the trail.

He was tall and thickset, dressed in dark clothing and wearing 
a grubby cowboy hat. He was carrying a long blade and a whip.

"Annabel." My heart sped up as I tried to get her attention.
"Maybe we could run the rest of the way...who is that?" she 

asked, coming to stand next to me.
"Probably someone we really don’t want to hang out with." I 

took a few steps away from the stranger. "Let’s go back the way 
we came."

We both turned. The stranger was in front of us again, but 
this time closer.

"He’s not getting the hint." Annabel grabbed my hand.
"Run?"
"Run," she echoed, and we both dashed into the woods, 

followed by the dogs.
We reached another trail and hurried along it. The stranger 

stepped out, and we almost ran into him.
"Other way!" I span Annabel round.
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He was in front of us again.
I stopped and took a breath. This was getting stupid. "What 

do you want?"
The stranger raised his blade and pointed at me.
"He’s a bounty hunter," Annabel whispered in my ear.
"I guess so." Professor Collinson was right; the grounds 

weren’t a safe place to be. I would have to thank him for sending 
me out into them.

"He doesn’t look so tough," said Annabel. "There’s two of us 
plus the dogs. I think we can fight him."

I raised my eyebrows. "Shall I take the whip and you the 
blade?"

Annabel’s fingers sparked. "We can take him."
Before I had a chance to react, the bounty hunter pointed at 

Annabel and she flew up into the trees.
She fought back, throwing spells at the stranger, but he was 

strong and kept fending them off with his blade, knocking the 
drafts of magic away like they were sword thrusts, parrying and 
blocking them swiftly.

He twirled the whip out in front of him, sending a shower of 
magic through the trees. Annabel stopped fighting and appeared 
to slump over, still suspended in mid-air.

"Just you and me, Miss Ruby," the stranger said, winding the 
whip round his hand.

"And you are?" I swallowed down my fear and glared at him.
"The name’s Spike." He tipped his cowboy hat back, revealing 

a scarred face and several days’ worth of stubble.
"Have you been watching me all this time, Spike?" I glanced 

around, trying to find an easy way out.
"Got you spooked, did I?" He grinned, revealing a row of 

blackened teeth.
"No one likes to be spied on." I took a couple of steps 

backwards, and he matched me.
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"No more running." Spike raised his whip. "The girl up there 
won’t like it if I forget the spell and she takes a tumble."

I looked up at Annabel. She still seemed unconscious and a 
fall from that height could be fatal.

"You’re going to take me to the Deverals?" I asked, stalling for 
time. 

"Don’t know no names. All I know is the bounty on your little 
red head was way too good to pass over. Will keep me in fine 
fashion for years. So long as it gets paid, I don’t care where the 
money comes from." He flicked his whip lightly at me. "Do you 
want to do this the easy way?"

"I’m going nowhere," I replied.
"Fine by me." He threw back his whip and another cascade of 

magic fell.
I shielded myself with a protection spell and sent a bolt of 

lightning at him. I also had the added bonus of my shield magic 
Professor Ipkiss had given to me after Rupert and Fidelma 
attacked me in the School. It provided me with some confidence 
that Spike wouldn't be able to do too much harm to me.

Spike skipped away from my magic and laughed. "They teach 
you only the plain sort of magic in that fancy school of yours?"

"If by plain you mean not dark, then yes." I ducked behind a 
tree and then peeked out to see where he was.

Spike’s blade almost chopped my ear off, and I lost a hunk of 
hair.

He rounded the tree and pressed the blade to my throat. "A 
pretty little thing like you needs to know how to protect herself 
better. All sorts of bad men out here."

Cybil launched herself through the bush to my right, 
embedding her teeth into Spike’s arm and shaking him violently.

Spike roared and swung his blade at Cybil.
Cynthia appeared on my left side and grabbed Spike’s other 

arm, giving a deep, angry growl before joining Cybil in a horrific 
game of tug of war.
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I ran back to where Annabel was suspended and saw her 
spinning wildly in the air before dropping a few feet.

I quickly cast a floating spell over Annabel, and she descended 
slowly to the ground. I checked to see if she was hurt but couldn’t 
see any damage.

Cybil and Cynthia were still enjoying playing with Spike, 
giving me time to pull Annabel over to the relative safety of a 
clump of bushes.

I turned round as Spike let out a roar of pain. He swung one 
arm back and threw Cybil across the clearing.

Cynthia grabbed Spike’s throat. He made a gargling sound 
and then vanished, leaving Cynthia snapping at thin air.

I ran over to Cybil. She was on her side, her eyes open, but she 
was making a horrible whimpering noise.

Running my hands over her carefully, I immediately felt the 
problem. Broken ribs. Probably a punctured lung. She may be an 
undead dog but she’d received her injuries protecting me.

"Okay, pooch, let’s get you mended." I performed a healing 
spell on Cybil whilst Cynthia sat by my feet, her head on my 
knee.

"I’m not hurting her," I murmured to Cynthia, who grumbled 
a reply at me.

"Ruby?" It was Annabel.
"I’m over here, with the dogs," I called out.
Annabel emerged from the bushes. "Where’s that guy gone?" 

She rubbed her head as she approached.
"The dogs took care of him." I repeated the healing spell, and 

Cybil’s whimpering became quieter.
"Oh, he hurt Cybil." Annabel knelt next to me and stroked 

Cybil’s head.
"How about you?" I asked.
"Fine, he just caught me with a stun spell before I could 

protect myself," said Annabel. "Stupid really, I should have seen 
that one coming."
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"You were suspended in the trees. That would make it tricky 
to know exactly what’s being fired at you." I ran my hands over 
Cybil again. 

"Is she going to be okay?"
"For an ugly, undead dog I think she’s going to be fine." I 

gently stroked Cybil’s side.
Cynthia made another grumbling sound and then licked my 

hand.
"I think she’s saying thank you for saving my buddy," said 

Annabel.
"Ruby, is that you?" Jarrod walked towards us through the 

trees. He stopped abruptly. "What are those things?" He pointed 
at the dogs.

"We’re just walking Professor Collinson’s dogs." I was 
surprised to see Jarrod in the woods on his own.

"What’s wrong with that one?" He pointed at Cybil.
Cybil was now awake, but still on her side. Having broken ribs 

takes it out of you.
"She’s fine, just resting." Annabel glared at Jarrod.
"They’re hideous," he said.
"I think they’re lovely." I patted Cynthia, who panted loudly.
Jarrod walked nearer. Both dogs growled.
Annabel laughed. "It sounds like they’ve already got the 

measure of you."
Jarrod smirked. "I could have those creatures destroyed you 

know."
"Why would you?" I frowned at Jarrod. "They’re not doing 

any harm, and they’re good company for Professor Collinson."
Jarrod shook his head. "He shouldn’t be raising dead animals 

to be his pets. Look at them, they’re not natural."
"They’ve just saved us from a –"
I cut Annabel off quickly. "A really big rat." I didn’t want to 

mention our encounter with the bounty hunter in case Jarrod 
knew about it and had come into the woods to see the outcome. 
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Ever since that conversation with Harry, I’d been even more 
confused about Jarrod’s intentions.

"Rats? Big rats in the woods?" Jarrod looked around as if 
expecting to find some. "They really are brave dogs."

Cybil staggered to her feet and bared her teeth at Jarrod. Then 
she turned to me and whimpered.

I gave her a quick pat. "You wouldn’t believe the size of these 
rats."

"And did one of these enormous rats do that to the dog?" He 
gestured at Cybil, who bared her teeth again in response.

"Like I said, she was just resting," said Annabel.
Jarrod shrugged. "Whatever. They make good companions for 

you both. I guess it’s true what they say that owners do look like 
their animals." He turned and walked away, his hands shoved in 
his jeans pockets.

"Such a jerk," muttered Annabel, as she swiftly brushed leaves 
and mud from her clothes.

"Who cares what he thinks," I said. "Bit weird, though, him 
being out here at the same time as that Spike guy."

Annabel’s eyes widened. "I knew he'd be involved with the 
bounty hunters."

I pulled my hair off my face and thought over the possibility. 
"He might be involved, although I'm not completely sure. If his 
parents set the bounty, they may have asked Jarrod to oversee 
things from inside the School." I hoped that wasn’t true, but 
Jarrod was all over the place personality wise, sweet one minute, a 
gloating ego the next, so I could never be certain about him.

"It wouldn't surprise me if he is involved." Annabel patted the 
dogs’ heads.

I shrugged. I really didn’t know how surprised I'd feel to know 
Jarrod was working against me.

We walked slowly back to the School, giving Cybil plenty of 
time. I hoped Professor Collinson wouldn’t be angry that I’d 
almost lost him his dogs the first day I’d taken them out.
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A car was pulling up outside the School as we arrived. 
Professor Collinson stepped out of it.

"Ah, nice to see you doing the honours with my girls." He 
walked towards us swiftly.

I gritted my teeth. "There was a little incident."
Professor Collinson looked at the dogs. "Incident?"
"Cybil hurt her ribs," said Annabel. "But she’s fine. Ruby fixed 

her."
Professor Collinson knelt down as Cybil and Cynthia reached 

him and gave them both a rub. "Using magic on an undead 
animal is wasteful."

"I couldn’t leave her in distress," I protested. "You’d have done 
the same."

Professor Collinson sighed. "Yes, I would, but I’ve got a lot 
less to live for than you."

"We think it was a bounty hunter," I said. "He came out of 
nowhere and attacked."

"And the dogs protected you?" he asked.
"They saved me from getting my throat slit."
"Well, they’ve done their job admirably." Professor Collinson 

smiled at Cynthia and Cybil.
"You knew someone might attack me?" I asked, my anger 

rising as I realised what a risk Professor Collinson had exposed 
me to.

"It’s always a possibility, bounty hunter or not. The girls are 
excellent attack dogs, and I knew you’d be in safe paws with 
them."

That was so Professor Collinson, doing a good deed but in a 
roundabout way.

"Ruby, you’ve got your own guard dogs," said Annabel. "That 
should see off any more bounty hunters."

"They are yours as long as you need them," said Professor 
Collinson. "But I do want my girls back, this is strictly a loan."
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"Thanks, Professor." I felt reassured by my new companions. 
Anything to keep me alive and out of the arms of crazed bounty 
hunters and safe from Rupert and Fidelma could only be a good 
thing.



Chapter 18

"I think these might be working." Zander held a leaflet up to me 
as we sat down at the start of Theoretical Magic.

I read the leaflet detailing punishments for attempting to 
capture me. The School had sent out warnings into the magic 
community about punishments against anyone who tried to 
break through the defences in place. It seemed to be doing the 
trick. I guessed being threatened with an enforced Sending, 
whether you were living or undead, would be enough to make 
anyone think twice.

"Good to know." I dropped the leaflet onto the desk. It felt 
strange having the School of Exorcists threaten people in an 
attempt to keep me safe.

"It must be working," said Annabel, joining us at the desk. "A 
week has passed without any more bounty hunter encounters." 

I nodded in agreement. "But what about those weird letters?"
"You think they're connected to a bounty hunter?" asked 

Zander.
"I'm not sure, it's a weird way to hunt someone." I pulled the 

small piece of paper out of my pocket and laid it on the desk. 
"This is the third one this week." The paper showed a carefully 
drawn letter A, which I had found on my pillow. 

"It's just like the other two letters, T and E." Annabel peered 
at the letter and passed her hand over it. "It doesn't feel magical."

I held it out to Cybil, who sniffed it and gave a low growl 
before flopping on to the floor next to my feet.

My new guard dogs were brilliant. In return for regular walks, 
they spent most of their time at my heels, following me around 
like extra shadows. Cybil and Cynthia had definitely ended my 
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feelings of paranoia, and I had stopped looking over my shoulder 
every five minutes.

Annabel jabbed the letter with her finger. "It is weird. I 
wonder who’s doing it?"

"And what the letters are trying to tell me, if anything?"
Annabel pursed her lips. "They spell ‘eat,’ which is a perfect 

idea. I’m starving." She grinned at me.
I shook my head. "My invisible letter leaver is trying to feed 

me up?"
"It’s probably just Jarrod playing one of his stupid games," said 

Zander. "He just won't leave you alone."
"Maybe." I wasn’t convinced Jarrod was involved. It didn’t 

seem like his style.
Professor Ipkiss swept into the classroom, her pale blue robe 

floating out behind her, putting an end to our conversation.
"Class, open your books at Chapter five, and write a summary 

outlining why time travel spells are not approved of." She pointed 
at the board and words appeared. "No less than five hundred 
words and I want each one on my desk at the end of class."

I suppressed a sigh, flipped open my book and began to read. 
I'd have to puzzle through the mystery letters later.

The bell rang for the end of lessons, and we all gratefully 
packed our books away.

"Come on, let’s fulfil your weird letter prophecy and go and 
eat dinner before I fade away." Annabel bounced up and down on 
her toes.

"Okay, let's go. You're probably right and it's just someone's 
silly game."

I followed her along the corridor to the dining room, the dogs 
behind me and Zander right next to me.

The corridors had been transformed in time for Christmas, 
with brightly coloured baubles and tinsel strung over every 
available surface. An enormous tree stood just inside the front 
door, just as brightly decorated.
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I was enjoying the holiday atmosphere that filled the School. 
It was only two days until the School of Exorcists let everyone 
loose to be with their families and loved ones.

We filled our plates and joined the others at one of the long 
dining tables.

"That was amazing." Annabel pushed her empty bowl away 
and sighed.

"I’ve been beaten." Zander dropped his spoon and patted his 
stomach. Cybil immediately took that as a sign she was wanted 
and laid her large, mangy head on his lap.

I gently pushed Cybil's head away from Zander and lured her 
over to me with some leftover pie.

As I glanced over at the entrance to the dining room, I was 
surprised to see Jarrod lurking. He beckoned at me to join him.

Wiping my mouth on a napkin, I stood up. "Back in a minute. 
Stay here girls." I gestured to the dogs to remain in the dining 
room.

"Don't be long," said Zander. 
I gave him a wave and then walked out into the hallway, 

curious to see what Jarrod wanted. After our Sending assignment, 
and brief encounter in the woods recently, he’d just seemed to 
vanish.

Jarrod stood in the partial shadows of the hallway and raised 
his head in acknowledgement as I approached him.

"I thought you’d given up on this place," I said. "Did our 
Sending assignment tire you out?"

"Just took a bit of time out, my family wanted me at home." 
He gave a shrug. "What’s happened recently as well, it was kind 
of a shock. Christiana going rogue, that undead getting the better 
of me. My reputation’s in ruins."

I grinned at his exaggeration. "You really didn’t know about 
Christiana getting so caught up in dark magic?" 

Jarrod hesitated. "Maybe. I had an idea what she was up to but 
never thought she’d go so far. She got in way too deep."
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"And the reason we’re hiding out in the hallway is..."
"I just wanted to give you this before I leave for the holidays." 

He held out the silver starfish he’d given me for my birthday. 
"You lost it in the cave. It must have fallen off your dress. I 
thought you might want it back."

"Oh, erm, yes, thanks." I hadn’t even realised I’d lost it. I held 
it between my fingers. It really was pretty, with intricate carvings 
laced across the tiny arms.

"Not that you deserve it, after telling everyone about me being 
knocked out by a flying stick." Jarrod frowned at me.

"Ah, you heard that rumour got out?" I couldn’t help but 
laugh.

"It’s okay, probably no more than I deserve."
"When are you leaving?" I pushed the starfish into my pocket, 

not wanting Zander to see it and get the wrong idea.
"First thing tomorrow. The School is letting me leave early, 

one of the good things about having a family with influence and a 
generous bursary fund in place here." He did his familiar smirk, 
but it seemed half-hearted.

"Does that mean the strange letters on my pillow will stop?" I 
wasn’t sure it was Jarrod leaving the cut out letters, but it 
wouldn’t hurt to ask.

"The what?" He looked confused. "Someone’s writing you 
letters?"

"Never mind," I said. "I think it’s just someone’s dumb idea of 
a joke, leaving me letters to make into a word."

Jarrod shrugged again and looked at the floor. "Not guilty, for 
once."

We stood in an uncomfortable silence for several seconds, 
Jarrod kicking at the carpet and me not really knowing what the 
say. I didn't completely trust him but didn't like seeing him so off 
his game.
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"Well, have a good break from the School." I couldn’t think 
what else to say. It’s not that I didn’t like Jarrod, but life was 
simpler without him muddling things up.

"Sure, you too. And take care of yourself." A strange look 
passed over his face, and he opened his mouth as if to speak, but 
then he simply turned and walked away.

I watched him go, my emotions confused. He seemed 
unhappy, but I couldn’t help that. Even if he didn’t know 
Christiana was using dark magic, his closeness to that power 
made me twitchy and reminded me of my own near miss, stirring 
up the primal feelings I’d have to keep in check for the rest of my 
life when it came to dark magic.

Jarrod’s family were also involved in trying to harm me by 
setting a bounty on my head, and I wasn’t convinced he was 
completely innocent in that matter.

I turned back to the dining room. Zander, Mike, Jenny, and 
Annabel were just leaving the table, so I hurried to catch up with 
them.

We spent the evening in the common room relaxing, enjoying 
the warmth of the open fire and the feeling of the School break 
getting closer by the second.

As I reclined in a soft chair, tiredness enveloped me, a 
combination of too much good food and sitting too close to the 
fire.

Making my excuses, I went to my bedroom. Twenty minutes 
of shut-eye seemed like the ideal solution.

I fell into a deep sleep almost as soon as my head touched the 
pillow.

The letters that had appeared on my bed floated before my 
eyes. I knew they couldn’t really spell ‘eat’ as Annabel suggested. 
They continued to swirl in front of me as if propelled by a strong 
wind. Two more letters joined them, but they were crumpled 
into balls, and I couldn’t make them out.
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I grabbed at one ball of paper but missed. I tried again, and 
eventually, I caught it and the paper squirmed in my fist as if 
alive. I forced it open, trying to read the letter. It was an H. 

The remaining letter floated towards me, this time almost 
begging me to catch it. I reached forward gently and tugged the 
edge of the paper. It unrolled itself without complaint, showing 
me the letter D.

As soon as I saw the letter, a searing pain tore through my 
arm. As if something or someone was carving into my flesh.

My stomach lurched as letters formed on my skin. As they 
were placed in their correct order, my mouth grew dry and it felt 
as if the air was sucked out of my dream. The word they spelt on 
my arm was death.

The force of the grip that shook me almost snapped my neck. 
I grabbed the hand that had me in such a powerful vice, clawing 
at the flesh. Was this part of my dream? The pain in my throat 
challenged the idea. Someone lifted me from the bed, holding me 
so my feet were off the floor.

"Worked it out yet?" a male hissed in my ear. I could smell 
something rancid and decaying; my attacker’s breath.

My eyes opened, staring into the darkness, a black too thick to 
simply be the gloom of night. 

I heard a deep growling coming from Cybil and Cynthia and I 
kicked out, aiming at whatever was choking the life out of me.

The dogs barked, and then fell silent, making me panic.
"Now that we’ve snapped your pathetic shield spell, we 

thought we’d give you a traditional death. No more magic, no 
bounty hunter finding you, just good old-fashioned torture."

I recognised the voice. It was my so-called mother, Fidelma, 
and suddenly things made sense to me. The Carmichaels hadn’t 
been lying low all this time, they’d been plotting, trying to find a 
way round the School’s defences and finally finish me off. It 
seemed like they’d succeeded.
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"Get her outside. We don’t want to be disturbed," Fidelma 
ordered, and we translocated outside of the School building, into 
the woods.

Rupert still held me tightly by the throat, just letting enough 
air in now and again to stop me losing consciousness.

"You will be delighted to know that we are now, officially, 
enemies. My own flesh and blood turned against me. It’s a shame 
I cannot bear." Rupert breathed in my ear, and I smelt that rotten 
odour again. It was coming from inside him, the stench of decay 
was overwhelming.

I couldn’t speak; his hand was crushing my throat. I looked 
around trying to find some way out of this very real nightmare. 

All I saw were trees, bare of their leaves, their twisted, frozen 
branches sticking up into the starlit night. The moon looked 
huge, looming over us, watching the action without passing 
comment.

Rupert laughed, deep and guttural, wafting that stench over 
me again. 

His mocking laugh sent a spark of anger through me and I 
grabbed his hand again as a spell jumped into my oxygen-starved 
brain.

My hands grew hot and sparked against his flesh. It wasn’t a 
strong spell, but it hurt him enough so that he dropped me. I hit 
the frozen ground and took in a lungful of desperately needed air.

"I like your style. You do take after me after all," Fidelma said.
"I’m nothing like you," I managed to gasp out, repulsed by the 

thought that I could be anything like either of them.
"My beautiful, dark magic practicing daughter. You are 

exactly like me. It’s how it caught me, by surprise, when I lost 
control of my emotions. Dark magic took me in and made me 
feel whole again. I don’t think I’d be alive without it." She bent 
over me and traced her fingers across two thin scars that laced up 
her wrists. The light from the moon highlighted the pale wounds.

"You tried to kill yourself?" I gasped.
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"It’s how dark magic found me." Fidelma sighed and looked 
up at the moon. "I’d had a huge fight with your father and in a 
rage, decided to end it all. As I lay in a pool of my own blood, a 
spell formed in my mind. It was my first dark magic spell and it 
gave me the will to carry on, reclaim my life and get Rupert back."

I looked up at her and felt a stab of emotional pain when I 
recognised how alike our eyes were. She was right; we were 
similar.

She bent down and traced her fingers round my throat. It was 
a gentle touch, almost as if she were examining my injuries.

"Don’t be fooled," Rupert laughed. "She’s a lot worse than I 
am. That’s why I love her so much."

My breathing was calmer now, and I looked at both of them 
in turn. "Is this how it ends?" I felt a foolish rush of courage.

"Your life, you mean?" Rupert looked down at me. "Yes, I 
think this is it. We waited for you, we pleaded with you to join 
us. You know first-hand how good dark magic feels, what it can 
do for you. Now you have had a taste there should be nothing 
holding you back. Yet, still you resist. Why?" He spat the last 
word at me.

"I don’t want to be a monster," I said. "It’s not what I’m 
destined to be."

"And that, my little gem, is the problem. We know what 
you’re destined for, and that is why we have to kill you. If you 
don’t die, we might, and that really isn’t fair." Fidelma pouted, 
her beautiful mouth turning down at the corners.

I felt my strength returning, although my throat still ached 
from Rupert’s cruel grasp. I shifted my weight so that I was 
sitting more upright, giving me more room to look around and 
find a way to escape.

"You seem surprisingly calm for someone who’s about to die." 
Irritation sparked in Fidelma's eyes.

"You won’t kill me." I couldn’t believe I was provoking them, 
when I should be on my knees, begging for mercy.
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"I’m bored of the traditional methods. Let’s try this, shall we? 
It might sharpen your attention." Rupert closed his eyes and 
flicked both hands towards me, his fingers splayed.

My heart stuttered and then tightened. The sensation was 
slow to begin with, but the pressure was growing, causing my 
heart to beat out an erratic, unsteady rhythm.

Fidelma skipped with pleasure as she saw my pain. "What 
you’re experiencing is a soul freeze. Soon you won’t even 
remember your own name, let alone your mission to save the 
world and be the saviour of this pathetic School." 

The pressure grew, and as Fidelma predicted I felt myself 
begin to fade. My memories, my hopes, and ambitions seemed to 
flow out of me, trickling from my fingers and toes. I felt the 
weight of my body pulling me back down to the ground, and I 
welcomed the chilled earth as I rested my head.

A few words sparked through my mind. I heard an echoing 
sound, repeating the words of one of the first spells I’d ever 
learnt: a summoning spell. The spell called people to you and 
helped them locate you if you were lost. The words kept leaching 
from my mind as I struggled against the powerful magic.

I wasn’t fully aware of who I was trying to summon, but as I 
closed my eyes and felt Rupert’s foul breath on me as he kissed 
my cheek, a body twisting shudder ran through me.

To begin with, I thought it was just my reaction to the soul 
freeze, the last remnants of my essence taken. I lay still, frozen 
with cold. I was dying and would become a soulless shell, 
controlled by Rupert and Fidelma.

Another shudder hit me and I became aware of something 
moving inside me.

Fidelma grabbed hold of Rupert and laughed. He swept her 
off her feet and span her in a wide circle, dancing away from me.

"We have finally done it." Rupert bent and kissed Fidelma.
I kept my eyes closed, but began to feel traces of energy seep 

through me. I took a tiny breath, hoping it would not be noticed. 
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"Don’t make any sounds or sudden movements." I instantly 
recognised the voice, but what I didn’t understand was how it 
could be coming from inside my head.

It was Andreas. "You called me, with your spell. When I got 
here I realised the only way to save you was to merge with you."

"Is that what I’m feeling?" I thought back to him, my muddled 
brain struggled with the idea.

"Just stay still. They won’t leave until they are sure you have 
been beaten. They’ll probably want to take you with them to 
show off their achievement."

"What achievement?"
He sighed. "Destroying you."
"So, what do we do?" I really hoped he had a grand plan for 

getting me out of here because all I could do in that moment was 
play dead and hope I was a good enough actress.

"We combine energies. It should give you enough power to hit 
them with a surprise attack and give you a few seconds to get out 
of here. I can translocate us if we time it right."

"What do I need to do?"
"Do you remember the first time you cast a spell and almost 

set fire to the whole woods? Do that again, but this time, aim it at 
the Carmichaels."

"I don’t have the energy." My head felt so heavy I could barely 
move it. How was I supposed to create a spell that would have 
any impact?

"Use some of my energy. Still your mind and concentrate. Just 
be quick, they’re coming over."

I tried to relax, despite every muscle in my body crying out in 
protest, and felt a surge of heat as Andreas took control of my 
body and our minds melded together. I gained a brief flash of 
some of his memories. A childhood friend, lessons at the School, 
lots of dark, scary places that I shied away from and, with a hint 
of embarrassment, I noticed far too many images of me. 
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I felt the charge in the air and bit down on my bottom lip as I 
realised the spell was working. My hands tingled, and I 
concentrated on forming a ball of fire, mixing in my feelings of 
anger and fear, deliberately dwelling on the pain Rupert and 
Fidelma had inflicted on me.

It worked. A spiral of flames poured out towards them. I saw 
their faces highlighted by the jet of fire as it approached and I 
willed it on, pushing my hands out and using every ounce of 
energy I could gather.

I heard a scream, but the roar of the flames enveloped all other 
sounds. My arms fell to the ground, feeling like lumps of lead. 
The fire quickly died away, images of the dazzling light still 
etched on my retinas as I blinked my vision back into focus.

"Time to get you out of here." Andreas spoke inside my head 
again, and I heard him mutter the translocation spell.

I felt the familiar build-up of energy and the hairs on my neck 
stood up. Something was wrong; I was still lying on the frost 
covered floor.

"It’s not working," I said, this time aloud.
"Stupid, stupid, idiotic child!" The voice came out as a scream. 

Fidelma emerged from the burnt trees, her hair a blackened mess 
and charred embers covering her long dress.

"They’re not dead." Fear froze me to the ground.
"They must have stopped the spell from working," Andreas 

said. 
My heat-seared parents moved towards me, crouching low, 

circling me as if I was a dangerous, wounded animal they had 
finally brought down.

"I can try something else," Andreas said. "But it means leaving 
you."

"Do it, anything," I whispered. 
"It will hurt you, me leaving your body, especially when you’re 

already injured."
"Better hurt than dead," I said. 
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"I’ll be back as soon as I can. Just grit your teeth. I’ll do this 
quickly."

As Andreas left me, it felt as if someone was ripping out a 
long, serrated knife; a blade that was lodged in my side for too 
long.

I screamed. I couldn’t stop myself, the pain was so intense, 
and I rolled on to my side, fully expecting to see blood pouring 
from a wound.

The sound of my scream made Rupert and Fidelma stop 
circling. Fidelma looked over at Rupert, a quizzical expression on 
her face. A smile spread slowly across Rupert’s face, and he shook 
his finger at me.

"Our daughter has had some help. Who’s been visiting you, 
little one?" 

I tried to keep him out of my thoughts, throwing up blocks 
and walls in my mind each time he sent out a probe.

"Well?" Fidelma snapped, making a shiver run down my spine.
"It’s of no consequence to us, just a small annoyance. It’s gone 

now. Ruby, it would seem you have been abandoned once again. 
You really do have trouble keeping hold of the people who are 
supposed to love you," Rupert said.

I looked around the woods, searching for Andreas. Where had 
he gone and what was he planning? Most importantly, would he 
manage it before Rupert and Fidelma killed me?

The pain in my side had dulled to a constant thud, matching 
the beat of my heart.

"I’m bored." Fidelma gave me a pitying stare. "Finish the soul 
freeze and let’s get out of here."

"Your wish is my command." Rupert bowed his head, before 
closing his eyes, a line of concentration running across his 
forehead as he began the spell.

I experienced the sickening sensation of my heart being 
squeezed again and took a few breaths of air.
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The sensation only lasted a few seconds before Rupert 
stopped. He twisted his head in the direction of a clump of 
evergreen ferns. They were violently swaying.

"What is it?" Fidelma glared at the trees.
"I’m not sure, it feels like..." his eyes widened as he continued 

to stare at the trees.
I squinted into the darkness, trying to make sense of what was 

happening.
"We need to leave." Rupert spoke quickly and took hold of 

Fidelma’s hand.
"What is it?" she said again, seeming reluctant to go, her 

narrowed eyes locked onto me.
"We have some mutineers in the ranks," he said.
I continued to strain my eyes in the murky light. And then I 

saw them; a line of undead coming towards us. Andreas was 
leading them from the front, and his face was triumphant.

There must have been twenty undead approaching, and I 
could sense their intentions weren’t benevolent. The air crackled 
around us, sparking in front of Rupert and Fidelma, as the 
undead directed their fury at them.

"We must leave, now!" Rupert yelled, holding Fidelma tightly.
A spell cast by one of the undead made them both fly into the 

air and crash back down on to a pile of rocks.
The undead that cast the spell vanished, and I watched as each 

time a spell was cast, another member of the undead army 
disappeared too.

Several of the undead simply charged at Rupert and Fidelma, 
grabbing hold of them and flying into the air. I guessed they 
didn't all have magic abilities.

However, the combination of brute force and magic was 
working and Rupert and Fidelma's attentions were focused on 
fighting the attacking undead and not killing me.
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I knelt on the ground, dragging in air, determined to help. I 
concentrated on the pain they had caused me, generating heat 
between my hands. 

This time, I formed the perfect fireball, nothing weak or 
jagged about this spell. I cast it over my head, the size of the ball 
illuminating the clearing just like the moon.

Staring at Rupert and Fidelma, I grimaced. These people were 
not family, they were my enemies, and I had to protect the 
School of Exorcists and myself from them. I cast the fireball and 
watched it engulf them.

Rupert wrapped Fidelma in his arms as if trying to protect 
her. As the fireball hit the ground, it emitted a triumphant hiss, 
scattering brilliant showers of sparks around the clearing.

As the flames died away, I saw that Rupert and Fidelma had 
vanished.

I dropped to the ground again, exhausted by the magic.
Andreas rushed to my side and grabbed me into his cool 

embrace. I clung to him, my final reserves of strength were 
disappearing.

"It’s okay, I think you did it." He released me from his arms 
and clasped my face, kissing me on the mouth. I was too tired to 
protest.

"I hope so," I croaked, my throat burning from the damage 
Rupert had inflicted.

"When I heard you summoning me, I thought it was just a 
daydream, your voice sounded so weak." Andreas brushed my 
hair from my face.

"You saved me." I tried to smile through the pain.
"I will always be here to save you, you know that," he said.
I looked over his shoulder as he held me, and realised we 

weren’t alone.
"How did you get your...helpers?" I wasn’t really sure what to 

call the remaining undead that hovered behind Andreas.
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There was a mixture of young and old, male and female. They 
all had the same anxious, uncertain look on their faces.

"I called them to me," he said. "It only takes a few seconds to 
summon undead if you know how. The School is also a natural 
magnet for undead because they know there are Senders inside 
who can help them transition to the other side. I knew it would 
be easy to find some."

"They’ve all recently died?"
Andreas shook his head. "From the power a few of them have, 

I think there are some that have been around for a few years."
"Why did they help us?"
"I did a deal with them." Andreas looked down at the ground. 

"Don’t be annoyed, but I said you would cross them over if they 
came and fought off the Carmichaels with me."

"Andreas, I’m not sure I can." The tiredness I felt meant I was 
too exhausted to stand let alone cross over the remaining six 
undead that hovered around us. 

"They’re all ready. It will be easy." He smiled encouragingly.
"Your faith in me is overrated." I tipped my head back and 

sucked in some more air.
"You’re unstoppable. Just look how you dealt with your 

parents."
"I think that was more luck than anything else," I looked 

around the woods. "Do you think they are..."
"They might be gone for good. I couldn't really see what 

happened." Andreas's expression grew serious. "I was worried 
about leaving you alone in case I didn’t make it back in time and 
would find you gone too."

"I would have been dead if you hadn’t brought your friends 
back to help."

He grinned. "We beat Rupert and Fidelma Carmichael, the 
leaders of dark magic."

I gave a tired smile, my thoughts a confused muddle. "It 
worked. We’re alive."
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"Well, you are, that’s the important thing." Andreas shrugged. 
"Will you help them to cross over?" 

I peered at the confused, wispy faces waiting behind him. I 
just couldn’t say no. This was my destiny to help cross over 
individuals who had missed their chance when they had died. 
They’d also saved my life; it was the least I could do. 

"Of course I will." I sat up and beckoned the first one forward, 
feeling its icy touch creep over me and seeing my breath plume 
out as the chill intensified. I began the exhausting, exhilarating 
process of crossing over these restless undead.

Undead who had saved my life, and quite possibly helped me 
to kill Rupert and Fidelma and end the fight with dark magic. 
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Each entity crossed over peacefully, filling me with a sense of 
contentment. It was an enjoyable rush, so different from the 
sensations dark magic gave me. 

As the last one disappeared, I turned, looking for Andreas. He 
was sitting on a rock, his dark clothes crumpled, and his hair 
wind swept. He had his arms crossed and was watching me.

I smiled at him, feeling a surge of tenderness. He’d just saved 
my life. If I hadn’t summoned him, Rupert and Fidelma would 
have killed me. But why did I summon him? Why not Zander? 

"You do that so well, I almost wouldn’t mind you crossing me 
over." Andreas walked towards me, a smile on his face.

"I could try if you wanted to." I felt a pull of sadness at the 
thought of never seeing him again.

"No chance, I’m more human than I could possibly hope for. 
Besides, I’m happy here, with you."

I took his hand and held it gently. "Thank you."
"Anytime," he murmured, his fingers stroked my cheek.
"We should get back." I looked around me. "People will be 

wondering where I am."
"You must be exhausted, and you could probably do with a 

visit to the hospital. I don’t like the colour of your cheeks." He 
brushed a finger over my face again.

"No, I’ll have a few bruises, but it’s nothing that won’t heal." I 
touched my throat and winced as the flesh beneath my fingers 
protested.

"I’m not so sure. You’ll have to tell the School what’s 
happened. At least let Professor Ipkiss take a look at you. She’ll 
give you a healing potion."
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"I will." My thoughts turned to the walk back to the School 
and a wave of tiredness hit me. It wasn’t a promising start. 

"I could translocate us if you can’t walk." Andreas paused, a 
pained look on his face.

"What’s the problem?" I asked.
"It’s just that I need a break from the spells. I overdid my 

quota fighting with Rupert and Fidelma. My form will break 
down if I do much more, and I don’t think you want me to go off 
hunting innocent humans again." Andreas pursed his lips, then 
grabbed me round the waist and swung me into his arms.

"I’m too heavy. You won’t be able to go ten feet carrying me."
"Heavy loads I can handle, it’s the magic that wears me out." 

Andreas walked through the woods, seeming oblivious to the 
extra weight he was carrying.

"I seem to be making a habit of this." I thought back to my last 
woodland encounter with Rupert and Fidelma, and how Andreas 
had helped me back to the School.

"I’m not complaining," he said.
After a moment of walking, I wrapped my arms around his 

neck. It felt good being close to Andreas. I saw him smile in 
response, but he didn’t say anything.

We travelled in a comfortable silence for some distance, and I 
felt my eyelids drooping. "Tell me more about the undead that 
helped us. Why did so many of them disappear?" I asked, resisting 
the urge to give in to the sleep that was beckoning.

"Untrained or newly undead have little control over their 
power or behaviour. With some influence from me, they knew 
what spells to cast, but they didn’t have the strength to last for 
long after they’d used their energy. That’s where so many of them 
go wrong. They try to do too much before they fully understand 
how to control things. It took me years before I learnt how to 
look solid and more human. Before that, I had to hide away in 
places where no humans would find me. It’s one of the reasons 
abandoned houses and old cemeteries get their spooky 
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reputation, they are perfect places for creatures like me to survive 
and hone our skills."

I thought about the memories I’d seen whilst Andreas was 
merged with me and realised how scary that must have been for 
him.

"Where did they go, after they'd used up their energy?"
"No one knows for sure. I’ve always assumed that if an undead 

doesn’t manage to control themselves and they don’t get help 
crossing over, they kind of combust and vanish. It might be a 
forced crossing over, or that might just be the end for them, for 
good. They end up as dust on the floor."

"I hope they did cross over. I’d hate to think of them floating 
aimlessly in limbo." I shuddered at the thought of them missing 
their opportunity to cross over because they’d been protecting 
me.

"Hmmm, I think we have a problem." Andreas carefully 
lowered me to the ground and stepped away. He nodded and I 
looked in the direction he was indicating to see Zander, Mike, 
Annabel and Jenny running towards me. 

Zander arrived first, gasping for breath. "We thought we were 
too late." He took hold of my shoulders, and I suppressed a groan 
as his fingers pressed into numerous bruises and cuts.

"I’m all right. Better than that, I think Rupert and Fidelma are 
gone!" I smiled, looking at my friends’ anxious faces.

"Your parents are dead?" Annabel said.
"I think so. I had some help." I gestured to Andreas who had 

hidden behind a tall, twisted oak tree. He emerged and raised his 
hand in our direction, not making eye contact with anyone.

"That thing helped you?" Annabel’s nose wrinkled up.
"You know that thing is called Andreas. I would be dead if it 

weren’t for him." I smiled warmly at Andreas, who gave a brief 
grin in response but then melted back behind the tree.

Zander looked at Andreas, then back to me. "Whatever 
happened, I’m so glad you’re okay. The Professors realised 
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something was wrong, they sensed your parents’ presence but 
couldn’t track you, it was like you’d vanished."

"The dogs were also going crazy, running riot through the 
School trying to find you," said Jenny.

"Are Cybil and Cynthia okay? They tried to help me, but I 
think Rupert and Fidelma did something to them."

"They are fine," reassured Jenny.
"I couldn’t hear your thoughts properly. They kept fading in 

and out," said Zander.
"I suppose I did vanish. Rupert and Fidelma came when I was 

dreaming about those strange letters I’d been getting. At first, I 
thought it was just a nightmare." My hand traced along the marks 
on my neck. 

"They were sending those letters?" Mike asked. 
"The letters spelt out death." I looked down at my arm, saw 

they’d clearly carved the word on to my flesh, and held it up for 
everyone to see.

"Oh!" said Jenny and Annabel in unison.
"They tried to put a soul freeze on me." A deep shiver ran 

through me at the memory.
"Let’s get you back inside the School." Annabel grabbed one 

side of me and Jenny the other. I looped my arms gratefully 
around their necks, and we all walked slowly back. It wasn’t far, 
Andreas had carried me most of the way. I turned to see him, but 
he’d disappeared.

Bright lights lit up the School as we drew nearer, and 
Professor Dixon stood at the entrance, his hands folded under his 
black robe.

His gaze ran over me. "Glad to see you are still with us, Miss 
Carmichael."

"Rupert and Fidelma were here," said Zander. "Ruby thinks 
they might be dead."
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Professor Dixon's eyebrows shot up. "I have sent Professor 
Collinson and Professor Black out to see if there are any traces of 
your parents."

"I don't think they are here. I hit them with a powerful fire 
spell. If it hasn't killed them they must be badly hurt."

Professor Dixon nodded. "We shall see. Get inside now, you 
look like you need to rest."

Annabel and Jenny took me straight to my bedroom and I 
curled up on the bed and sank into a deep and untroubled sleep.

When I awoke, the light was fading, and I had no idea how 
long I’d been asleep.

I stretched out, instantly regretting the movement. Almost 
every inch of me complained, feeling tender and sore.

"I was wondering when you’d surface." I heard Zander’s voice 
and looked up. He was lying on Annabel’s bed. He dropped the 
book he was holding and came over to me.

"Do you feel as battle scarred as you look?" His gaze roved 
over me. "I should have taken you to the hospital."

"I just needed to rest." I grimaced again as my body protested 
at that lie.

"Professor Ipkiss did a healing spell on you whilst you slept, 
but I’m not sure it was strong enough."

"Really, I probably don’t feel as bad as I look," I lied again, 
trying to find a way to sit comfortably.

Zander touched my face, tracing his finger along my jaw. "I 
can’t believe how close I came to losing you."

"It was a close call," I agreed. "I really thought they’d beaten 
me this time."

"Are you sure they’re dead?"
I paused. I thought so, but they were so powerful, how could I 

really be sure? "I hope so." A cold slither of fear trickled into my 
heart at the thought of ever seeing them again.

"Can I ask you something, about Andreas?" Zander said. 
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I nodded, instantly feeling protective. If he were going to ask 
me to stop seeing him, I’d refuse. Andreas was a true friend to 
me, there when I needed him the most.

"You said he saved you?" asked Zander.
"He came for me and got some of his, I’m not sure how to 

describe them, buddies, I guess, to fight Rupert and Fidelma."
"How did he know where to find you?"
This time, I didn’t want to answer. It might hurt Zander to 

know that I’d summoned Andreas over him. "I kind of called 
him," I finally said.

"You used a summoning spell?"
"I only called him because he’s almost indestructible and knew 

he would help me." I rushed the words out, making up the reason 
as I went along.

Zander was quiet for a few seconds, but then his face relaxed. 
"It’s okay, I get it. And since it, sorry he, seems to make you 
happy, I can’t complain about him being around. I suppose I even 
owe him one since he saved your life."

"He looks out for me, and I like him," I said.
Zander smiled down at me. "I mentioned his involvement to 

Professor Ipkiss. I hope you don’t mind."
"So long as it doesn’t get him in any trouble," I said. "Just 

tolerate him, that’s all I ask. I don’t expect you to be best mates, 
but he’s helped me since I’ve been here, and I’ve got to like having 
him around."

"Just so long as you don’t get too fond of him. He’s like a 
puppy when he’s with you, he goes all big eyed and soppy. I think 
he might have a bit of a crush on you, which is just wrong." 
Zander grabbed my waist and I winced under his touch. Every 
part of me hurt, particularly my side where Andreas had merged 
with me.

"Sorry! I keep forgetting how stubborn you are, all this 
pretending not to be hurt. How am I supposed to know which 
bits to touch?" Zander dropped his hands from my waist.
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"It doesn’t hurt here." I pressed part of my forehead.
He smiled and kissed it softly.
"And, it doesn’t hurt here." I traced my fingers across my lips.
"Are you sure?" he asked.
I nodded and Zander leaned in to kiss me. As soon as he did, I 

regretted it, pulling away.
"You’ve got a big split on your top lip. I did try to warn you." 

He passed me a hand mirror. "Here, take a look for yourself."
My hair was a tangled mess, my skin deathly pale, with two 

large bruises on my forehead and an ugly split sat across my top 
lip.

I tilted the mirror down to take in my neck, where a dark row 
of finger marks looked indelibly seared into my flesh.

"Urgh, take it away." I thrust the mirror back at Zander. "I’m 
grotesque, how can you even stand to look at me?"

"I can stand it very easily." He clasped my hands gently 
between his own. "Is that okay?"

"Fine, I’m just going to be vile looking and a bit sore for the 
next week or so that's all," I said.

"I get to nurse you for a change."
"No nursing, I don’t need it."
"At least some bed rest. I’ll bring your food to you, and we can 

sit and catch up on the final lessons of the term."
The thought of no formal studying did seem appealing. 

"Maybe just a day or two," I conceded.
"Great. I’ll make arrangements with the teachers." Zander 

stood up. "I’ll be as quick as I can." 
I’d just closed my eyes when I heard a knock. The door 

opened and Professor Collinson stepped inside, closely followed 
by Cybil and Cynthia.

"I just wanted to check on you. I have been out in the grounds 
with Professor Black, and there were no signs of your parents."

I let out a sigh of relief. "Glad to here it. I can't believe they're 
really gone."
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"I wondered if you needed anything to help with your 
healing." He looked around for somewhere to sit as the dogs 
sniffed me and licked my hands.

"Thanks, Professor, but I’m okay." I gritted my teeth as I 
pulled myself back into a sitting position and gently patted Cybil 
and Cynthia.

"Clearly that’s not true." He pulled my desk chair over to the 
edge of the bed. "Girls, leave her alone." Professor Collinson 
pointed at the end of my bed, and the dogs lay down.

"I am a little stiff," I reluctantly confessed.
"Anywhere in particular?"
I pointed to my side and told him how the wound came 

about. 
"And this undead actually helped you?" he asked. 
"Andreas, yes, he merged with me. It’s what saved my life."
"I have read studies where the undead form attachments, but 

it’s usually with someone they know, not a stranger." He 
scratched the stubble on his chin. "This is very curious."

"He’s not in trouble is he?"
"Just the opposite. I find this bond you have with him 

fascinating. In fact, I’m going to recommend to the School that 
he is formally allowed back in. Not as a student you understand, 
but if he is attached you it seems cruel to keep him banished. He 
saved your life, and the School of Exorcists owes him a debt of 
gratitude."

"That’s a great idea." I beamed at Professor Collinson, who 
tried to smile back, but it looked painfully strained on his sad, 
permanently glum face.

"Now, let me address these injuries." He cast several spells, the 
last of which made me incredibly tired but much less stiff. 

I sighed and flopped back on to my pillow, fighting tiredness.
"How do you feel?" Professor Collinson pushed the chair back 

to the desk.
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"Much better, thanks." I struggled to keep my eyes open. "Are 
Cybil and Cynthia staying?"

"Yes, my girls can stay for now."
"They weren't hurt by Rupert and Fidelma when they broke 

into the School? I was worried about them."
"Remember they are undead dogs. That makes them quite 

tricky to permanently harm."
"Good to know, I like having them around." I yawned widely 

and then grimaced as my split lip reopened.
"Give yourself time to heal. Rupert and Fidelma did an 

impressive job of trying to kill you." Professor Collinson walked 
to the door, pausing before he opened it, his face twisted with 
indecision. "A word of warning, though. Your parents are 
powerful. Just be careful, you may not have seen the last of them."

"What do you mean?" I struggled to make sense of his words 
through the fog of sleep. "They are dead, aren’t they?"

"I mean, be on your guard. I am hoping you were successful 
and did defeat them, but it’s always wise to be cautious when it 
comes to dark magic." He smiled grimly. "Have a good holiday, 
and try not to get yourself killed." 



Chapter 20

I packed hurriedly, humming under my breath, feeling excited 
about spending time with Zander away from the School.

Whatever magic Professor Collinson had used on me worked 
wonders and my injuries had healed completely in just two days. 
Providing I didn’t decide to do anything too strenuous, like 
mountain biking or downhill skiing, both highly unlikely, you 
would never know I’d been injured. Zander had already left that 
morning, and I was meeting up with him tomorrow.

I’d convinced Professor Dixon to let me visit my adoptive 
parents before I went to Zander’s. The last visit was far too short 
and I really wanted to catch up with all their news and pretend, 
even for one day, that I still had family who loved me.

As I packed my bag, I realised that I would miss the School of 
Exorcists, my friends, even the lessons and the teachers, and also 
Andreas. I’d come to rely on him and would miss him if he wasn’t 
around. The School was now willing to accept him after he’d 
saved me, and even Zander was acknowledging him when they 
met in the corridors. It felt like good progress to me, and I was 
proud to call Andreas a friend.

I finished packing, pulled my bag from the bed, and dragged it 
down the stairs, followed by Cybil and Cynthia.

As I shrugged on my thick, dark green winter coat, I peeked 
out of the front door to see if the car had arrived. The School was 
providing me with an escorted ride home to ensure my safety. I 
couldn’t help but feel a bit like a celebrity and was hoping for 
tinted windows and a driver in a peaked cap and dark glasses to 
complete my illusion.
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The air was biting and sharp as I peered out, and I shut the 
door quickly, turning my attention to Professor Ipkiss, who was 
hurrying towards me. 

"Ruby, thank goodness you haven’t left yet." Her face was pale, 
with two bright red spots on either cheek.

"I’m just waiting for the car to take me to Greg and Laura's 
house. Are you all right?" My smile faded as I took in her drawn 
appearance.

"I don’t know how to tell you." She paused, her bottom lip 
shaking. "There’s been an incident."

"An incident?" My mind leapt through all the 
possibilities. Was it Zander or Annabel? Had something 
happened on their trips home?

"I just received a message from Professor Collinson. He is at 
your parents’ house."

"You’re not talking about Fidelma and Rupert are you?" My 
voice went croaky.

"No, my dear, I am sorry to say I'm not. We picked up the 
threat too late. If we had known sooner we might have been able 
to stop this." Professor Ipkiss had tears in her eyes.

"Stopped what?"
"We think, no, we know...Greg and Laura Matthews have 

been murdered."
I tried to breathe, to keep myself calm. I felt the air going in 

my nose, but it wasn’t helping. I heard a scream and realised it 
was me.

Cybil barked as I sagged forward. Professor Ipkiss's bony arms 
wrapped around me, holding me upright.

I pulled away quickly. "What happened?"
"We don’t know the exact details. They were at a work's 

social. When they returned home, they were ambushed. Someone 
was waiting in the house for them."

"It was magic? You said you should have known about the 
threat."
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"Yes, we know it was the result of magic. We’ve been watching 
them ever since you came here. We also set up detectors that 
sensed a magical presence within a mile of the house. We thought 
they were safe." A pained expression filtered across her face.

"But something got through the detectors," I whispered.
"It was the work of dark magic."
I squeezed my eyes shut, fighting the tears for just a few more 

seconds, as the realisation pierced my mind. "It was Rupert and 
Fidelma, they’re still alive."

"Yes. We believe the Carmichaels were the assailants. I am so 
sorry," Professor Ipkiss said.

"My family is gone." It felt as if a hundred undead poured 
through me, my bones chilled to ice.

"Is there anything I can do to help you?" Her question was lost 
on me. The assault of feelings was too overwhelming.

I slumped on to my knees. They were dead, gone, just like 
that. I would never see them again. The people who had 
supported and loved me, put up with my moods and 
quirks. Given me love without question for as long as I needed it. 
They were dead, murdered, because of me, because of what I am, 
because of what I must become.



Read on for a sneak preview of what book three in 
the series, Awakening, has to offer:

Somehow I stood up. My hands were curled into fists, my breath 
coming out in gasps. I tried to focus on what my teacher, 
Professor Ipkiss, said but the words kept fazing in and out.

"Ruby, I will find someone to stay with you. Will you be all 
right if I leave you for a moment?"

I nodded, my voice refusing to work, and watched as Professor 
Ipkiss hurried away. I saw the tension pulsing through her body, 
making every muscle in her narrow frame contract.

I couldn’t let this happen. There must be something to make 
this nightmare disappear. My breath caught in my throat as I 
remembered the story about Professor Collinson and his wife.

She'd saved him using a spell, sacrificing herself to bring him 
back to life. Could I do that for my family? I took a step forward, 
my feet instinctively taking me to the library. The spell would be 
in there.

I’d been part of the School of Exorcists for a single term. In 
that time, I’d discovered magic, the ability to cross over the 
undead and that I was supposed to lead the School against dark 
magic forces that threatened to destroy us. This dark magic was 
led by my birth parents, Rupert and Fidelma Carmichael. Driven 
mad by dark magic and determined to kill me.

I kept moving, slowly at first but then I was running, using all 
of my strength to push forward. I only had a few minutes before 
Professor Ipkiss realised I’d disappeared and would come looking 
for me.

Reaching the library entrance, I ran in, not caring who might 
be watching. If the spell was anywhere it would be in the 
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forbidden texts section, guarded by spells of its own to stop 
people getting their hands on potentially dangerous magic.

I dismissed the spells with a wave of my hand. My abilities as a 
powerful Sender, the formidable One, came naturally to me.

The atmosphere in the aisle of books made me pause. It was 
tense, the air thick with power.

I trailed my hands against the books and hurried along the 
rows, trying to get a feel for the spell. The magic wasn’t coming 
forward, and I struggled to concentrate, still unable to believe 
what I’d just found out. My adoptive parents, Greg and Laura 
Matthews, had been killed. The thought made me gag, and I 
swallowed quickly, my hands beginning to burn with the power 
coming out of the books they swept over.

A spark flew from my palm and I stopped, knowing I had 
found the spell. Grabbing a thick, heavy book, the pages flipped 
over unaided as I searched for the spell. A final turn of the page 
and there it was. The words almost glowed off the paper. I began 
to read, tracing my finger down the text.

I needed to translocate. In order for the spell to work, I had to 
be touching the bodies. Shuddering at the thought, I began the 
translocation magic.

As I did so, I heard Professor Ipkiss call my name. I ignored 
her. I’d face the consequences of my actions later. This was too 
important.

The spell worked, and I found myself at my old house seconds 
later. The garden was quiet, the grass sodden beneath my feet as I 
walked swiftly to the back door. Hearing people talking, I ducked 
down out of sight. 

The voices became more distant, and I risked looking through 
the glass and saw the retreating backs of two police officers. In 
front of them was another figure, I couldn’t make out who it was, 
but from the tone of voice knew it was a man. He seemed to be 
encouraging the police officers out of the house.
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This looked like my best chance to get inside. I took a deep 
breath and pushed the handle of the door, relieved to feel it give.

Keeping low and hoping no one would spot me, I crept along 
the edge of the wall, alert for any sounds.

I reached the hallway and poked my head into the 
lounge. The room was a mess; furniture charred and smoking, 
the walls covered with burn marks and a large piece of plaster was 
gouged out of the far wall. The curtains were hanging by only 
threads across the window and the books on the shelf were on 
the floor, their spines twisted and broken.

There were two white plastic sheets on the floor, hiding what 
I knew were my parents.

But something was wrong. The sheets were too small. They 
couldn’t possibly cover their bodies. I inched forward and 
touched the edge of one of the sheets, grasping it with a shaking 
hand.

"Ruby!" a startled voice called from behind me.
I knew who it was, but didn’t turn around. I just had to see. 

My hand shifted the plastic sheet. It was stuck to whatever was 
underneath it. I repressed the urge to be sick.

"Ruby." This time, the voice was softer, closer to me. "You 
shouldn’t be here. You don’t need to see...this." A hand touched 
my shoulder.

I forced my gaze away from the sheets. It was Professor 
Collinson, one of my teacher's at the School of Exorcists. His face 
looked haggard, with dark circles under his eyes and creases lining 
his forehead.

I opened my mouth to speak, but nothing came out, not even 
a whisper of air.

"What’s under there are not your parents," he said.
"They aren’t dead?" My hand refused to drop the sheet.
Professor Collinson sighed deeply. "I meant that what is 

under there doesn’t represent what Greg and Laura were and 
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how much they loved you. What is under the sheet is just 
their...shells."

"Their bodies you mean?" My voice was tight as I struggled to 
keep some semblance of control.

He gripped my shoulder. "Yes, what is left of them." 
"I came here to save them. Like your wife did for you. I know 

the spell." I stared at him, watching a mix of emotions flow across 
his face.

Professor Collinson didn’t speak for a few seconds and his 
mouth trembled. "What Juliet did for me was incredibly brave, 
selfless and foolish. But you cannot bring them back to life using 
that kind of magic."

"I need to at least try." My gaze turned back to the floor.
"No, it’s not possible. I know you must be feeling terrible, but 

try to consider this with some logic." He pointed to the bodies. 
"You know, by looking at their remains, that they have been 
injured. I arrived just after Rupert and Fidelma's attack and saw 
what they did. If you brought them back to life they would be 
horribly scarred and in constant pain. They would not be living a 
life. They would just be made to exist because of magic. You 
don’t want that for them."

I blinked up at him and then back to the bodies. "Won’t the 
spell restore them?"

"It doesn’t work like that. When my wife restored me I was 
still injured. I had a bullet lodged in my lung and was lucky not to 
bleed to death."

"There’s nothing I can do?" I asked the question more to 
myself than Professor Collinson.

"You can leave here. Don’t remember them this way, but 
think about them when they were alive and what a good life they 
gave you when you lived here."

I had spent over sixteen happy years as their adopted 
daughter, until one day it all changed when I discovered that my 
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ability to see the dead was real and that I was pivotal in keeping 
the world safe from dark magic. No small task.

"Sure," I mumbled.
"Let me get you out of here," he said.
"Could I just have a minute?" I knew what I needed to do to 

make myself believe this had actually happened.
Professor Collinson's brow furrowed. "Take your time. But 

please, when you are ready, let me take you back to the School. 
You shouldn’t be alone right now."

I nodded. My gaze once again fixed on the sheet, my hand still 
holding the edge. After one more curious look, Professor 
Collinson left the room.

I looked around once more, taking in the carnage and 
destructive revenge Rupert and Fidelma had achieved.

They hadn’t managed to kill me when they’d abducted me 
from the School recently, so they’d done the next best thing. 
They’d taken away my real family, the people who had raised me 
and loved me. 

The cruelty of their actions made me breathless, a sensation 
that morphed into a cold fury. If they wanted a fight, an enemy 
who would not rest until they had been destroyed, they had just 
created one.

If I was ever in any doubt that some minute spark of goodness 
still lurked in Rupert and Fidelma, their actions had just erased 
that. They were pure evil, and I was going to end their lives just as 
they had my parents’.
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